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“Wir müssen wissen.
Wir werden wissen.”

David Hilbert



Titre : Systèmes électroniques de basse dimensionnalité étudiés par spectroscopie de photoémission résolue
en angle et en spin

Mots clés : systèmes électroniques bidimensionnels; électrons corrélés; oxydes fonctionnels; métaux topo-
logiques; matériaux à fermions lourds; spectroscopie de photoémission résolue en angle.

Résumé : Les matériaux dans lesquels des in-
teractions à plusieurs particules, un confinement
de faible dimension et/ou un fort couplage spin-
orbite sont présents témoignent d’une grande variété
de phénomènes, mais sont encore mal compris.
Des informations essentielles sur l’origine de tels
phénomènes peuvent être obtenues en mesurant
leur structure électronique. Cette thèse présente
une étude expérimentale de la structure électronique
de matériaux de faible dimension et/ou fortement
corrélés présentant un intérêt fondamental actuel, en
utilisant la spectroscopie par photoémission résolue
en angle et en spin (ARPES et SARPES).
Dans la partie introductive, je présente mon travail
sur deux exemples de type “livre de texte”, mais in-
novants, montrant comment les interactions affectent
la structure de bande d’un matériau : le couplage des
électrons avec des phonons dans une distribution de
Debye dans un système électronique à deux dimen-
sions (2DES) dans ZnO, semi-conducteur à oxyde
à bande interdite large utilisé dans les applications
photovoltaı̈ques, et le dédoublement induit par un fort
couplage spin-orbite (SOC) dans la bande de valence
du ZnTe, un autre semi-conducteur important utilisé
dans les dispositifs optoélectroniques. Ensuite, dans
la suite de cette thèse, je discute de mes résultats
originaux dans trois systèmes différents de basse di-
mensionnalité et d’intérêt actuel en recherche :

1. La réalisation d’un 2DES à la surface (110) de
SnO2, le premier du genre dans une structure
rutile. L’ajustabilité de la densité de ses por-
teurs au moyen de la température ou du dépôt
d’Eu, et la robustesse vis-à-vis les recons-
tructions de surface et l’exposition aux condi-
tions ambiantes rendent ce 2DES prometteur
pour les applications. Au moyen d’un simple
réaction redox à la surface, ces travaux ont
prouvé que les lacunes en oxygène pouvaient

doper la bande de conduction à la surface de
SnO2, résolvant ainsi un problème longtemps
débattu concernant le rôle desdites lacunes
dans le dopage de type n dans SnO2.

2. L’étude des états de surface topologiques dans
M2Te2X (avec M = Hf, Zr ou Ti ; et X = P ou
As), une nouvelle famille de métaux topolo-
giques en trois dimensions, provenant du SOC
et étant protégés par la symétrie du renver-
sement du temps. Leur structure électronique
et leur texture de spin, étudiées par ARPES
et SARPES, révèlent la présence de fermions
de Dirac sans masse donnant naissance à des
arcs de noeuds de Dirac.

3. L’étude du matériau YbNi4P2 à fermions lourds
quasi unidimensionnel, qui présente une tran-
sition de phase quantique de second ordre
d’une phase ferromagnétique à une phase
paramagnétique de liquide de Fermi lors de
la substitution partielle du phosphore par
l’arséniure. Une telle transition ne devrait se
produire que dans les systèmes zéro ou uni-
dimensionnels, mais la mesure directe de la
structure électronique des matériaux ferro-
magnétiques quantiques critiques faisait jus-
qu’à présent défaut. Grâce à une préparation
et nettoyage méticuleux in situ de la sur-
face des monocristaux YbNi4P2, qui sont im-
possibles à cliver, leur structure électronique
a été mesurée avec succès au moyen de
l’ARPES, dévoilant ainsi le caractère quasi-
1D, nécessaire à la compréhension de la criti-
cité quantique ferromagnétique, dans YbNi4P2.
Le protocole utilisé pour rendre ce matériau
accessible à l’ARPES peut être facilement
généralisé à d’autres matériaux exotiques
dépourvus de plan de clivage.
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Abstract : Materials in which many-body interactions,
low-dimensional confinement, and/or strong spin-orbit
coupling are present show a rich variety of pheno-
mena, but are still poorly understood. Essential infor-
mation about the origin of such phenomena can be
obtained by measuring their electronic structure. This
thesis presents an experimental study of the electro-
nic structure of some low-dimensional and/or strongly
correlated materials of current fundamental interest,
using angle- and spin-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES and SARPES).
In the introductory part, I present my work on two in-
novative textbook examples showing how interactions
affect the band structure of a material : the coupling
of electrons with phonons in a Debye distribution in
a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) in ZnO, a
wide-band-gap oxide semiconductor used in photovol-
taic applications, and the splitting induced by strong
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the bulk valence band of
ZnTe, another important semiconductor used in op-
toelectronic devices. Then, in the rest of this thesis,
I discuss my original results in three different low-
dimensional systems of current interest :

1. The realisation of a 2DES at the (110) surface
of SnO2, the first of its kind in a rutile structure.
Tunability of its carrier density by means of
temperature or Eu deposition and robustness
against surface reconstructions and exposure
to ambient conditions make this 2DES promi-
sing for applications. By means of a simple
redox reaction on the surface, this work has
proven that oxygen vacancies can dope the

conduction band minimum at the surface of
SnO2, solving a long-debated issue about their
role in n-type doping in SnO2.

2. The study of topological surface states in
M2Te2X (with M = Hf, Zr, or Ti ; and X = P
or As), a new family of three-dimensional to-
pological metals, originating from SOC and
being protected by time-reversal symmetry.
Their electronic structure and spin texture, stu-
died by ARPES and SARPES, reveal the pre-
sence of massless Dirac fermions giving rise to
Dirac-node arcs.

3. The investigation of the quasi-one-dimensional
heavy-fermion material YbNi4P2, which pre-
sents a second-order quantum phase transi-
tion from a ferromagnetic to a paramagnetic
phase upon partial substitution of phosphorous
by arsenide. Such a transition is expected to
occur only in zero- or one-dimensional sys-
tems, but a direct measurement of the electro-
nic structure of ferromagnetic quantum-critical
materials was missing so far. By careful in-
situ preparation and cleaning of the surface of
YbNi4P2 single crystals, which are impossible
to cleave, their electronic structure has been
successfully measured by ARPES, thus effec-
tively unveiling the quasi-one-dimensionality of
YbNi4P2. Moreover, the protocol used to make
this material accessible to ARPES can be rea-
dily generalised to other exotic materials la-
cking a cleavage plane.
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Overview of thesis
In the framework of this thesis, I worked in the team of “Strongly Correlated Systems
and New Electronic States of Matter” at CSNSM in Orsay. During my thesis prepa-
ration, I studied several low-dimensional electronic systems, which compose of the
main body of this thesis: the two-dimensional electron systems (2DESs) at the (110)
surface of SnO2, the topological surface states in a family of 3D topological metals
M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P or As), and the quasi-1D heavy Fermion
system YbNi4P2 showing ferromagnetic quantum criticality. The main experimental
tool I used is angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). Most of the data
presented in this thesis were obtained in modern synchrotrons (the high-resolution
ARPES endstation of CASSIOPÉE in Synchrotron SOLEIL, the ARPES beamline BL-
2A of the Photon Factory in Synchrotron KEK, the spin-resolved ARPES endstation
ESPRESSO in Synchrotron HiSOR).

Following is an overview of my thesis:

1. Introductory concepts

In this chapter, I introduce the basic concepts needed for the understanding of the
ensuing experimental work.

Section 1.1 briefly reviews the development of the study of two-dimensional elec-
tron systems at the surface/interface of oxides since the discovery of the 2DES at the
LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructure interface. During the exploration of such 2DES at
the surface of transition metal oxides, especially SrTiO3, new understanding and
new methods have been developed in the creation and controlling of 2DESs at the
surface/interface of oxides.

Section 1.2 gives a pedagogical introduction of the development of topology con-
cepts in condensed matter physics eventually leading to the development and dis-
covery of 3D topological materials. Basic concepts, such as Z2 invariants (n0; n1, n2, n3),
time-reversal-invariant-momenta (TRIMs) and spin-momentum locking, are cov-
ered.

Section 1.3 introduces the heavy Fermion systems and the possible quantum
phase transitions. The phase diagram, Kondo resonance and quantum criticality
are briefly described. Additionally, because the heavy fermion material studied in
this thesis YbNi4P2 is a quasi-1D system, the relation between the Fermi surface to-
pography and the dimensionality of a given system is introduced at the end.

Section 1.4 introduces the theory of electron-phonon interaction, which is an im-
portant insight source for relevant data analysis. Eiliashberg function and Debye
phonon model are the theoretical tools I used for the analysis of electron-phonon
interaction in the 2DESs.

Section 1.5 presents a pedagogical introduction to spin-orbit coupling in solids.
Two typical types of SOC, Dresselhaus and Rashba SOC, are discussed.

2. Experimental techniques

ARPES is the main experimental tool I used throughout my Ph.D. work. Follow-
ing a brief introduction to ARPES based on the 3-step model (subsection 2.1.1), I
present two original works, the study of electron-phonon interaction in the 2DES
in ZnO (subsection 2.1.2) and the study of spin-orbit coupling in the valence band



of ZnTe (subsection 2.1.3), to demonstrate ARPES’s power in resolving interactions
within electronic systems besides its ability of probing the band dispersions directly.

Spin-resolved ARPES (SARPES) is an important complementary technique in the
study of the spin textures of the topological surface states in 3D topological metals
Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P. A brief introduction to SARPES based on the ESPRESSO ma-
chine at HiSOR synchrotron in Japan is given in Section 2.2.

Other supplementary experimental techniques, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
and low energy electron diffraction (LEED) are introduced in Section 2.3.

3. Oxides: SnO2 and FeTiO3

In this chapter, I studied two oxides by means of ARPES mainly: SnO2 (section 3.1)
and FeTiO3 (section 3.2).

For SnO2, we discovered and characterised a two-dimensional electron system
(2DES) at its bare (110) surface at T = 16 K utilising ARPES (subsection 3.1.2). This
is the first realised 2DES in a rutile structure oxide. The carrier density of this 2DES
was demonstrated to be tunable via either temperature or surface doping with oxy-
gen vacancies created through a redox reaction with capping metals such as Al or
Eu (subsection 3.1.3). The experiments with the metallic capping leading to a redox
reaction also reveal that the oxygen vacancies at the surface can dope the conduc-
tion band minimum, thus help us to understand the origin of the observed 2DES
and development of n-type conductivity in SnO2 (subsection 3.1.6). Furthermore,
we find this 2DES to be robust against surface reconstructions or surface impuri-
ties (subsection 3.1.4). A quantitative analysis, such as core level fit, quantum-well
modelling and intensity modulation of the out-of-plane Fermi surfaces, is given in
Subsection 3.1.5.

For FeTiO3, we managed to measure the electronic structure (mainly the valence
bands) in its paramagnetic phase at a temperature T = 72 K for the first time (sub-
section 3.2.2). Specifically, the top of the valence band at/close to the Fermi level was
probed and used to characterise the magnetic phase transition from paramagnetic
phase at high temperatures to antiferromagnetic phase at low temperatures (sub-
subsection 3.2.2). The determined Néel temperature by photoemission spectroscopy
is around 52 K in good agreement with previous transport studies.

4. 3D topological-metals: (Ti, Zr, Hf)2Te2(P, As)

M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P or As) is a new family of topological
metals of the tetradymite family with the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) systematically
tuned by element replacing Ti ! Zr ! Hf (increasing the strength of the SOC), and
P ! As (increasing the strength of the SOC).

After cleaving the samples, we measured the Fermi surfaces (both in-plane and
out-of-plane) and the band dispersions along the K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ direction at Ḡ and along
the K̄ � M̄ � K̄ direction at M̄, which confirm the existence of massless Dirac surface
states and show an excellent agreement with slab DFT calculations and parity anal-
ysis (section 4.1). Further analysis of the Fermi surface data reveals the existence of
a Dirac-node arc centred at the M̄ points of the surface-projected Brillouin zone and
extending along the Ḡ � M̄ direction (section 4.2). Focusing on the Dirac-node arc, in
Section 4.3, we used spin-resolved ARPES (SARPES) to probe the spin texture of the
Dirac surface states at M̄ points in Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P, which are experimentally
determined to be reminiscent of the well-known 3D topological insulator example
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Bi2Se3. Furthermore, the Dirac node arc in Ti2Te2P is shown to be also “helical", i.e.
every Dirac point forming part of such an arc corresponds to a helical surface state.

The possibility of the realisation of topological superconductivity, the possible
peculiar transport property of the Dirac-node arc, the influence of different spin-
orbit coupling strength, the weak and strong topological characters, and the possibly
complicated spin texture, are discussed in Section 4.4.

5. One-dimensional heavy fermion material: YbNi4P2

YbNi4P2 is a quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-1D) heavy fermion material showing fer-
romagnetic quantum criticality. Following a brief review of several typical features
of YbNi4P2 (Kondo resonance, 2nd order ferromagnetic transition, anisotropy and
non-Fermi liquid behavior) observed in previous transport measurements, and re-
cent approximative DFT calculations of its electronic structure (section 5.1), I present
a systematic characterisation of its electronic structure by means of ARPES (sec-
tion 5.2), which can be separated into two parts.

The first part (subsection 5.2.2), focusing on the topographies of the Fermi sur-
faces, explicitly demonstrates the quasi-1D character of YbNi4P2’s electronic struc-
ture, which is not only important to understand its strong anisotropic transport be-
havior, but also crucial for the onset of the 2nd order ferromagnetic quantum critical
transition, as in clean 2D/3D metallic systems the ferromagnetic quantum criticality
will be replaced by either a 1st order ferromagnetic transition, or the formation of
superconducting phases or inhomogeneous magnetic phases.

The second part (subsection. 5.2.3) presents the energy-momentum dispersions
measured along high symmetry directions (Z � G � Z, M � G � M and A � Z � A) in
the first Brillouin zone and their comparison with the corresponding DFT calculated
bands. Quantitative analysis of these dispersions helps us to understand some un-
expected Fermi sheets, and more importantly suggests the presence of strong spin-
orbit coupling and d � f hybridisation, which are important to understand the unex-
pected power-law exponents in thermodynamic quantities indicating the presence
of strong ferromagnetic quantum critical fluctuations.
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Chapter 1

Introductory concepts

1.1 Two-dimensional electron systems at the surface/interface
of oxides

This introduction to the two-dimensional electron systems (2DESs) at the surface/interface
of oxides is mainly based on a review paper by E. Frantzeskakis et al. [1] and on T.
Rödel’s Ph.D. thesis [2].

Two-dimensional electron gases confined at interfaces of conventional semicon-
ductors, such as Si or GaAs, are at the basis of modern electronics, giving rise to
the development of important technological devices such as the transistor, and also
have played a pivotal role in fundamental science, leading to the discovery of new
physical phenomena including the quantum Hall effect [3–5] and electronic states of
non-trivial topology [6].

In 2004, A. Ohtomo and H. Y. Hwang discovered the high mobility 2DES at the
interface between two otherwise insulating oxides, namely LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 [7].
This surprising discovery has attracted immense scientific interest due to new op-
portunities opened in the emerging field of oxide electronics [8–10]. The rich physics
in the 2DES at the interface of LaAlO3/SrTiO3 includes the gate-tuneable insulator-
to-superconductor transition [11] and magnetism [12] or the coexistence of super-
conductivity and magnetism [13–15], driving the subsequent intense scientific ef-
forts over the last decade toward exploiting the unexpected 2DES and understand-
ing its emergence [11, 16–19].

In early 2011, another study showed that the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface is not nec-
essary to obtain a high mobility 2DES: a similar 2DES was discovered at the bare
(001) surface of SrTiO3 [20]. In this case, the 2DES is created by oxygen vacancies
near the sample surface, which both dope with electrons the system’s bulk conduc-
tion band and create a positive background of charge inducing a band bending that
confines such electrons around the surface. These results, which were soon after
reproduced by other research groups [23], made the 2DES accessible to surface sen-
sitive techniques as it was no longer buried under layers of LaAlO3 but could be
probed right on the sample surface and subsurface layers. Since then, Angle Re-
solved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES), a typical surface sensitive technique,
became an important experimental technique in this field due to its high surface
sensitivity and the possibility for a direct and high-resolution view of the electronic
structure of the 2DES [1].

Further studies have subsequently generalised the mechanism of creating the
2DEG at the SrTiO3(001) surface to surfaces of other transition metal oxides, such as
KTaO3 [24, 25] and anatase TiO2 [22, 26], and with different orientations [21, 27, 28].

In December 2015, T. Rödel et al. developed a straightforward, versatile and ex-
tremely cost-effective approach to create 2DESs on surfaces of oxides: the thermal
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 1.1: (a) Sketch of the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructure. (b)
The temperature dependence of sheet resistance Rxx(T), Hall coeffi-
cient RH(T) and Hall mobility µH(T) for the interface between 260 Å-
thick LaAlO3 and SrTiO3. Taken from Ref. [7]. (c) Diagram showing
the rich physics of oxide interface due to the interplay between spin,
charge and orbital degrees of freedom and the breaking of certain

symmetries. Taken from Ref. [10].

evaporation of pure aluminum (Al) at room temperature [1, 2, 30]. As illustrated
in Fig. 1.3(a), aluminium, an elementary reducing agent, pumps oxygen from the
oxide substrate thereby oxidising into insulating AlOx, and and releasing into the
oxide substrate the electrons of the remaining vacancies. These electrons may be-
come mobile carriers confined at the surface leading to the formation of a 2DES.
Furthermore, the insulating AlOx capping layer can also serve as a passivation layer
for the emerging 2DES, making it possible to conduct transport experiments in am-
bient conditions [29], as shown in Fig. 1.3(b). These transport experiments at the
AlOx/SrTiO3 interface (Fig. 1.3(d-f)) suggests that this 2DES as imaged in Fig. 1.3(c)
by ARPES is identical to the one at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface. Later on, the reduc-
ing metal capping idea was generalised to other functional metals, such as europium
(Eu), adding new functionalities to the 2DES, as the resulting EuO capping layer be-
comes magnetic at low temperatures [31].

The first part of my thesis work (see Section 3.1) is a direct application of this
approach to the transparent binary oxide SnO2 in the rutile structure. Both Al and
Eu capping are shown to be valid for the creation and control of the 2DES at the (110)
surface of SnO2.
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FIGURE 1.2: (a) E � k dispersion intensity map of the 2DES at the (001)
surface of SrTiO3 measured by ARPES. One observes two parabolic
bands of free electrons corresponding to two quantum-well states of
carriers confined near the material surface. Taken from [20]. (b) E-k
dispersion intensity map of the 2DES at the (111) surface of KTaO3
measured by ARPES. One observes two parabolic bands fitted with
the red dashed parabolic curves. Taken from [21]. (c) E-k dispersion
intensity map of the 2DES at the (001) surface of TiO2 measured by
ARPES. One observes replica polaronic 2D electron gas state. Taken

from [22].

1.2 Topological surface states and 3D topological materials

This pedagogical introduction to the basic concepts of topological surface states and
topological materials is based on a review paper of X. L. Qi and S. C. Zhang [32], and
the pioneering works on 3D TIs by L. Fu et al. [33, 34].

The topology concept stimulates a still on-going revolution in condensed matter
physics. Starting from the quantum Hall state discovered in 1980 [3], to nowadays
Dirac and Weyl semimetals, researchers continue exploring new exotic topological
quantum states. Being different from the quantum Hall state where the time-reversal
symmetry (TRS) is broken, for example, by an external magnetic field, many new
quantum states where the TRS is conserved and the spin-orbit coupling plays an es-
sential role, have been theoretically predicted and experimentally observed in recent
years [35–38]. Soon after the proposal of the 2D topological insulator i.e. the quan-
tum spin Hall (QSH) insulator, the 3D topological insulators together with topolog-
ical surface states were predicted in 2007 [33, 34, 39–42].

Three-dimensional topological insulators include bulk insulator properties with
metallic surface states. As shown in Fig. 1.4(a), though these materials do not con-
duct electricity in the bulk, electrons are able to move freely on the surface of the ma-
terial in a manner that is protected from defect scattering. Moreover, these topolog-
ical surface states show spin-momentum locking. All electrons traveling in a given
direction must have their spins pointing the same way, or conversely, all electrons
with the same spin component must be moving in the same direction. Transformed
to k space, helical spin texture develops, as shown in Fig. 1.4(b). As will be discussed
later, the spin-momentum helical locking is originated from the spin-orbit coupling.

For all these systems conserving TRS, the key theory behind is the Z2 topological
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  Note that, instead of the local creation of oxygen vacancies 
using an intense UV beam, the evaporated Al reduces the whole 
surface homogeneously. As a consequence, the data quality, evi-
denced by the line widths, is also much better than in previous 
studies. Thus, as shown in Figure  1 a, a kink and change in inten-
sity in the dispersion of the light bands at  E ≈ − 30 meV, attributed 
to electron-phonon coupling, [ 32 ]  can be very clearly distinguished. 

 The Fermi-surface areas and, hence, the charge carrier densi-
ties of the 2DESs at the Al/SrTiO 3 (111) and Al/TiO 2 (001) inter-
faces are about 1.3 and 2 times larger than their counterparts at 
the surfaces reduced by photons, probably due to a higher and 
more homogeneous concentration of oxygen vacancies. 

 To understand the redox reaction at the Al/oxide interface, 
we probed the oxidation state of Al by measuring the Al-2 p  core 
levels, whose binding energies are very different for metallic 
and oxidized Al. As shown in  Figure    2  a, the two contributions 
can be distinguished in the Al(6 Å)/STO spectrum (blue curve), 
with the metallic component around 72.5 eV binding energy 
and the oxidized part around 75 eV binding energy. In contrast, 
the metallic Al component decreases for a thinner 4 Å fi lm 
(black curve), and the deposition of only 2 Å of pure Al results 
in a nearly fully oxidized fi lm of Al (red curves). In other words, 
an ultra-thin layer of 2 Å of pure Al is suffi cient to pump the 
oxygen from the surface region of all the oxides studied in this 
work. The spatial distribution of the oxygen vacancies close to 
the interface is discussed in the Supporting Information. Note 
that the oxidation of the metallic Al results in an increased 
layer thickness: as the mass density of Al is 2.7 g cm −3  and the 
one of amorphous Al 2 O 3  is about 4 g cm −3 , the deposition of 
2 Å of Al yields an oxidized Al fi lm of 2.5 Å. 

  To determine if the thickness of the Al-layer has an infl uence 
on the electron density of the 2DES, we turn to the momentum 
distribution curves (MDCs) at the Fermi level as shown in 
Figure  2 b. As can be seen in Figure  2 b, the Fermi momenta 
are essentially the same, within 0.01 Å −1  for the 2 Å (red MDC), 
4 Å (black) and 6 Å (blue) thick Al fi lms. As the 2D density of 
electrons depends solely on the Fermi momenta, it is clear that 
this electron density already saturates at an Al fi lm thickness 
of 2 Å. Thus, our method overcomes the necessity of a “critical 
thickness” of capping layer to generate a 2DES in UHV. 

 Previous studies on the bare surface of SrTiO 3  prepared 
in situ showed that synchrotron UV-irradiation was nec-
essary to create the oxygen vacancies responsible for the 
2DES. [ 20,25,26,31 ]  This is again demonstrated in the lower panel 
of Figure  2 c, which shows the evolution with time of the 
MDC at  E  F  upon UV-irradiation on a bare SrTiO 3 (001) sur-
face. While the 2DES is absent at  t  = 0 h (black MDC), its car-
rier density increases up to saturation upon UV irradiation 
(blue and red MDCs), as denoted by the increase of  k  F  for 
increasing exposure times. 

 Contrary to the bare surface, there is no measurable infl u-
ence of the UV irradiation on the electronic structure of the Al/
SrTiO 3  system, neither on the charge carrier density nor on the 
line-shapes or spectral weight of the 2DES, as demonstrated in 
the top panel of Figure  2 c: the MDCs at  E  F  show a stable sub-
band structure and a maximum electron density from the very 
beginning of the measurements. This indicates that the oxygen 
vacancy concentration and distribution, due the redox reaction 
at the interface between Al and SrTiO 3 , is already saturated and 
stable upon irradiation. 
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 Figure 1.    a,b) ARPES energy-momentum intensity maps measured at the Al(2 Å)/SrTiO 3 (001) interface prepared in situ, using respectively 47 eV 
linear vertical (LV) and 90 eV linear horizontal (LH) photons. c,d) Corresponding Fermi surface maps. Data at  hν  = 47 eV were measured around the 
Γ 102  point, while data at  hν  = 90 eV were measured around Γ 103 . e,f) Fermi surface maps measured at the Al/SrTiO 3 (111) and Al/TiO 2 (001) anatase 
interfaces prepared in situ. Unless specifi ed otherwise, all spectra in this and remaining fi gures were measured at  T  = 8 K.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the process for realizing an AlOx/SrTiO3 heterostructure for

transport measurements. (a) Al is thermally evaporated on the surface of TiO2-terminated

SrTiO3 (001). Vacancies are created at the surface of SrTiO3 by a redox reaction between Al and

O atoms forming an insulating capping layer of AlOx. The oxygen vacancies thus created dope

electrons into Ti 3d bands realizing the 2DEG. (b) The 2DEG is electrically contacted by ultrasonic

bonding for transport measurements in four-probe configuration.

the SrTiO3 substrate, in turn getting oxidized to form a capping layer of insulating AlOx.

The oxygen vacancies at the surface of SrTiO3 lead to the doping of conduction states arising

from Ti 3d levels, resulting in a 2DEG. The typical carrier density that is then obtained is

2⇥1014 cm�221,22.

Here we follow a similar principle for fabricating the samples. However, modifications

from the parameters described in Ref. 21 are necessary for two main reasons. First, the typi-

cal carrier density of superconducting gate-tunable 2DEGs (realized by PLD) on SrTiO3
5–11

is of the order of 2-5⇥1013 cm�2. Secondly, as we need to take our samples out of the vacuum

chamber for transport measurements, a thicker layer of Al has to be deposited to prevent

oxygen atoms of air from percolating through the capping layer and filling in the oxygen

vacancies, hence destroying the 2DEG. The fabrication procedure was therefore adapted as

follows.

3

FIG. 2. Characterization of carrier density and mobility. (a) Resistance (R) as a function of

temperature (T ) is measured for Dev1 and Dev2. (b,c) Estimated carrier density (n) and mobility

(µ) of the 2DEG are plotted as a function of temperature.

of the charge carriers: the carrier density (n) and the mobility (µ). The variation of resis-

tance, measured over a range of -9 T to +9 T in magnetic field (B), was decomposed into

symmetric (Rxx, even function of B) and anti-symmetric (Rxy, odd function of B) parts to

fit expressions for estimating n and µ. Rxy is the Hall resistance, from which the carrier

density is retrieved (n=�B/eRxy). Fig. 2b shows the corresponding results. The mobility

µ was determined (Fig. 2c) using the Drude-Boltzmann expression for resistivity � (at zero

magnetic field): � = 1/enµ28. Both samples, Dev1 and Dev2, show a trend of reduction

in n as the temperature is lowered (Fig. 2b). A likely cause of the carrier freezeout is the

localization of electrons in charge trap states at low temperatures25,29. The typical carrier

density observed in our samples at low temperatures (Fig. 2b) is 2⇥1013 cm�2. This is

similar to the carrier densities for which superconductivity has been observed in PLD-grown

SrTiO3-based heterostructures5–11. This low carrier density makes the 2DEG suitable for

gate voltage control.

Measurement of superconducting properties

Investigations of the transport properties of the AlOx/SrTiO3 2DEG were carried out at

lower temperatures on samples Dev2 and Dev3, using a dilution refrigerator with a base tem-

perature of 40 mK. Fig. 3a shows the variation of resistance R as a function of temperature
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

(f)

FIG. 3. Superconducting properties of the 2DEG. (a) The variation of resistance (R) as a

function of temperature (T ) at di�erent magnetic fields (increasing field values are indicated by

an arrow), measured on Dev3, shows evidence of a superconducting state at low field values. No

gate voltage was applied during this measurement. The dc current applied was 100 nA. The sheet

resistivity for Dev3 is given by Rs = 3.2R, where the factor 3.2 arises due to the geometry of

the contacts. (b) The resistance (R) is measured as a function of magnetic field (B) at di�erent

temperatures. The direction of the arrow indicates higher values of temperature. The dc current

applied was 50 nA. (c) Voltage drop (Vdrop) is measured between the voltage probes as a function

of dc current (Idc) at di�erent temperatures. (d) Critical current (Ic) is plotted as a function of

temperature - experimental data (discrete points) and theoretical fit based on mean-field result for

uniform thin films.
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Al(2Å)/SrTiO3(001)

FIGURE 1.3: (a) Schematic representationof the thermal evaporation
of pure Al on the surface of TiO2-terminated SrTiO3(001). (b) A sketch
of the four-probe transport measurement on AlOx/SrTiO3. (c) E � k
dispersion intensity map of the 2DES at the interface of AlOx/SrTiO3
measured by ARPES. The evaporated Al was 2 Å thick. One ob-
serves the two quasi-parabolic quantum well states, together with
clear kinks at around E � EF = 30 meV, due to electron-phonon cou-
pling. (d) Temperature and magnetic field dependence of the sheet
resistance measurements showing the superconductivity at low tem-
peratures and small magnetic fields. (e) Temperature dependence of
carrier densities calibrated in transport measurements on two sam-
ples. (f) Temperature dependence of mobilities measured on 2 sam-

ples. (a, b, d, e, f) Adapted from Ref. [29]. (c) Taken from Ref. [30].

invariants and the topological band theory. In 3D, four of such Z2 topological invari-
ants (n0; n1, n2, n3) are needed to classify the 16 topologically distinct surface states
belonging to two general classes: weak (WTI) and strong (STI) topological insulators
depending on n0 being 0 or 1 [33, 34]. The WTI can be considered as adiabatically
stacked 2D QSH insulators where the interlayer interaction is weak, thus becomes
equivalent to a band insulator with disorder present. While the STI is genuinely
3D and remains robust against disorder [33, 34]. These Z2 invariants can be calcu-
lated thought the parity analysis at the time reversal invariant momenta (TRIMs).
Examples are given in Fig. 1.4(c). The parity indicated as + and - at the 8 (23, for
3D systems) TRIMs can be calculated from tight binding model or more rigorously
from the DFT calculated band structure. (n1, n2, n3) are then determined by the par-
ity products in the yz, zx, and xy plane respectively, while n0 is the overall product
of the parity at the 8 TRIMs.

The surface states with a single Dirac cone due to SOC have been experimentally
observed with ARPES in 3D topological insulators Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 [44],
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The TRP associated with !a can be expressed as !a !
"i!a1"i!a2, where [12]

 "i !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
det"w#"i$%

q
=Pf"w#"i$% ! & 1: (1)

Here the unitary matrix wij#k$ ! hui#' k$j#juj#k$i. At
k ! "i, wij ! ' wji, so the Pfaffian Pf"w% is defined. !a
is free of the ambiguity of the square root in (1), provided
the square root is chosen continuously as a function of k.
However, !a is not gauge invariant. A k dependent gauge
transformation can change the sign of any pair of "i’s. This
reflects the physical fact that the end Kramers degeneracy
depends on how the crystal is terminated. It is similar to the
ambiguity of the charge polarization [12]. The product,
!1!2 ! "1"2"3"4, is gauge invariant, and characterizes
the change in TRP due to changing the flux from !1 ! 0 to
!2 ! !. This defines the single Z2 invariant in 2D, and
using the above argument, determines the connectivity of
the edge state spectrum.

In three dimensions there are 8 distinct TRIM, which are
expressed in terms of primitive reciprocal lattice vectors as
"i!#n1n2n3$ ! #n1b1 ( n2b2 ( n3b3$=2, with nj ! 0, 1.
They can be visualized as the vertices of a cube as in
Fig. 2. A gauge transformation can change the signs of "i
associated with any four "i that lie in the same plane.
Modulo these gauge transformations, there are 16 invariant
configurations of "i. These can be distinguished by 4 Z2
indices #0; (#1#2#3), which we define as

 #' 1$#0 !
Y

nj!0;1

"n1n2n3
; (2)

 #' 1$#i!1;2;3 !
Y

nj!i!0;1;ni!1

"n1n2n3
: (3)

#0 is independent of the choice of bk. (#1#2#3) are not, but
they can be identified with G# )

P
i#ibi, which belongs to

the 8 element mod 2 reciprocal lattice, in which vectors
that differ by 2G are identified. (#1#2#3) can be interpreted
as Miller indices for G#.
#0– 4 are equivalent to the four invariants introduced by

Moore and Balents [10] using general homotopy argu-
ments. The power of the present approach is that it allows
us to characterize the surface states on an arbitrary crystal
face. Generalizing the Laughlin argument to three dimen-
sions, consider a system with open ends in one direction
and periodic boundary conditions in the other two direc-
tions. This can be visualized as a torus with a finite thick-
ness (a ‘‘Corbino donut’’), which has an inside and an
outside surface. Viewed as a 1D system, we then seek to
classify the changes in the Kramers degeneracy associated
with the surfaces as a function of two fluxes threading the
torus (or equivalently as a function of the two components
of the surface crystal momentum).

For a surface perpendicular to G, the surface Brillouin
zone has four TRIM !a which are the projections of pairs
"a1, "a2, that differ by G=2, into the plane perpendicular to
G. Because of Kramers’ degeneracy, the surface spectrum
has two dimensional Dirac points at !a. The relative values
of !a ! "a1"a2 determine how these Dirac points are
connected to one another, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For any
path connecting !a to !b, the surface band structure will
resemble Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) for !a!b ! ' 1#( 1$, and the
surface bands will intersect EF an odd (even) number of
times. It follows that the surface Fermi arc divides the
surface Brillouin zone into two regions. The Dirac points
at the TRIM !a with!a ! ( 1 are on one side, while those
with !a ! ' 1 are on the other side.

In Fig. 2 we depict "i for four different topological
classes, along with the predictions for the edge state spec-
trum for a 001 face. The surface Fermi arc encloses either
0(4), 1(3), or 2 Dirac points. When the number of Dirac
points is not 0(4), there must be surface states which
connect the bulk conduction and valence bands.

There are two classes of phases depending on the parity
of #0. For #0 ! 0 each face has either 0(4) or 2 enclosed
Dirac points. For a face G ! P

imibi there are 0(4) Dirac
points for mi ! #i mod 2#i ! 1; 2; 3$ and 2 Dirac points
otherwise. These phases can be interpreted as layers of
2D QSH states stacked in the G# direction. They resemble
3D quantum Hall phases [14], which are indexed by a triad
of Chern integers that define a reciprocal lattice vector G
perpendicular to the layers and give the conductivity $ij !
#e2=h$"ijkGk=#2!$. In the present case, G# is defined
modulo 2G, so that layered QSH phases stacked along
G# and G# ( 2G are equivalent.

The presence or absence of surface states in the #0 ! 0
phases is delicate. For the 0;(001) phase in Fig. 2, the 100
face has two Dirac points, while the 801 face has 0(4). This
sensitivity is a symptom of the fact that the topological
distinction of these phases relies on the translational sym-
metry of the lattice. Indeed, if the unit cell is doubled, the
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FIG. 2. Diagrams depicting four different phases indexed by
#0; (#1#2#3). (a) depicts "i at the TRIM "i at the vertices of the
cube. (b) characterizes the 001 surface in each phase. The
surface TRIM !a are denoted by open (closed) circles for !a !
"a1"a2 ! ( 1#' 1$. They are projections of "a1 and "a2, which
are connected by solid lines in (a). The thick lines and shaded
regions in (b) indicate possible surface Fermi arcs which enclose
specific !a.
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FIGURE 1.4: (a) Spin current flow at surface state of three dimensional
(3D) topological insulator (TI). (b) A single Dirac cone with helical
spin texture showing the spin-momentum helical locking. Spin direc-
tions are denoted with arrows. The upper Dirac cone (UC) above the
Dirac point (ED) has a left-handed helicity, while the lower Dirac cone
(LC) below ED has a right-handed helicity, when looking from above
the surface. Adapted from Ref. [43]. (c) Diagrams representing four
different phases indexed by (n0; n1, n2, n3). The parity are indicated as

+ and - at the 8 TRIM points. Adapted from Ref. [33, 34]

and can be effectively described as [44, 45]:

Hsur f (kx, ky) = C + A2(sxky � sykx) (1.1)

where C and A2 are two material dependent constants. The corresponding eigen-
values can be easily calculated

#±(k//) = C ± A2k// (1.2)

where k// =
q

k2
x + k2

y. Related to the physical quantities, C determines the Dirac

crossing point’s energy position, and A2/h̄ gives the velocity n = 1
h̄

∂#
∂k of the sur-

face states. An important property emerging from this Hamiltonian is the so-called
“spin-momentum locking". It can be demonstrated that the Pauli matrix vector~s in
Equation 1.1 is proportional to the physical spin [32], and perpendicular to k//. The
spin direction depends on material properties such as the atomic SOC. For exam-
ple, in the Bi2Se3 family of materials, the upper Dirac cone has a left-handed helicity
when looking from above the surface [44], as shown in Fig. 1.4(b).

Similar massless (i. e. linearly dispersing) Dirac states can also be found in other
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systems, such as graphene or any 2D Dirac system. In theory, the number of Dirac
cones are different for 2D (even due to spin and valley degeneracy) and 3D (odd)
systems. A single (or odd number) 2D Dirac cone without time-reversal symmetry
breaking can exist only on the surface of a 3D topological insulator. In practice,
using spin-integrated ARPES, we can not distinguish the helical surface states in
3D topological insulators and the massless Dirac states in a 2D Dirac system, like
graphene. In order to resolve the spin texture of the helical surface states, spin-
resolved ARPES (SARPES) is needed.

In recent years, the concept of 3D topology has been generalised from insulators
to semi-metals and metals. As long as there are gaps in the bulk band structure, the
parity analysis can be applied to the system. With the presence of strong enough
SOC, parity inversion can be induced and new topological surface states emerge at
the band gaps. Then depending on the number of such surface states, the system
can be classified to be a strong or weak topological material. Chapter 4 will present
a study of such topological metals, showing multiple Dirac cones and helical Dirac-
node arcs.

1.3 Heavy fermion systems

Heavy fermion systems Heavy fermion systems belong to the class of strongly cor-
related electron systems, where the electronic localisation and delocalisation strongly
compete with each other [46, 47].

In heavy fermion systems, the electronic localisation comes from the magnetic
f electrons, while the electronic delocalisation comes from the highly conducting
bands, usually of d character, crossing the Fermi level. Thus, a heavy fermion sys-
tem can be viewed as a lattice of localised f electrons acting as magnetic scattering
centers immersed in a quantum sea of mobile conduction electrons. Between two f
electrons, the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange interaction [48–50]
via the surrounding conduction electrons can drive the system into a magnetically
ordered ground state at low temperatures. In most of the cases, it forms an an-
tiferromagnetic phase. Here in our studied system YbNi4P2, it is a ferromagnetic
phase [51, 52].

At absolute zero temperature T = 0 K, this magnetically ordered phase can be
tuned to a paramagnetic and Fermi liquid regime via an adjustable parameter, such
as pressure, magnetic field, or chemical doping, as shown in Fig. 1.5. A phase tran-
sition occurring at T = 0 K is called a quantum phase transition, as in this case, it
is the quantum (not the thermal) fluctuations which drive the transition process, in-
ducing an abrupt change in the ground state of the many-body system as an external
parameter is varied.

Another interaction, the so-called Kondo effect, can compete with the RKKY in-
teraction at low temperatures. In the Kondo effect, a free magnetic ion becomes
screened by the spins of the conduction electron sea, and forms a spinless scattering
center at low temperatures and low magnetic fields. This screening process is con-
tinuous, and takes place once the magnetic field, or the temperature drops below a
characteristic energy scale called the Kondo temperature TK, as shown in Fig. 1.6(a).
If there is only one single magnetic scattering center (like a magnetic impurity), such
a “quenched" magnetic moment acts as a strong elastic scattering potential for elec-
trons, giving rise to an increase in resistivity, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6(b). This process
is called “Kondo resonance" and its signature is the development of a sharp peak in
the density of states at the Fermi level.
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Superconductivity
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Non-Fermi 
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FIGURE 1.5: A sketch of the phase diagram of heavy fermion systems.
Depending on the parameter d (pressure, magnetic fields, or chemical
doping), a quantum phase transition goes on at T = 0 K from a mag-
netically ordered phase to the Fermi liquid phase. In the neighbour-
ing of the quantum critical point dc, spectacular phenomena, such as
the so-called "non-Fermi liquid regime" [53] or the development of a

superconducting pocket [54] are observed.

However, when the same process takes place at every site of the f electron lattice
(see Fig. 1.6(c)), the Kondo resonance develops coherence. In this regime, also called
the “Anderson lattice", the screened f electrons become itinerant quasiparticles with
profoundly increased effective masses, thus need to be counted and increase the
Fermi surface volume vFS suddenly according to Luttinger theorem, as shown in
Fig. 1.6(c). Experimentally, this coherence resonance will lead to a sudden drop of
resistivity at very low temperatures [55].

The huge effective mass of the f electron quasiparticles results in fact from the
hybridisation between f electron localised bands close to EF and the mobile electron
conducting bands, as shown in Fig. 1.7.

Quantum critical point When a system undergoes a quantum phase transition, the
associated transition point is called a quantum critical point. Around this quantum
critical point at finite temperature, the competition between the thermal fluctuations
with an energy scale kBT and the quantum fluctuations with an energy scale h̄w,
where w is the characteristic quantum oscillation frequency, defines the quantum
critical region where h̄w > kBT and thus the quantum fluctuations dominate. In
heavy fermion systems, the magnetic and electronic orders can become correlated in
the quantum critical region, leading to the formation of exotic phases of electronic
matter, such as non-Fermi liquids, which cannot be described in the framework of
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FIGURE 1.6: (a) In the Kondo effect, local magnetic moments are
free at high temperatures and high magnetic fields, but become
“screened" at temperatures and magnetic fields that are small com-
pared with the “Kondo temperature" TK forming resonant scattering
centers for the electron fluid. The magnetic susceptibility c changes
from a Curie law c s 1/T at high temperatures and saturates at
a constant paramagnetic value c s 1/TK at low temperatures and
fields. (b) The single-impurity Kondo effect leads to the development
of a single fermionic level into the conduction sea, giving rise to a
resonance in the conduction electron density of states. For this sin-
gle magnetic site, the total density of the single fermionic level counts
to be 1. (c) The lattice Kondo effect leads to the development of a
fermionic resonance in the conduction sea in each unit cell. The elas-
tic scattering off this lattice of resonances leads to the formation of a
heavy electron band, of width TK. Due to the emergence of itinerant
quasiparticles from f electrons, whose density is counted as nspins,

the volume of the Fermi surface vFS is increased suddenly.

Landau’s theory of renormalised quasi-particles, or superconductivity, as aforemen-
tioned and illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

Specifically, the heavy-fermion compound YbNi4P2 shows a second-order quan-
tum critical transition from a ferromagnetic phase to a paramagnetic phase upon
partial substitution of P by about 10% As [52]. Theoretically, it is expected that such
a ferromagnetic quantum critical point cannot exist in a clean metallic systems with
dimensions larger than one. Instead, a ferrimagnetic phase transition of first order
is supposed to happen in 2D or 3D clean metallic systems [57–61].

Thus, probing the dimensionality of the electronic structure of YbNi4P2 is essen-
tial to understand, from an experimental standpoint, the fundamental microscopic
aspects of ferromagnetic quantum criticality. As shown in Fig. 1.8, the topography
of the Fermi surface can serve as direct evidence of the dimensionality of the stud-
ied system. On one hand, the Fermi surface can be calculated in theory even if these
calculations are not always valid in heavy fermion systems. On the other hand,
the topography of Fermi surfaces can be measured, for instance, using de Haas-van
Alphen (dHvA) quantum oscillations or ARPES. However, dHvA can only detect
closed Fermi contours, i.e. only the 2D and 3D Fermi sheets. In order to probe open
quasi-1D Fermi sheets, ARPES is the only experimental technique available today.
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FIGURE 1.7: A sketch of the lattice Kondo effect. The blue and orange
dashed lines are the original localised and conduction bands, respec-
tively. After a hybridisation due to the coherent Kondo screening of
the local moments by the sea of conduction electrons, an indirect en-

ergy (hybridisation) gap Eg forms. Adapted from Ref. [56].

FIGURE 1.8: Sketch of the Fermi surface topographies in 1D, quasi-
1D, 2D and 3D electron systems. A simple free-electron gas is used
to illustrate the 2D and 3D cases. For the 1D and quasi-1D cases, the
1D chains are set along the y axis. In a quasi-1D system, the Fermi
surface presents small dispersions in the directions perpendicular to

the chains, induced by weak inter-chain coupling.
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FIGURE 1.9: the diagrams of electron-phonon interaction:(a) the
phonon emission process; (b) the phonon absorption process.

1.4 Electron-phonon interaction

The electron-phonon interaction is basic for the understanding of the electronic prop-
erties of matter, like renormalisation of the band structures, and many special phe-
nomena in condensed matter physics, such as superconductivity and polarons.

The exchange of phonons between electrons can induce an attractive interaction,
which is responsible for the forming of Cooper pairs in BCS theory. In recent years,
there have been several reports showing that superconductivity can be realised in
oxide-based 2DEGs [29, 62]. Moreover, there has been a recent revival of interests
in polarons [22, 63–66], which are excited on the surface of transition metal oxides
(TMOs). Thus, the study of this electron-phonon interaction in experimental data is
meaningful and important for future research on 2DEGs.

The most common Hamiltonian including the electron-phonon interaction in a
second quantisation form is [67]

H = Â
k,s

#kc†
kscks + Â

q
h̄wqb†

qbq +
1p
N Â

k,q,s
g(k, q)(bq + b†

�q)c†
k+qscks, (1.3)

where cks is the annihilation operator of electrons with energy #k and spin s, bq is
the annihilation operator of phonons with energy h̄wq, and g(k, q) is the coupling
function. Here we consider only one phonon mode.

The theoretical tool to deal with this Hamiltonian is the Eliashberg theory and
the associated equations, at the center of which is the Eliashberg coupling function,
a2F(w). Given the initial electron state with energy # i and momentum k and the
emitted or absorbed phonon with energy w(q), the Eliashberg function, which gives
the electron-phonon coupling between the initial state and all other possible final
states, can be written in the quasi-elastic approximation (the energy of phonons is
neglected) as [68, 69]:

a2F(w) = Â
q, f

=| gi, f (k, q) |2 d(w � w(q))d(# i � # f ). (1.4)
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From equation (1.4), one could interpret a2F(w) as the phonon density of states
weighted by the electron-phonon coupling matrix element.

The electron-phonon mass enhancement parameter l, can be calculated with
a2F(w) and understood as the dimensionless coupling strength:

l(# i, k) = 2
Z wmax

0

a2F(w)
w

dw. (1.5)

The wmax is the maximum phonon frequency, and usually takes the value of Debye
frequency wD. The factor 2 appears as both the absorption and emission processes
are counted in.

The Eliashberg coupling function can also be related to the electron-phonon self-
energy:
(

=S(w, k; T) = p
R wmax

0 a2F(w0)[1 + 2n(w0, T) + f (w + w0, T) � f (w � w0, T)]dw0,
l = � ∂<S

∂w |w=0,T=0,
(1.6)

where n(w, T) is the Bose- Einstein distribution, f (w, T) is the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion, and the mass enhancement parameter l is calculated at the Fermi surface. In
the limit T ! 0 that we will use, =S can be simplified:

=S(w, k; T = 0) = p
Z min(w,wmax)

0
a2F(w0)dw0. (1.7)

In principle, once the dispersion relation of the scattering phonon is given, the
Eliashberg coupling function and the electron-phonon coupling strength can be cal-
culated by applying some assumptions and approximations. In some simple mod-
els, such as the Einstein model and the Debye model, analytical results can be de-
rived. In the analysis of the 2DES in ZnO that will be discussed later, we chose the
2D Debye model to analyse and understand our measured data, in which a2F(w)
can be calculated [70]:

a2F(w) =

(
l
p

w
(w2

D�w2)1/2 , | w |< wD

0, | w |> wD
(1.8)

Thus, from equation 1.7, we have

=SDebye�2D =

(
lwD(1 �

q
1 � ( w

wD
)2), | w |< wD

lwD, | w |> wD
(1.9)

with l the mass enhancement parameter or the minus slope of <S at E � EF = 0.
Fig. 1.10 is a schematic diagram showing the behavior of <S and =S based on the
2D Debye phonon model.

Since ARPES measures the spectral function, from which the self-energy can
be extracted with some approximations and assumptions, the Eliashberg coupling
function can be determined experimentally by applying some basic models. From
this point of view, the ARPES technique is a suitable and powerful tool for the un-
derstanding of electron-phonon interaction in two-dimensional electron systems.
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FIGURE 1.10: An example of the self-energy of electron-phonon cou-
pling based on the 2D Debye phonon model.

1.5 Spin-orbit coupling

The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is a relativistic interaction between a particle’s spin
and its motion inside an electronic potential via the associated magnetic field in the
electron rest frame. In crystalline solids, this interaction is described by the Hamil-
tonian [71]

HSO =
h̄

4m2
e c2~s · (rV ⇥ ~p), (1.10)

where me is the electron mass, c is the light speed in a vacuum, V is the periodic
electric potential in crystal, and~s is the spin vector in the Pauli matrices basis.

If rewriting HSO in a similar form as the Zeeman term in an external magnetic
field HZeeman = �µB~s · ~Bext, we have

HSO = �µB~s · ~Be f f (1.11)

with µB the Bohr magneton and ~Be f f =
~E⇥~p
2mec2 the effective magnetic field due to

orbital motion.
Depending on the type of inversion asymmetry in the system, there are two kinds

of such effective magnetic field:

1. Dresselhaus contribution due to the bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA):

~BD µ g

✓
kx

�ky

◆

with eigenvalues ±g
q

k2
x + k2

y = ±gk//.
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2. Rashba contribution due to the structure inversion asymmetry (SIA) caused by
macroscopic confining potential, e.g. at the surface:

~BR µ a

✓
ky

�kx

◆

with eigenvalues ±a
q

k2
x + k2

y = ±ak//.

BIA≠0 
SAI≠0

FIGURE 1.11: Left: the band structure (dispersions above and spin
textures below) of a nearly free electron system with only the Dres-
selhaus or Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Though the energy-
momentum dispersions behave the same, the spin textures are fully
different between these two kinds of SOC contributions. Right: the
band structure (dispersions above and spin textures below) of a
nearly free electron system with both the Dresselhaus and Rashba

SOC present. Taken from Ref. [72].

Fig. 1.11 demonstrates diagrammatically the change of the band structure and
spin texture of a nearly free electron system due to the spin-orbit coupling.
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Chapter 2

Experimental techniques

This thesis presents an experimental exploration of low-dimensional electronic sys-
tems. The main experimental technique used throughout this work is the angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). The first section will introduce the
fundamental and practical aspects of ARPES, and will illustrate its use with two orig-
inal study cases from my work. A related technique, spin-resolved ARPES (SARPES)
used for the study of topological surface states in Chapter 4, will be introduced in
the second section. Another two supplementary techniques, MBE and LEED, mainly
used during the sample surface preparation processes, will be discussed in the third
section.

2.1 ARPES

2.1.1 Standard ARPES: setup

This brief introduction to ARPES setups and the working mechanism is based on
T. RÖdel’s doctoral thesis [2], C. Bareille’s doctoral thesis [73] and A. F. Santander-
Syro’s habilitation à diriger des recherches [74].

FIGURE 2.1: Schematic representation of an ARPES experiment.
Taken from Ref. [75].

Fig. 2.1 is a sketch of the usual ARPES experimental setup. The incident light
beam with energy hn excites the electrons in the occupied states to the vacuum states.
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Some of these photo-excited electrons can escape the surface and enter into the anal-
yser to be measured. By applying some assumptions and approximations, informa-
tion about the band structure and interactions, can be inferred from the measured
energies and momenta of the photo-emitted electrons.

Basically speaking, the ARPES setup is composed of three parts [74]:

1. a monochromatic light source, which can be the synchrotron radiation, gas-
discharge lamps, or frequency-multiplied UV lasers working in quasi-continuous
mode (pulsed lasers will be good for time-resolved photoemission, but their
energy resolution will be bad). The usual energy range is 10 � 100 eV. These
three kinds of light sources have their own advantages and limitations. For
example, the most commonly used synchrotron radiation can provide a con-
tinuous energy range while the latter two can only produce photons with some
specific energies but have better energy resolutions than the synchrotron radi-
ation.

2. a cryo-manipulator system, where the sample can be cooled down to low tem-
peratures (typically < 20 K). By adjusting the sample’s spatial position (x, y, z),
the experimentalist can find the focal position of the light beam and select
the area on the sample surface for measurement. By rotating around the lo-
cal x/y/z axes, the experimentalist can reorient the sample with respect to the
detector and explore the momentum space.

3. an electron detector or the so-called “analyser". The most widely used detector
in ARPES experiments is the hemispherical angle-resolved electron analyser,
which consists of the electron lens related to the angular resolution or momen-
tum resolution, the deflector giving the energy resolution, and the detector
recording the impacts per second of electrons as a function of their kinetic en-
ergy and of their angle along the perpendicular direction defined by the anal-
yser entrance slit.

Additionally, the ARPES experiments should be carried out in an ultra-high vac-
uum lower than 10�10 Torr to protect the surface of the sample from unwanted con-
tamination (which would scatter the outgoing electrons) and increase the mean free
path of the photo-emitted electrons.

Supposing the detector receives an electron with energy Ekin from an emission
angle qe excited from an occupied state at binding energy Ebind by a photon with
energy hn, we have (see Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2(b)):

8
>><

>>:

Ekin = hn � |Ebind| � F

kout
k =

q
2me
h̄2 E1/2

kin sin(qe)

kout
? =

q
2me
h̄2 E1/2

kin cos(qe)

, (2.1)

where F is the “work function" of the sample, i.e., the energy of the vacuum level
with respect to the Fermi level EF, me is the free electron mass. As the photoemission
process is invariant under translations parallel to the sample surface, the projection
of the electron momentum in this plane is conserved (within a reciprocal lattice vec-
tor) if neglecting the photon momentum 1, thus being the same outside and inside
the sample: kk = kin

k = kout
k .

1Typical photon energies for an ARPES experiment are E = 10 � 100 eV. The momentum k = E/h̄c
of a 100 eV photon is 0.05 Å�1. The typical size of the Brillouin zone of a solid (lattice parameter 1-10 Å)
is one to two orders of magnitude larger.
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Assume the final state Ef of the photoelectron inside of the sample is a free elec-
tron state, as shown in Fig. 2.2(a):

Ef =
h̄2

2me
k2 � |E0|, with k2 = k2

? + k2
k, (2.2)

where E0 is the bottom of the last occupied band (Fig. 2.3(a)). Since final state energy
Ef = hn � |Ebind| = Ekin + F, we can calculate the perpendicular momentum inside
the sample:

kin
? =

r
2me

h̄2 (Ekin + F + |E0|) � k2
k =

r
2me

h̄2 (Ekin cos2 qe + V0), (2.3)

where V0 = F + |E0| is defined as the inner potential (see Fig. 2.3(a)) - the energy
from the bottom of the last occupied band to the vacuum level. As illustrated in
Fig. 2.2(a), with the free-electron final state approximation, the photoelectron passes
through the surface as if penetrating a V0 step-like potential.

(a) (c)

(b)

FIGURE 2.2: (a) A diagrammatic sketch of the transmission through
the surface via an inner potential V0 with the nearly free electron final
state approximation. (b) A diagrammatic sketch of the surface diffrac-
tion process conserving the in-plane momentum ~k// while altering
the out-of-plane momentum~k?. Adapted from Ref. [76]. (c) Related
angles to control the sample orientation and calculate the momenta.
h is the angle of electron impact along the detector slits. qe is the an-
gle of electron emission from the surface normal. q and j are rotation
angles of the sample in the laboratory reference frame. Adapted from

Ref. [73].
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Transformed to the laboratory reference frame as shown in Fig. 2.2(c), the mo-
mentum of the electron in its initial state in the solid, before being photo-emitted,
can be expressed as:

8
>>><

>>>:

kx = �
q

2me
h̄2 E1/2

kin sin q cos h,

ky =
q

2me
h̄2 E1/2

kin (sin h cos j + cos q cos h sin j),

kz =
q

2me
h̄2 [Ekin(cos q cos h cos j � sin h sin j)2 + V0]1/2.

(2.4)

Usually in practical experiments, the angle j is fixed and set to zero most of the times
for simplicity. The measurement result is an electron intensity map I(Ekin, h) with a
given q and a given photon energy hn. It is easy to transform h to kk =

q
k2

x + k2
y by

using equation 2.4. The out-of-plane momentum k? can also be explored through
the variation of Ekin by changing the photon energy hn (see equation 2.3).

valence bands

core levels

core levels

EF

hν

(a) (b)

FIGURE 2.3: (a) A schematic view of the photoemission process. On
the left side, a simplified band structure (core levels and valence
bands) of a sample is shown. The electron states are occupied up
to the Fermi level EF which is defined as the zero energy. The kinetic
energy Ekin of those electrons in a vacuum is directly measured by
the analyser. The work function F is the energy between the EF and
the vacuum level Evac. E0 the valence band bottom, together with
Evac, defines the inner potential V0. On the right side, the detected
spectrum of the band structure is shown. Taken from Reinert and

Hüfner [77]. (b) A schematic view of the three-step model [76].
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Three-step model

In order to understand the measured photo-emitted electron intensity I, the so-called
“three-step model" was proposed first in by Berglund and Spicer [78]. In order
to fill the gap between the spectrum obtained from first-principle calculations and
the experimental one, a many body theory of photoemission, the one-step model,
which was first proposed by Pendry and co-workers [79–81], is needed. The one-
step model treats the three steps in the Three-step model into a single quantum-
mechanically coherent process including all multiple-scattering events. As a peda-
gogical introduction to the working mechanism of ARPES, the three-step model is
discussed below.

The process of the excitation of an electron by a photon to the propagation of the
electron in a vacuum is modelled into the following 3 steps (see Fig. 2.3(b)), which
are assumed to be independent of each other:

1. optical excitation of the initial electron (Bloch) state into a bulk final state

2. propagation to the surface

3. transmission through the surface into vacuum by overcoming a potential bar-
rier

1st step: optical excitation In the first step, one electron is excited due to the per-
turbation from the incoming light field. Under the dipole approximation (the elec-
tromagnetic field of the perturbation light is homogeneous over atomic dimensions,
i.e. ~A (r) = ~A, where ~A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field) and by
neglecting non-linear terms in ~A, the light-matter interaction Hamiltonian can be
approximated to be

Hint ⇡ � e
mc

~A · ~p (2.5)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and ~p is the momentum operator.
According to Fermi’s golden rule, the probability of this optical excitation pro-

cess is:
w f i =

2p

h̄
| < FN

f | � e
mc

~A · ~p|FN
i > |2d(EN

f � EN
i � hn) (2.6)

with FN
i( f ) the initial (final) wave function of the N electron system, Ei( f ) the energy

of the initial (final) state and hn the photon energy. Note that the momentum con-
servation term is neglected as the photon momentum in the UV (where our ARPES
experiments were done) is small compared to the momentum of the excited electron
(i.e., compared to the typical magnitude of reciprocal-lattice vectors) thus~k f =~ki in
a reduced Brillouin zone.

The N-body wave function FN
i( f ) can be separated into a 1-electron wave func-

tion fk
i( f ) and a (N � 1)-electron wave function except an asymmetry factor due to

the indistinguishability of Fermions. Under the sudden approximation, the photo-
electron has “no time" to interact with the system left behind, thus being decoupled
from the remaining (N � 1)-electron system. The final state wave function of the
(N � 1)-electron system left behind can then be approximated as an eigenstate of
the unperturbed (N � 1)-electron Hamiltonian with eigenfunction |FN�1

m > and en-
ergy EN�1

m . As a result, w f i can be further written as

w f i =
2p

h̄
|Mk

f i|2| < FN�1
m |FN�1

i > |2d(Ekin + EN�1
m � EN

i � hn) (2.7)
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with Mk
f i =< fk

f | � e
mc

~A · ~p|fk
i > called matrix elements, FN�1

i(m) the (N-1)-electron
wave function of the originally unperturbed (afterward excited) system, and Ekin
the kinetic energy of the exited electron.

By summing over the indexes, we have the total electron flux after this first step:

I(Ekin,~k) = I0 Â
f ,i

|Mk
f i|2 Â

m
| < FN�1

m |FN�1
i > |2d(Ekin + EN�1

m � EN
i � hn) (2.8)

with I0 the originally incoming photon flux.

2nd step: propagation to the surface During the second step, the electron flux will
be reduced due to the inelastic scattering, which leads to a continuous background in
the spectra recorded in an experiment. This flux decay is described in an exponential
way by the inelastic mean free path l(E) of an electron in a solid:

I(d) = I ⇤ e�d/l(E) (2.9)

The behaviour of l(E) in energy is universal for most of the materials. For ARPES
measurements, the energy of the photons is around 20 � 100 eV, thus the correspond-
ing inelastic mean free path is around 5 � 10 Å. This explains why ARPES is a surface
sensitive technique.

3rd step: transmission through the surface In the third step, the electron needs
minimum energy to overcome the potential barrier of the surface (inner potential
V0). During this process, the in-plane momentum ~k// is conserved while the out-
of-plane momentum ~k? is changed due to the diffraction at the surface barrier, as
shown in Fig. 2.2(a).

Relation to the single particle spectral function

In Equation 2.8, the latter two terms together define the so-called single particle
spectral function

A(w,~k) = Â
m

| < FN�1
m |ĉ~k|F

N
i > |2d(w + EN�1

m � EN
i ) (2.10)

with w = Ekin � hn and ĉ~k the annihilation operator describing the process in which
an electron with momentum ~k and energy w is removed from an N-electron sys-
tem in the ground state FN

i . The spectral function quantifies the probability that an
electron of energy w and momentum~k be removed (direct photoemission) or added
(inverse photoemission) to the system.

Thus, including the Fermi-Dirac distribution of electrons f (w, T) at a finite tem-
perature T, the final detected electron intensity can be expressed as

I(w,~k) µ Â
f ,i

|Mk
f i|2 ⇥ A(w,~k) ⇥ f (w, T) (2.11)

A typically measured photoemission intensity map is shown in FIG. 2.4(a)
The removal spectral function is theoretically defined as the imaginary part of

the retarded Green function A = � 1
p =GR. In turn, the retarded single particle Green
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FIGURE 2.4: (a) ARPES intensity map showing in color scale the num-
ber of photoelectrons detected vs binding energy and momentum
parallel to the surface for the 2-dimensional-electron-gas (2DEG) at
the AlOx/ZnO interface [82]. (b) A typical energy-distribution curve
(EDC) which is proportional to f (w) ⇥ A(w, k) with k = 0.06Å�1

corresponding to the vertical dashed red line in panel (a). From
the Lorentzian peak fit, the peak position #c and the corresponding
half width at half maximum (HWHM) can be extracted and further
used to determine the self-energy. (c) An example of a momentum-
distribution curve (MDC) which is proportional to A(w, k) with bind-
ing energy Ebind = �w = 70 meV corresponding to the horizon-
tal dashed red line in panel (a). From the Lorentzian peak fit, the
peak position kc and the corresponding half width at half maximum
(HWHM) can be extracted and further used to determine the self-
energy. Blue: experimental data; black: overall fit; red: Lorentzian
peaks used; green: quadratic or constant background; purple: the

Fermi-Dirac distribution with an effective temperature 50 K.

function of an N-body system can be expressed as

GR(w,~k) =
1

w+ � #~k � S(w,~k)
(2.12)

with S(w,~k) the so-called self-energy and #~k the unrenormalized dispersion relation.
Thus, we have

A(w,~k) = � 1
p

=S(w,~k)
(w � #~k � <S(w,~k))2 + (=S(w,~k))2

. (2.13)

In general, the self-energy S is a function of both the energy w and the wave vec-
tor~k, making it complicated to extract S from the photo-emitted electron intensity.
The methods that have been applied to do so are closely related to the traditional
measuring modes of ARPES, energy distribution curves (EDCs) and momentum
distribution curves (MDCs). An EDC is the photoemission intensity as a function
of electron energy with a fixed wave vector~k, while an MDC is the photoemission
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intensity as a function of~k at certain electron energy. A typical EDC and MDC are
demonstrated in FIG. 2.4(b) and (c).

In the EDC case, if S is independent or weakly dependent of w, the spectral
function becomes quite simple, just a Lorentzian function with =S its half-width
at half maximum(HWHM). In practice, the product of a Lorentzian function and a
Fermi-Dirac distribution function is used to fit the EDC photoemission profile lines
to extract the information of the self-energy S as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.4(b).

In the MDC case, if =S is independent of~k, with a locally linearised bare band
dispersion #~k = #0 + h̄v0(k � k0), where v0 = 1

h̄
∂#
∂k |k0 is the local bare band velocity,

the photoemission intensity

I µ
1

(k � k0 + <S
h̄v0

)2 + (=S
h̄v0

)2
(2.14)

behaves as a Lorentzian function with a peak position kc = k0 � <S
h̄v0

and a HWHM
Dk = =S

h̄v0
, both of which can be determined by fitting the photoemission profile peaks

with a Lorentzian function. This allows thus, in principle, a complete determination
of the self-energy, as shown in the inset Fig. 2.4(c).

In both cases, a knowledge of the bare dispersion is needed, but as interactions
cannot be turned off in a material, such bare band dispersion cannot be measured
independently and sometimes guessing it is not obvious. Moreover, a slight modi-
fication of the bare dispersion will change the final result of the self-energy greatly
when the concerned interaction is small. Nevertheless, by applying the Kramers-
Kronig relation obeyed by S [83]

(
<S(w) = 1

p P
R +•

�•
=S(w0)
w0�w dw0

=S(w) = � 1
p P

R +•
�•

<S(w0)
w0�w dw0 , (2.15)

the obtained result of the self-energy can be evaluated in a self-consistent way. One
can thus always adjust the model, the bare dispersion and the parameters until the
self-consistency of the extracted self-energy is reached.

To perform such self-energy analysis, both the EDCs and MDCs are used in prac-
tice but in different energy regimes and for different aims. More details are discussed
below.

2.1.2 Standard ARPES - original study case 1: electron-phonon interac-
tion in a 2DES at the surface of ZnO

As introduced above, the ARPES measured spectrum is a direct fingerprint of the
spectral function A(w,~k), through which the many-body interactions, i.e. the self-
energy S of a many-body system can be extracted. In the following part of this
subsection, I am going to show how the electron-phonon interaction is extracted
and analysed in our ARPES data of a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) at the
interface of Al(2Å)/ZnO(0001̄). I performed this analysis work right after joining
the team, using ARPES data obtained by Tobias Rödel, the preceding Ph.D. student
in our group. The results were published in Ref. [82].
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FIGURE 2.5: The crystal structure of hexagonal wurtzite ZnO with
lattice parameters a = 3.25 Å, c = 5.2 Å. Adapted from Ref. [84].

ZnO

ZnO, whose crystal structure is shown in Fig. 2.5, is a direct bandgap semiconductor
intensively studied for its many special properties, like large bandgap at room tem-
perature and strong near-band-gap excitonic absorption [85], and its possible novel
applications, such as transparent conducting electrodes for flat panel displays and
solar cells, field emitters and spintronic devices [86]. In the case of the experiments
I analyzed, the O-terminated (0001̄) surface of ZnO is covered, by means of MBE,
with 2 Å of Al, which introduces oxygen vacancies into the surface after oxidising
into AlOx once in contact with the ZnO. Each oxygen vacancy leaves behind 2 elec-
trons, which can partially dope the empty 4s states of Zn, forming a 2D electron gas
on the surface due to a confining potential exerted by the positive background of
the formed oxygen vacancies in the normal direction. Since the data was measured
along the c-direction and no surface reconstruction was observed experimentally,
the in-plane lattice parameter concerned here is a = 3.25 Å.

ARPES spectrum of the 2DES

FIG. 2.6(a) presents the electron intensity map I(E � EF, k) obtained in a high-statistics
measurement at the G point of the first Brillion zone along the in-plane k<112̄0> di-
rection with these conditions: DE = 2 meV, hn = 25 eV, T = 7 K.

There are two electronic bands measured, which will be called the inner band
and the outer band. These two bands correspond to two quantum well states in
a simplified physical picture as discussed later. The inner band is quite shallow
and strongly renormalised, which makes it difficult to use this band to perform the
self-energy analysis. So we focus on the outer band and carry out the self-energy
analysis first. Afterward, by assuming that the two bands have the same bare dis-
persion except for a constant energy shift, which is the energy difference between
two consecutive quantum-well states, and the same self-energy renormalisation as-
suming that they are subject to the same electron-phonon interaction, we reconstruct
the inner band to compare with the experimental result.

Before doing the self-energy analysis, one must take care of the energy scales. As
shown in FIG. 2.6(a), the energy range of the outer band is about 0 � 500 meV, while
for the inner band it is about 0 � 100 meV. On the other hand, the typical energy
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of phonons in any material, and certainly in ZnO, is usually smaller than 100 meV.
So for the outer band near the bottom, the renormalisation due to electron-phonon
interaction can be neglected. For the low energy part close to the Fermi level, a
renormalisation of both bands can be clearly observed in the form of a “kink" or
deformation of the spectrum at binding energy around 70 meV.

(a)

(b)

(c)

ZnO(0001), LH, 

hν = 25 eV, T = 7 K

FIGURE 2.6: (a) Energy-momentum ARPES intensity map around the
bulk G002 point along the in-plane k<112̄0> direction, measured with
linear-horizontal light polarization at hn = 25 eV and T = 7 K [82].
The red curve is the MDC over EF ± 5 meV. The black vertical bars
show the Fermi momenta ki

F and ko
F of the inner and outer subbands.

The Fermi liquid is coupled to phonons with a characteristic Debye
energy wD ⇡ 70 meV shown by the horizontal, dashed red line. (b)
An example of a momentum-distribution curve (MDC) taken at bind-
ing energy Ebind = �w = (70 ± 2) meV indicated with the horizontal
dashed red line in panel (a). (c) A typical energy-distribution curve
(EDC) taken at k = (0.06 ± 0.002) Å�1 corresponding to the verti-
cal dashed red line in panel (a). From the Lorentzian peak fit, the
peak positions and the corresponding half widths at half maximum
(HWHM) can be extracted and further used to determine the self-
energy. Blue: experimental data; black: overall fit; red: Lorentzian
peaks used; green: quadratic or constant background; purple: the

Fermi-Dirac distribution with an effective temperature 50 K.

Self-energy analysis

Determination of =S and <S The first step of the self-energy analysis is to use the
EDC and MDC methods described previously to fit the peak positions and widths
(see Fig. 2.6(b) and (c)). In the case of ZnO, due to the energy scales discussed above
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FIGURE 2.7: (a) Maxima of the EDC (blue circles) and MDC (or-
ange circles) peaks for the outer subband of the 2DES at the
Al(2Å)/ZnO(0001̄) interface [82]. Only data for the right branch (pos-
itive momentum region) are shown. The continuous green curve is
a cosine fit to the data representing the non-interacting electron dis-
persion of this subband. (b, c) The self-energy extracted from the left
branch. The red markers are the results of <S (=S) determined di-
rectly from the experimental data, and the black lines are the results

of Kramers-Kronig transform from the corresponding =S (<S).

and the broadening due to experimental resolution, the EDC method is applied only
to the bottom of the outer band to extract its bare dispersion, while for the part close
to the Fermi level, we use the MDC method to extract the self-energy information.
The fitted peak positions are shown as blue markers for EDCs and yellow markers
for MDCs in Fig. 2.7(a).

As the electron-phonon interaction is negligible at the bottom of the outer band,
the EDC peak positions at the bottom of the outer band can be used to obtain a good
approximation for the bare band dispersion, which is crucial to determine the final
self-energy. The form of the bare band we choose is a tight binding cosine band

#(k) = A + B cos(Ck) (2.16)

where C =
p

3a = 5.63 Å�1 is fixed in ZnO. The fit result #(k) = 0.539 � 0.989 cos(5.63k)
is shown as the green line in FIG. 2.7(a). Thus, the binding energy of the band bot-
tom is Eo

b = 450 meV. The effective mass at the bottom k = 0 Å�1 can be calculated
with our fitted bare band:

m⇤

me
=

h̄2

2me

k
∂#/∂k

|k=0= 0.243, (2.17)

which agrees well with the theoretical estimation of the effective mass in ZnO per-
pendicular to~c axis (for example, me? = 0.24me [87] and me? = 0.25me [88]).
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Self-consistency of =S and <S In ARPES measurements, only the occupied states
can be observed. Due to causality, <S is an odd function and =S is an even func-
tion of energy. We make a symmetrisation (anti-symmetrisation) of the negative
energy parts of =S (<S) to get the positive energy parts shown in FIG. 2.7(b) and
(c). Afterward, we calculate <S (=S) from the Kramers-Kronig transformation of
the so-symmetrized =S (<S).

The satisfying result is that the self-consistency between <S and =S is imme-
diately fulfilled without any adjustment of the parameters of the bare dispersion,
A, B. This supports the correctness of the bare dispersion function we use. In fact,
if we choose a parabolic dispersion, which is a simpler and naive guess, a tedious
and complicated adjustment of the parameters is needed to obtain a self-consistent
self-energy.

Eliashberg coupling function In FIG. 2.7(b) and (c), two features about the self-
energy can be observed. One is that <S behaves almost linearly around E � EF = 0,
then shows a peak, followed by a slow drop at higher energies; the other is that
=S reaches a plateau when |E � EF| exceeds a certain energy range comparable to
the peak position in <S. In fact, these are two typical features of self-energy derived
from the Debye model for electron-phonon coupling (see Fig. 1.10). As we are study-
ing the two-dimensional electron systems, the 2D Debye model for electron-phonon
coupling is chosen to calculate the Eliashberg coupling function [70]:

=SDebye�2D =

(
lwD(1 �

q
1 � ( w

wD
)2), | w |< wD

lwD, | w |> wD
(2.18)

with l the mass enhancement parameter or the minus slope of <S at E � EF = 0.
So the Debye frequency wD and the dimensionless coupling strength l can be fitted
from the experimental data. Note that the ARPES determined self-energy is a sum
over all possible interactions. Another important contribution is the self-energy due
to electron-electron interaction in a 2D Fermi liquid [89]:

=SFL�2D(#) = C2D
#2

4peF
ln |4eF

#
|, (2.19)

where C2D is a constant, eF = 2pn2D
h̄2

2me
, and n2D is the density of electron carriers.

Combining =SDebye�2D and =SFL�2D, we fit the self-energy extracted from APRES
data with 3 parameters, wD, l, and n2D, as shown in Fig. 2.8. The fit gives a De-
bye frequency wD = (68 ± 2) meV, in excellent agreement with our data and the
phonon energy (the longitude optical phonon mode E1) measured by other tech-
niques [90, 91], and a dimensionless coupling constant l = 0.3 ± 0.05. The isotropic
Fermi liquid of the fit is characterised by a carrier density of (6.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 1013 cm�2,
close to the experimental value (5.4 ± 0.3) ⇥ 1013 cm�2 determined from the area
enclosed by the in-plane Fermi circle contours according to the Luttinger theorem.
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FIGURE 2.8: Experimental (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the elec-
tron self-energy (red circles), and their Kramers-Kronig transforms
(black crosses), for the right branch of the outer subband [82]. The
dark blue curves are simultaneous fits to <S and =S using a 2D
Fermi-liquid + 2D Debye model. The 2D Fermi liquid and 2D De-
bye components of the fit are shown by the filled light blue and grey
curves. Data were symmetrised with respect to EF, as required by the

Kramers-Kronig relation.

2.1.3 Standard ARPES - original study case 2: spin-orbit coupling in bulk
valence bands of ZnTe

With a given photon energy hn, a certain out-of-plane momentum k? is selected in
the bulk Brillouin zone with an uncertainty inversely proportional to

p
hn. Thus, in

fact, the bands measured with ARPES result from an average over a certain range of
k?, and this range of k? becomes wider at low photon energy. This is not a problem
for 2D or 1D systems, but indeed will make it complicated and difficult to resolve
and understand the bulk bands through ARPES in 3D systems, especially in the low
photon energy range and for materials with a small Brillouin zone extension along
k?. Nevertheless, the following case of the study shows that ARPES can still be
used to resolve and characterise the dispersing 3D valence bands of single crystalline
samples of current interest in optoelectronics.

ZnTe

ZnTe is a face-centred cubic (see Fig. 2.9(a)) p-type II-VI semiconductor with a di-
rect bandgap of 2.26 eV [94] and a wide range of applications, such as green light-
emitting diodes [95], THz light generators and detectors [96, 97], and substrates for
CdTe self-assembled quantum dots [98]. Despite its great importance in modern
electronic applications, there is not enough experimental data (especially modern
ARPES data) to support a complete understanding of its electronic band structure.

Here we used high-resolution APRES to measure the electronic structure of ZnTe
and explore the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) within ZnTe by comparing the experimen-
tal data with the results of DFT calculation. The calculations were performed and
kindly provided by Dr. Rubén Weht from CNEA (Argentina), with whom our group
has had a long collaboration. Our results show that SOC is crucial to understand
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FIGURE 2.9: (a) The face-centred-cubic (fcc) lattice structure of ZnTe
with a lattice parameter a = 6.1 Å. Taken from Ref. [92]. (b) Relation
between bulk and surface Brillouin zones for a (110) surface of the
fcc lattice. Taken from Ref. [93]. (c) XPS profile presenting the Zn 3d
core level and the Te 4d doublet core levels measured on a cleaved
crystal along the (110) direction at photon energy hn = 110 eV and a

temperature T = 196 K.

the band structure of ZnTe, and that these bands are bulk states following the bulk
symmetry, while surface states were not observed.

ARPES results

As ZnTe is a semiconductor with a bandgap 2.26 eV, there is no well defined Fermi
level. Instead, we will use the top of the measured valence band as an effective en-
ergy reference denoted as Ev. The actual Fermi level was determined to be ⇡ 0.4 eV
above Ev, from the gold reference in the ARPES measurement chamber. Moreover,
we found that due to this bandgap, the photoemission process induces a strong
charging effect at low temperatures, hindering the obtention of meaningful ARPES
data. Therefore, we performed the measurements at ⇡ 200 K in order to reduce
this undesired charging effect and managed to measure the electronic bands of ZnTe
with acceptable momentum and energy resolutions. Fig. 2.9(c) shows the Zn 3d and
Te 4d core levels measured on the cleaved (110) surface of ZnTe, indicating that the
surface was clean after cleaved in situ in UHV.
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FIGURE 2.10: (a-b) DFT calculated valence bands without (a) and
with (b) spin-orbit coupling (SOC). (c) ARPES measured energy-
momentum dispersion along G � X of the valence bands in compar-
ison with the DFT calculated dispersions including SOC. (d) ARPES
measured energy-momentum dispersion along G � L of the valence
bands in comparison with the DFT calculated dispersions including
SOC. ARPES data were obtained with LH polarised hn = 66 eV pho-

tons at a temperature T = 195 K.

Band splitting due to SOC Fig. 2.10(a) and (b) show that the DFT calculated va-
lence bands of ZnTe disperse quite differently depending on whether the SOC is
included or not. Due to the presence of SOC, the top valence band (mainly from Te)
splits into two bands opening gaps at L and X but remaining degenerate at G, while
the lower valence band (mainly from Zn) is pushed down to larger binding energy
remaining degenerate from L to G and from G to X.

Fig. 2.10(c) and (d) show the ARPES measured valence bands along G � X and
G � L in comparison with the DFT calculated bands including SOC. The excellent
agreement between the ARPES measurement and the DFT calculation with SOC
proves and confirms experimentally that relatively strong SOC exists in the bulk
electronic structure of ZnTe, and causes sizeable energy splitting of the valence bands,
thus being crucial for understanding the bulk band structure of ZnTe.

Constant energy maps In our measurement of ZnTe, the in-plane constant energy
maps (CEMs) were measured at two photon energies hn = 66 eV and hn = 120 eV
as indicated with the blue dashed curves in Fig. 2.11(a). hn = 66 eV crosses the
X point in bulk BZ and the G points in neighbouring BZs, while hn = 120 eV
crosses the bulk G point at normal emission. Fig. 2.11(b) and (c) show the constant
energy (the valence band top Ev and 0.5 eV below Ev) contours centred at G. The
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FIGURE 2.11: (a) A schematic view of the bulk Brillouin zone (BZ)
shown in Fig. 2.9(b) from the <11̄0> direction. The blue dashed
curves indicate where the constant energy hn = 66 eV and hn =
120 eV locate in the bulk BZ. (b, c) Constant energy (Ev and Ev �
0.5 eV) maps centred at G measured with linear horizontal polarised
hn = 120 eV photons at a temperature T = 200 K, in comparison with

the DFT calculated constant energy maps including SOC.

comparison with the DFT calculated (including SOC) constant energy maps (right
insets of Fig. 2.11(b) and (c)) shows a good agreement. However, the "knot" like
constant energy (Ev � 0.5 eV) map shows a lack of mirror symmetry.

The out-of-plane CEMs shown in Fig. 2.12 form closed contours indicating these
states are bulk states. If they are indeed bulk states, the directions < 110 > and
< 11̄0 > should be equivalent. And indeed, the patterns (the knot-like contours) in
these out-of-plane CEMs are very similar to the pattern at G in Fig. 2.11(c).

Cuts of CEM Fig. 2.13(a) shows the in-plane constant energy (Ev � 2.5 eV) map
measured with linear horizontal polarised photons with energy hn = 66 eV at T =
195 K. As aforementioned (see Fig. 2.11(a)), with this photon energy, the normal
emission corresponds to the bulk X point. Once the bulk Brillouin zone is projected
properly, cuts on the constant energy map along high symmetry directions, can be
done, as shown in Fig. 2.13(b-d). Dispersions along G � L and G � X (see Fig. 2.13(c)
and (d)) are quite similar to those in Fig. 2.10(c) and (d), indicating again the ex-
istence of relatively strong SOC in ZnTe. The dispersion along U � X shown in
Fig. 2.13(b) shows some discrepancy if compared to the DFT calculation with spin-
orbit coupling. The bottom band locates around E � Ev = �5.5 eV, being 0.5 eV
lower than the calculated band position, and the small gaps at U were also not ob-
served. Notably, the observed CEM (2.5 eV below Ev, Fig. 2.13(a)) centred at X shows
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FIGURE 2.12: (a-d) Out-of-plane constant energy maps at various
binding energies measured with LH polarised photons with energy
ranging from 80 eV to 145 eV in an energy step of 1 eV at T = 195 K.

Ev is set to the top of valence bands.
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FIGURE 2.13: (a) Constant energy map at binding energy E � Ev =
�2.5 eV together with the borders of the bulk Brillouin zone as
shown in Fig. 2.9(b). (b-d) Energy-momentum dispersions along the
high symmetry cutting lines (1)-(3) respectively indicated with green
dashed lines in panel (a). These ARPES data were obtained by using
LH polarised photons with energy hn = 66 eV at T = 195 K. Ev is set
to the top of valence band. The red dashed arrows point the position
of Ev � 2.5 eV around X points. (e) DFT calculated bands dispersing

along U � X with SOC considered.
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a peculiar pattern, which mimics the constant energy contours in the presence of
both Dresselhaus and Rashba SOC (see Fig. 1.11 in Section 1.5).

The Dresselhaus SOC is due to the lack of bulk inversion symmetry. The spin-
orbit splitting due to Dresselhaus SOC is quite typical in zine-blende structure (fcc)
semiconductors, such as GaAs and InAs [71,99,100]. So it is reasonable that Dressel-
haus SOC contributes to our observed energy splitting of the valence band.

The Rashba SOC needs the structure inversion asymmetry caused by macro-
scopic confining potential, e.g. at the surface [71]. The (110) surface of ZnTe is not
polarised, thus there is no spontaneous net out-of-plane electric field. The bands we
measured are bulk valence bands instead of surface states. However, with ARPES
we are always measuring states lying in the vicinity of the surface even though these
states are bulk states.

Recall that the band dispersion around X along X � U shows some discrepancy
with the DFT calculation including SOC. This suggests that DFT bulk calculation
(including SOC) alone is not enough to understand all aspects of ZnTe’s electronic
structure. The lack of mirror symmetry in the in-plane constant energy contour
around G may also be due to the fact that these measured states are located near
the surface.

Thus, as an interesting perspective for future work, further slab calculations and
spin-resolved ARPES experiments can help to understand the origin behind the spe-
cial shapes of the constant energy contours around G and X.

2.2 SARPES

In the study of the topological surface states of 3D topological metals Ti2Te2P and
Hf2Te2P (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3), I used the spin- and angle-resolved photoe-
mission spectroscopy (SARPES) set-up ESPRESSO at HiSOR synchrotron in Japan.
The following introduction to SARPES will be based on papers introducing the
ESPRESSO setup [101, 102].

Besides energy, momentum and charge degrees of freedom, the spin of an elec-
tron is an inner degree of freedom, which is usually degenerated in materials with-
out an external magnetic field. However, in some materials with strong spin-orbit
interaction, surface states with peculiar spin texture, such as Rashba spin-split states
and spin polarised helical states in non-trivial topological materials, have been dis-
covered in recent years. This development in fundamental physics, as well as the
increasing demand for spintronics applications, has driven researchers to develop
high-resolution SARPES, which enables a direct measurement of the spin-resolved
band dispersions of materials.

In SARPES, instead of using an external magnetic field which will alter the elec-
tron trajectory and smear the information about the momenta of the emitted elec-
trons, one uses only spin-dependent electron scattering processes to separate elec-
trons with different spins.

One widely used type of such spin polarimeter is the Mott detector, which is
based on the spin dependent scattering of electrons of high kinetic energy (  25 kV)
off nuclei of heavy atoms such as gold and thorium. Since gold is relatively inert and
the kinetic energy of injected electrons is quite high, the target does not have to be
cleaned during spin detection, thus leading to high stability in operation, which in
the end has become one of the reasons why Mott detectors are the most widely used.
However, the efficiency of the Mott detector is extremely low because the scattering
probability, number of scattered electrons/number of incident electrons, is as low as
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10�2 in typical Mott detector [101]. Because of such low efficiency, spin-polarised
photoemission measurements are time consuming and one has to sacrifice energy
resolution to get reasonable data acquisition time.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 2.14: (a) Schematic diagram of ESPRESSO machine. The
highly efficient VLEED spin detector is connected to a high-energy
resolution hemispherical analyser (VG-SCIENTA R4000) via 90� elec-
tron deflector (DEF). The ferromagnetic target (T) can be magne-
tised by electric coils along z (Cz) and x (Cx; not shown in the fig-
ure) directions. The electrons reflected by the target are detected by
the channeltron (CHR) beside the exit of the deflector. By using the
electron deflector both in-plane (x direction) and out-of-plane (z di-
rection) spin components can be observed. Spin-integrated ARPES
measurement is also available by observing the portion of photoelec-
tron with the two-dimensional electron detector, multi-channel plate
(MCP: (M)), and phosphor screen (P), through a CCD camera. Since
the size of the aperture (A) for the spin-resolved measurement chan-
nel and the entrance slit (S) is variable, one can select the optimum
energy resolution and angular resolution for the SARPES measure-
ment. (b) An example of how the data is measured and analysed
to extract the necessary spin texture information of electronic bands.
First, a pair of reflected electron intensities by the reversibly magne-
tised FeO target plate are recorded. Then depending on the calculated
reflectivity asymmetry A from the first step and the pre-calibrated ef-
fective Sherman function Se f f , the spin polarisation P is determined.
In the meantime, the electron populations of spin up and down are

also extracted. Adapted from Ref. [102].

In order to overcome the very low-efficiency problem of Mott detectors, researchers
developed the very low energy electron diffraction (VLEED) spin detector, where the
spin-exchange interaction of electrons is applied. The ESPRESSO machine in HiSOR
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synchrotron adopts such VLEED technique (see Fig. 2.14(a)). It measures the spin-
dependent electron reflectivity of very low energy (a few eV to a few tens of eV)
electrons at a Fe(001)-p(1⇥1)-O film grown on a MgO(001) substrate, a magnetised
ferromagnetic target which lasts longer than 1 day and can be prepared or refreshed
quickly in a UHV chamber. The spin asymmetry A of the electron beam is detected
after switching the magnetisation direction of the ferromagnetic target:

A =
I+ � I�

I+ + I� (2.20)

where I+ and I� are the intensities measured at the channeltron using reversely
magnetised FeO film target.

Supposing that the spin-parallel scattering rate is a and spin-antiparallel scatter-
ing rate is b, we have: (

I+ = aI" + bI#

I� = bI" + aI# (2.21)

where I" and I# are the spin populations of opposing spin in the photoelectrons.
Thus,

A = Se f f P, with Se f f =
a � b
a + b

and P =
I" � I#

I" + I# (2.22)

where Se f f is the energy-dependent effective Sherman function and P is the spin
polarisation of the photoelectrons. The Sherman function Se f f can be calibrated with
a standard material (Bi(111) is normally used in the ESPRESSO machine) at a given
photon energy. In our case specifically, it was calibrated to be 0.18 during the beam
time in HiSOR in 2017 and 0.25 during the beam time in HiSOR in 2018, for photon
energy hn = 55 eV.

Once Se f f is calibrated, the spin polarisation P is determined through the mea-
sured reflectivity asymmetry A. In the end, the spin up and down populations can
be obtained (

I" = 1+P
2 I

I# = 1�P
2 I

(2.23)

where I = I" + I# is the total amount of photoelectrons. By magnetising the tar-
get film in three orthogonal directions, the full information of the spin polarisation
vector ~P = (Px, Py, Pz) is obtained.

2.3 Supplementary techniques

During my thesis work, two important supplementary experimental techniques of
surface science have been extensively used: molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and low
energy electron diffraction (LEED). A basic introduction will be given to them in the
following.

2.3.1 MBE

Originally developed in the late 1960s at Bell Telephone Laboratories by J. R. Arthur
and Alfred Y. Cho [103], MBE has become a widely used epitaxy method for thin-
film deposition of single crystals.

We used mostly the MBE system at CASSIOPÉE beamline, which is connected in
UHV, via an exchange carrousel, to the high-resolution ARPES endstation. To enable
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sample preparation and thin film deposition, the MBE chamber is equipped amongst
others with:

• a heating stage using electron bombardment from the back of the sample hold-
ers up to approximately 1000�C. The temperature is monitored with pyrome-
ters. For some of our ARPES measurements, the uncleavable samples are an-
nealed in this way to clean the surfaces. In some cases, a high-temperature
annealing is applied for a better crystallised surface.

• an ion gun for Ar+ sputtering. In many cases, annealing alone is not enough
to obtain a clean surface. Then Ar+ sputtering at grazing incidence (20 - 30�)
with respect to sample surfaces) is needed to remove the impurities and con-
taminants at the surface.

• electron diffraction (ED) techniques: low energy ED (LEED) and reflective high
energy ED (RHEED). We used LEED mainly and it will be introduced below.

• an Auger spectroscopy setup to check for surface contaminants, like carbon.

• various ports to mount evaporators (e.g. Al in Knudsen cell or alkali metals
dispensers).

• a 10-crucible electron gun for material evaporation.

• a quartz microbalance to calibrate the evaporation rate.

2.3.2 LEED

LEED is a surface sensitive technique used to determine the surface structure of
single-crystalline materials [104]. Electrons emitted from a wire by thermionic effect
are accelerated in a homogeneous electric field to 20 - 200 eV, then hit the sample
surface. Part of these electrons are diffracted due to elastic scattering and observed
as spots on a fluorescent screen.

Upon penetrating the crystal, some electrons of the primary injection beam will
lose kinetic energy due to inelastic scattering processes such as plasmon and phonon
excitations. Usually, exponential decay of the primary electron beam intensity, I0, in
the direction of propagation is assumed:

I(d) = I0e�d/l(E) (2.24)

where d is the penetration depth and l(E) denotes the inelastic mean free path. The
inelastic scattering processes depend on energy. Consequently, the electronic mean
free path also depends on the energy, and relatively independent of the material.
This mean free path turns out to be minimal (5-10 Å) in the energy range of low-
energy electrons (20-200 eV). So in LEED measurements, only a few atomic layers
are detected by the electron beam making LEED a very surface sensitive technique.

Generally, LEED can be used in one of two ways:

• Qualitatively, where the diffraction pattern is recorded and analysis of the spot
positions gives information on the symmetry of the surface structure.

• Quantitatively, where the intensities of diffracted beams are recorded as a func-
tion of incident electron beam energy to generate the so-called I-V curves. By
comparison with theoretical curves, these may provide accurate information
on atomic positions on the surface at hand.
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During my thesis work, we only used LEED to obtain qualitative informations about
the symmetry and orientation of the studied surfaces.
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Chapter 3

Oxides: SnO2 and FeTiO3

In recent decades, oxide surfaces and interfaces have attracted a lot of research in-
terest due to their importance in both fundamental physics and practical applica-
tions [8–10].

One major research area is the creation of two dimensional electron systems
(2DESs) at the surfaces or interfaces of oxides. There are several fundamental chal-
lenges on this topic:

1. How to realise such 2DESs?

2. What is the origin of these 2DESs?

3. How could one control their basic properties, such as carrier density, mobility,
and magnetic properties?

4. Is there many-body physics involved in these 2DESs?

In the last years, our group has established a practical method to create 2DES at the
surface of oxides [1, 2, 30], such as SrTiO3, KTaO3, anatase TiO2, CaTiO3 [105], and
ZnO [82]. The key physics involves the creation of oxygen vacancies at the oxide
surface by means of annealing in ultra-high-vacuum (UHV), photon irradiation or
redox reactions.

In this chapter, I am going to present two oxide case studies: SnO2 and FeTiO3.
For each oxide, I will discuss the main physics and whether the creation of a 2DES
was possible or not.

3.1 SnO2(110): two-dimensional electron system

Tin oxide is a technologically important compound with a wide range of applica-
tions. Its exceptional properties stem from its ability to exhibit variable oxygen stoi-
chiometries –a consequence of the variable valence of Sn– accompanied by substan-
tial changes, up to two orders of magnitude, in its conductivity. This remarkable
combination of reducibility and changes in conductivity is crucial in the field of gas
sensing [106–113]. The ability of SnO2 to readily release oxygen in the presence of
reactants makes it also an important material in the field of heterogeneous cataly-
sis. SnO2 can either directly promote the oxidation of hydrocarbons or enhance the
activity of noble metal catalysts [108, 113–120]. Moreover, the unique association
of high conductivity due to intrinsic defects, transparency to visible light, and high
resistance to chemical attack at ambient conditions, opens up a whole new class of
technological applications for SnO2, including solar cells, liquid crystal displays, and
transparent electrodes, conductive coatings and windows [110, 113, 114, 121, 122].
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3.1: (a) 3D unit cell of SnO2 with a = 4.737 Å and c = 3.185 Å;
(b) Corresponding 3D Brillouin zone of rutile SnO2 (black paral-
lelepiped) together with the surface Brillouin zone projected on the

(110) plane (red rectangle).

Being the key for its numerous applications, the origin of n-type conductivity in
SnO2 has attracted a large scientific interest. Bulk SnO2 stabilizes in the rutile struc-
ture, see Fig. 3.1 (a). It is a wide gap insulator with a bandgap of 3.6 eV [123–126], but
the presence of a surface modifies this simple picture. Calculations on the thermo-
dynamically most stable termination, the (110) surface, have proposed O 2p-derived
defect states within the bandgap [126]. Early photoemission studies on oxygen de-
ficient SnO2 after annealing in UHV have experimentally confirmed the existence of
such defect states near the valence band maximum [127–133]. Other experiments
suggested that, on further reduction, such defect states fill the bandgap gradually
by moving towards the conduction band [115,127,134,135]. It is however surprising
that they extend up from the top of the valence band, rather than being pulled down
from the conduction band minimum. This is in contrast with the metallic states ex-
perimentally observed in similar transparent conducting oxides and gas sensing ma-
terials, where n-type doping from surface defects leads to an occupied conduction
band. Prime examples are the metallic two-dimensional electron systems (2DESs) re-
sulting from the doping and near-surface confinement of the conduction band elec-
trons in In2O3 [136], CdO [137], ZnO [82, 138] and TiO2 [22, 26, 30].

By means of Angle Resolved PhotoEmission Spectroscopy (ARPES), here we
measure the electronic band structure of SnO2 experimentally and show that there
exists a 2DES at its (110) surface. Similar to its counterparts in SrTiO3 [20, 28] and
KTaO3 [21], the 2DES in SnO2 is related to the presence of oxygen vacancies and is
robust with respect to various surface reconstructions. Most intriguingly, the 2DES
in SnO2 is not affected by exposure to ambient air, and can be readily retrieved in the
ARPES measurements without further surface treatment, making it the most easily
created 2DES so far among all oxides. Moreover, its carrier density can be tuned by
external parameters such as temperature or deposition of reducing agents at its sur-
face such as Al and Eu, which have been reported to be effective methods to create
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oxygen vacancies at oxide surfaces [1, 30, 31]. These results open exciting possibili-
ties of using and controlling the surface conductivity of SnO2 in view of novel types
of technological applications.

3.1.1 Surface preparation

As stated in the Section 2.1.1 Chapter 2, ARPES is sensitive to surface impurities.
Thus before an ARPES measurement, a clean surface has to be obtained by means of
one of the following methods.

• in situ cleavage to expose a pristine surface: this method is widely used for
compounds with a layered structure, for example, many topological materi-
als [139]. In some special cases, it could also be applied to non-layered struc-
tures, such as SrTiO3 [20, 140] and some high Tc superconducting cuprates
[141], as long as they can be fractured along a well-defined plane.

• annealing in an ultra-high vacuum to desorb surface impurities: this method is
usually used for rigid bulk samples, for example many transition metal oxides.
This method is often preceded by ion bombardment in order to remove impu-
rities that might not be easily desorbed during high-temperature annealing.
Annealing temperature, annealing time and vacuum pressure are all crucial
for the final surface quality. Typically, a surface quality check by means of
LEED is followed right after the preparation.

Here, our SnO2 samples are rutile structure (see Fig. 3.1) bulk single crystals
and not suitable for in situ cleaving. Therefore, we have followed the method of
annealing in order to create a clean surface for ARPES experiments.

FIGURE 3.2: (a) LEED pattern of the bare (110) surface of SnO2 show-
ing a 4 ⇥ 1 surface reconstruction after annealing up to 600�C in UHV
(electron energy: 58 eV). (b) LEED pattern of the bare (110) surface
of SnO2 showing a 1 ⇥ 1 surface reconstruction after annealing up to
730�C in UHV (electron energy: 116 eV). (c) Angle-integrated spec-
trum of the 4 ⇥ 1 reconstructed bare (110) surface of SnO2 showing
the profiles of the Sn 4d core-level peak and the valence band. The
photon energy was 110 eV and the polarisation was linear horizontal.

Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and core-level photoemission spectroscopy
were employed to verify the long-range crystallinity and cleanliness of our surfaces
after preparation. As shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) and (b), depending on the annealing tem-
perature, the clean surfaces showed either a 1 ⇥ 1 bulk-like periodicity or a weak
4 ⇥ 1 surface reconstruction [107, 113, 114]. As discussed later, these two surface re-
constructions do not give observable differences in the ARPES spectra. The energy
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position and lineshape of photoemission peaks, as seen in Fig. 3.2(c), match well
with previous experimental results [114].

3.1.2 Bare SnO2: observation of the 2DES

Valence bands

The energy-momentum dispersion of the valence band of Sn2(110) is shown in Fig. 3.3.

FIGURE 3.3: (a-b) ARPES energy-momentum map of the valence
bands on the bare (110) surface of SnO2 measured with photons of
energy 111 eV using the linear horizontal (a) and linear vertical (b)
polarizations. The top panels show a shallow metallic state, made
visible after changing the contrast of the color scale. (c) The numeri-
cally calculated valence bands of SnO2 along Z � G � M direction in

the BZ extracted from [142].

In striking contrast with the bulk insulating character of SnO2, there is a clear
metallic state in the vicinity of the Fermi level with a band bottom at binding en-
ergy of ⇡ 0.2 eV. The energy difference with the valence band maximum (VBM)
matches well with the energy gap of SnO2 (3.6 eV) as determined by previous ex-
perimental and theoretical studies [123–126]. We therefore attribute the metallic
state to the conduction band of SnO2 that has been pulled below the Fermi en-
ergy (EF) due to band bending, as observed in surfaces of other bulk insulating ox-
ides [1, 20, 23–28, 30, 82, 105, 143, 144]. However, in contrast to the d-orbital character
of the conduction band in transition metal oxides, the conduction band bottom in
SnO2 originates mainly from the 5s states of Sn [125].

Metallic state at EF

Fig. 3.4 presents a high resolution image of the energy-momentum dispersion of this
metallic state. The dispersion is quasi-parabolic, with a kink at an energy of about
80 meV (red arrows) and an intensity built-up at the bottom of the band. Such a
kink and strong renormalisation of the band are characteristic signatures of electron-
phonon interaction, as previously observed in other oxides such as SrTiO3 [23,63,64],
TiO2 [30] and ZnO [82]. The Fermi momentum (kF) of the metallic state, determined
from the maxima of the momentum distribution curve (MDC) integrated over (EF ±
2) meV, is kF = (0.077 ± 0.001) Å�1.
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FIGURE 3.4: The energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES mea-
sured at the SnO2(110) surface with LH polarised photons at hn =
88 eV and T = 16 K. Electron-phonon interaction induces the ob-
served deviations (red arrows) from a simple parabolic shape. The

red curve above EF is an MDC integrated over EF ± 10 meV.

Fermi surface contours

As a basic characterisation of this metallic state, we measured its in-plane and out-
of-plane Fermi surface contours, as shown in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 (a) shows the in-plane ARPES intensity map at EF measured over sev-
eral neighbouring Brillouin zones. The aforementioned metallic state gives rise to
a circular Fermi contour around the center of, and with the same reciprocal-space
periodicity as, the reduced 2D Brillouin zone of the bulk rutile structure of SnO2 (in-
set of Fig. 3.5). Moreover, the isotropic shape of the Fermi contours is in line with
the expected s-like orbital character at the bottom of the SnO2 conduction band, as
discussed above.

Fig. 3.5 (b) shows the out-of-plane Fermi contour of the metallic state. The ab-
sence of dispersion along the <110> direction throughout the complete bulk Bril-
louin zone demonstrates the near-surface confinement of the conduction band, hence
forming a 2DES. Recalling that the in-plane Fermi surface is a circle, the correspond-
ing Fermi surface in 3D k-space would be a cylinder. Our combined findings prove
thus the realisation of an s-derived 2DES on a rutile structure oxide. Following the
Luttinger theorem, the corresponding 2D carrier density (n2D) can be extracted from
the area (AF) of the in-plane contour as n2D = AF/(2p2) = (9.4 ± 0.2) ⇥ 1012 cm�2.
This is about 5 times smaller than the carrier density found in analogous 2DESs
created by oxygen vacancies at the surface of other binary oxides, such as TiO2(001)-
anatase [26] or ZnO(0001̄) [82], and up to 20 times smaller than the density of the
2DES at the SrTiO3(001) surface [20, 23, 30].
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FIGURE 3.5: (a) In-plane Fermi surface map of SnO2(110) measured
with LH photons at hn = 88 eV. (b) Out-of-plane Fermi surface map
of SnO2(110) acquired by a stepwise change (Dhn = 2 eV) of the pho-
ton energy between 50 and 120 eV using LH polarisation. An inner
potential of 10 eV was used in the calculation of the out-of-plane mo-
mentum. Red lines mark the borders of the reduced 2D Brillouin zone
(in-set) in (a) and of the bulk Brillouin zones in (b). All data in this

figure were acquired at 16 K.

LV polarisation For the sake of completion we present here the main results ob-
tained on the bare (110) surface of SnO2 using photons with linear vertical (LV)
polarisation. Fig. 3.6 shows the out-of-plane Fermi surface contours, the in-plane
Fermi surface contours, and the energy dispersion of the metallic 2DES in panels
(a), (b) and (c), respectively. A comparison of Figs. 3.6 (a) and Fig. 3.5 (b) reveals a
clear polarisation selection at normal emission (i.e. kk = 0) where there is almost no
photoemission intensity with LV photons. Moreover, there is a strong suppression
of spectral weight along the <001> directions. These intensity variations are can
be qualitatively explained with the parity analysis of the matrix element for s orbit.
The parity of s orbit is always even with respect to any mirror planes. The parity
of the final state of the photoelectron is also required to be even with respect to the
detected emitting electron plane (xz plane in Fig. 5.25 in Chapter 5). But the parity
of LV polarisation is odd with respect to xz mirror plane. Thus, the overall parity of
the photoemission matrix element is odd leading to a strongly suppressed intensity
on the observed spectrum. A more rigorous explanation can be found in a matrix
element simulation work by S. Moser [145].
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(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3.6: (a) Out-of-plane Fermi surface map of SnO2(110) mea-
sured by a stepwise change (Dhn = 2 eV) of the photon energy be-
tween 50 and 120 eV. (b) In-plane Fermi surface of SnO2(110) mea-
sured with hn = 88 eV. Red lines mark the borders of the projected
surface Brillouin zone. (c) Energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES
measured with hn = 88 eV, corresponding to an out-of-plane momen-
tum in the upper Brillouin zone of (b). All data in this figure were
acquired at 16 K using linear vertical polarization. An inner potential
of 10 eV was used in the calculation of the out-of-plane momentum.

3.1.3 Tunability of the carrier density of this 2DES

Having successfully created a 2DES at the bare surface of SnO2(110), we may be
tempted to control its basic properties, for example, tuning the carrier density. We
now show two simple methods for tuning the carrier density of the 2DES in SnO2:

• controlled temperature variations: temperature may affect several properties
of the sample. For example, it determines the value of the dielectric constant
which plays an important role in the formation of the confining potential well.
It may also affect the distribution of the oxygen vacancies as it promotes their
diffusion from the surface to the bulk.

• surface deposition of reducing metals (Eu and Al): as introduced in the experi-
mental technique part, we use MBE to evaporate elemental reducing agents at
the surface of target samples in order to create oxygen vacancies due to the re-
dox reaction between the capping metal and the sample. In our experiment, we
used two kinds of reducing metals, Al and Eu. In previous studies, Al deposi-
tion has been demonstrated to be a valid method to create 2DESs at the surface
of many oxides [1,30], such as SrTiO3, CaTiO3, anatase TiO2 and ZnO [82]. On
the other hand, Eu deposition has been shown to creates a 2DES at the surface
of SrTiO3 [31].

Temperature dependence

Figs. 3.7 (a-g) show the energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES as the tempera-
ture gradually increases from 20 K to 300 K. The succession of images reveals that the
metallic state continuously shifts upwards in energy upon increasing T. The corre-
sponding decrease of the Fermi momenta translates into a reduction of the 2D carrier
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density. A quantitative analysis of the kF values obtained from the MDCs, presented
in the Tab. 3.1 shows a 50% reduction of the carrier density at 150 K with respect to
20 K. We highlight the clear 2DES fingerprint at room temperature, but we note that
there is an uncertainty whether the electronic band lies above or below EF at such
high temperatures because the band bottom is masked by the thermal broadening.
Temperature-dependent transport measurements may shed light on this issue. Nev-
ertheless, the robustness of the 2DES at high temperatures is of obvious importance
for technological applications.

After heating the sample from 16K to 300K, we decreased the temperature back
to 15K in order to check the reversibility of the phenomenon. Figs. 3.7 (g-j) and
Tab. 3.1 show indeed that the 2D carrier density increases as T decreases. After a full
thermal cycle, the final kF value is close to the original one, although the recovery
is incomplete, similar to our previous observations for SrTiO3. The reason behind
the incomplete recovery might be the diffusion, while the sample is heated, of some
oxygen atoms from the bulk to the surface that irreversibly replenish the oxygen
vacancies.

This temperature dependent behavior of the carrier density is probably related
to the variation of the dielectric constant, which plays an important role in the for-
mation of the self-sustained confining potential well [146].

(a) T = 20 K

(b) T = 51 K

(c) T = 101 K

(d) T = 152 K

(e) T = 213 K (f) T = 255 K

(g) T = 300 K

(h) T = 193 K

(i) T = 100 K

(j) T = 15 K
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FIGURE 3.7: Energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES on SnO2(110)
during a gradual temperature increase from 20 K (a) to 300 K (g), and
a subsequent decrease from 300 K (g) to 15 K (j). Red markers indicate
the Fermi momenta at 20K inferred from the MDC at the Fermi level.

Data were acquired with hn = 88 eV and LH polarisation.
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T(K) 20 50 100 152 100⇤ 15⇤

kF(10�3 Å�1) 85 ± 1 80 ± 1 71 ± 1 60 ± 2 51 ± 2 63 ± 1
n2D(1012 cm�2) 11.5 ± 0.3 10.2 ± 0.3 8.0 ± 0.2 5.7 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 0.2

TABLE 3.1: Fermi wave vectors of the 2DES in SnO2(110) at different tem-
peratures. The corresponding carrier densities are calculated using the Lut-
tinger theorem. A star denotes that the corresponding temperature has been
reached starting from a higher value (i.e cooling process). The temperature

uncertainty is ±2K.

Eu capping

Elemental Eu is a very active reducing metal, and has several oxidation states avail-
able, most notably Eu2+ and Eu3+. From a standard database of enthalpies and free
energies [147–149], one can find the Gibbs free energies of the redox reactions needed
to form SnO2 and EuO at room temperature:

(
Sn + O2 = SnO2 + 519.65 KJ/mol
Eu + (1/2)O2 = EuO + 556.89 KJ/mol

. (3.1)

Thus,
SnO2 + 2Eu = Sn + 2EuO + 594.13 KJ/mol. (3.2)

Having a positive energy balance, this exothermic redox reaction should happen
spontaneously once Eu is deposited at the surface of SnO2.

Before deposition, the Eu source needs to be degassed and calibrated by means
of a quartz microbalance. The deposition was set at T = 435�C and the evaporation
rate at 0.0051Å/s.

In the following experiments, we evaporated 1 monolayer (ML) - i.e. 3.6 Å- and
2 ML - i.e. 7.2 Å- of Eu on the bare (110) surfaces of two SnO2 samples which had
been cleaned by UHV annealing.

1 ML Eu Fig. 3.8 summarises all the pertinent spectral changes after the deposition
of 1 ML of Eu. The Sn 4d core levels are drastically modified and develop two new
peaks at the low binding energy side [Fig. 3.8(a)]. Their energy is in fair agreement
with the 4d spin-orbit-split doublet of metallic Sn, an indication that near-surface Sn
atoms have been deprived of their oxygen neighbours. A detailed quantitate anal-
ysis of these peaks by numerical fitting will be presented later. The spectral finger-
print of Eu2+ states is now clearly seen in the energy gap between the valence band
and the conduction band [Fig 3.8(b)]. The presence of Sn atoms with a lower oxida-
tion number than in the pure surface is an indication that Eu has been effective in
removing the near-surface oxygen by a redox reaction, hence driving the emergence
of a 2DES, similar to the AlOx/SrTiO3 and EuO/SrTiO3 systems [30, 31]. Never-
theless, the EuO/SnO2 interface shows a peculiar behavior that has no counterpart
in the 2DES observed in the related EuO/SrTiO3 system. As shown in Figs. 3.8(c-
e), the band bottom and Fermi momenta of the 2DES at the EuO/SnO2 interface
are larger than the ones observed at the bare SnO2 surface. The corresponding
2D carrier density in Eu(1 ML)/SnO2, deduced from the observed Fermi momenta
kF = (0.116 ± 0.001) Å�1, is now (2.15 ± 0.04) ⇥ 1013 cm�2, implying a twofold in-
crease with respect to the bare surface of SnO2. This enhancement of n2D beyond
the saturation limit presented by the bare surface under UV irradiation has not been
observed in other 2DES created by redox reactions at metal-oxide interfaces [30, 31],
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FIGURE 3.8: (a, b) Sn 4d core-levels peaks (a) and valence band
(b) before (red) and after (blue) the deposition of 1 ML of Eu on
SnO2(110). (c) Energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES measured
at the EuO/SnO2(110) interface obtained after deposition of 1 ML of
elemental Eu. (d, e) Comparison of the energy distribution curves
(EDCs) at k<11̄0> = 0 (integrated over ±0.05 Å�1) and the MDCs
at EF (integrated over ±10 meV) of the 2DESs at the bare (red) and
Eu-capped (blue) SnO2 surfaces. (f) In-plane Fermi surface of Eu(1
ML)/SnO2(110) measured with hn = 88 eV. (g) Out-of-plane Fermi
surface map of Eu(1 ML)/SnO2(110) measured by a stepwise change
(Dhn = 2 eV) of the photon energy between 50 and 100 eV. An in-
ner potential of 10 eV was used in the calculation of the out-of-plane
momentum. Red lines mark the borders of the bulk Brillouin zones.
Blue dashed lines mark where hn = 88 eV is along the out-of-plane
momentum. All data in this figure were measured at 16 K with LH
photons. The photon energy was 110 eV for panel (a) and 88 eV for

panels (b-e).

and implies that the carrier density of the 2DES in SnO2 can be tuned via adatom de-
position. As shown in Fig. 3.8 (f) and (g), the topography of the FS of Eu(1 ML)/SnO2
remains the same as a cylinder proving again the 2D character of this interface metal-
lic system.

2 ML Eu Previous work in the EuO/SrTiO3 system [31] showed that the capping
layer in EuO(1 ML)/SrTiO3 is paramagnetic. On the other hand, EuO(2 ML)/SrTiO3
shows a ferromagnetic behavior, even though the carrier density of the resulting
interfacial 2DES remains the same, indicating a saturation for creating itinerant elec-
trons from oxygen vacancies at the surface of SrTiO3. Following this observation,
we deposited 2 ML of pure Eu on SnO2(110) to check whether the resulting capping
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layer would be also fully oxidized, and to explore potential changes in the concomi-
tant 2DES.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 3.9: (a, b) Sn 4d core-level peaks (a) and valence bands (b) af-
ter the deposition of 1 ML (blue) and 2 ML (red) Eu on SnO2(110). The
photon energy used was 110 eV. (c) Energy-momentum dispersion of
the 2DES at the Eu/SnO2(110) interface obtained after deposition of
2 ML of elemental Eu measured with LH photons at hn = 88 eV and

T = 15 K.

As seen in Fig. 3.9, an intensity increase in the metallic Sn 4d core level doublet
(panel a) and in the Eu2+ 4f peak (panel b) suggest that more oxygen vacancies have
been created when the amount of deposited Eu increases from 1 ML to 2 ML. Fur-
thermore, the line shapes of the XPS peaks remain similar, without additional peaks
appearing, indicating that, after 2 ML deposition, Eu is still mainly oxidized into
Eu2+. Fig. 3.9(c) shows the metallic state close to the Fermi level measured under
the same experimental conditions as in the 1 ML Eu case. This state has the same
carrier density and effective mass as the 2DES at Eu(1 ML)/SnO2 interface, indicat-
ing that the 2DES carrier density has already reached a saturation value, as with the
previously reported EuO/SrTiO3 system [31]. The insensitivity of the carrier density
to Eu deposition beyond 1 ML Eu also implies that it is the oxidation of Eu (hence
the formation of oxygen vacancies), rather than its ionization or the formation of
residual metallic Eu, which is behind the electron doping of SnO2 conduction band.

Al capping

Al is a well known reducing metal that has previously generated 2DESs in many ox-
ide systems [1,30,82]. The resulting Al2O3 forms a capping layer, thus making it pos-
sible to conduct transport experiments on the same surfaces measured by ARPES.
The redox reactions in the case of Al deposition on SnO2 can be written as [147–149]:

(
Sn + O2 = SnO2 + 519.65 KJ/mol
2Al + (3/2)O2 = Al2O3 + 1581.97 KJ/mol

. (3.3)

Thus,
3SnO2 + 4Al = 3Sn + 2Al2O3 + 1604.99 KJ/mol (3.4)

Once again, the redox reaction between Al and SnO2 is exothermic and therefore
spontaneous.
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Before depositing Al, the Knudsen cell needs to be degassed and its Al contents
need to be molten (> 900 �C for 20 - 30 minutes). The deposition temperature was
set at T = 980�C and the evaporation rate at 0.48 Å/min.

We deposited 2 Å of pure Al on the bare SnO2(110) surface. The corresponding
angle-integrated photoemission profiles, compared to those of the Eu-capped sur-
face, are shown in Fig. 3.10(a-c). Along with the clear oxidation of Al as indicated
in Fig. 3.10(a), a pair of peaks at binding energies of 24.2 eV and 25.2 eV, similar to
those observed after Eu deposition, are also clearly visible, as shown by the green
spectrum in Fig. 3.10(b). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3.10(c), the additional peak
above the valence band after Eu deposition, which we assigned to Eu+2 4 f , is not
present after Al deposition, in line with our identification.

All these results combined imply that:

1. the new double peaks after Eu (or Al) deposition correspond to metallic Sn 4d
rather than Eu core levels;

2. the additional peak above the valence band after Eu deposition is not an in-gap
state due to oxygen vacancies, but rather the Eu+2 4 f core level (note that the
Eu-5p atomic levels have binding energy of ⇡ 20 eV and ⇡ 25 eV, close to the
value of the Sn-4d peaks).

Based on the above, we can firmly conclude that the redox reaction between Eu (Al)
and SnO2 happened, and thus oxygen vacancies were created after evaporating Eu
(Al) at the surface of SnO2.

Further ARPES measurements were also carried out to characterise the 2DES af-
ter Al deposition. Fig. 3.10(d) shows the energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES.
The Fermi momentum of this 2DES, extracted from the MDC at EF as shown in
Fig. 3.10(e), is kF = (0.091 ± 0.001)�1, larger than the one at the bare surface but
smaller than the one at the Eu capped surface. According to the Luttinger theorem,
the corresponding 2D carrier density is n2D = (1.32 ± 0.03) ⇥ 1013cm�1, which is
40% larger than the carrier density at the bare surface. So, even though Al is more
efficient than Eu in taking away oxygen atoms, as shown by the chemical reaction
formulae and indicated by Fig. 3.10(b), Al is less efficient than Eu in increasing the
carrier density of the 2DES, suggesting that in this case more electrons remain lo-
calised around the oxygen vacancies.
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FIGURE 3.10: (a-c) XPS profiles of (a) Al 2p core level after Al depo-
sition; (b) Sn 4d core levels at bare, Al capped and Eu capped sur-
face of SnO2; (c) valence bands of SnO2 and Eu2+ 4 f core level. (d)
Energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES at the Al/SnO2(110) in-
terface obtained after deposition of 2 Å Al, measured with LH pho-
tons at hn = 88 eV. (e) Comparison of the MDCs at EF (integrated over
±10 meV) of the 2DESs at the bare (red), Eu-capped (blue) and Al-
capped (green) SnO2 surface. All the measurements were carried out

at T = 16 K.

3.1.4 Robustness

Our results suggest that the 2DES generated on SnO2(110) is robust against surface
reconstructions and surface impurities. In the following, we explain these findings
in detail.

Surface reconstructions

As stated previously, we observed two different LEED patterns indicating a 1 ⇥ 1 or
a 4 ⇥ 1 atomic arrangement on the clean surface of SnO2(110) (Fig. 3.11(a) and (b)). In
principle, this change in surface periodicity may also be reflected in the periodicity of
corresponding Fermi surfaces. However, the following ARPES measurements over
two samples with different surface reconstructions show that the Fermi surface of
the metallic 2DES remains the same. This may suggest that the 2DES resides in the
subsurface region (1-2 unit cells below the surface as analyzed later) without being
affected by the electric field periodicity of the atomic potential at the top-surface, in
agreement with previous conclusions on the (111)-oriented surfaces of SrTiO3 [28]
and KTaO3 [21].
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FIGURE 3.11: (a) LEED pattern of the bare (110) surface of SnO2
showing a 4 ⇥ 1 surface reconstruction after annealing up to 600�C
in UHV (electron energy: 58 eV). (b) LEED pattern of the bare (110)
surface of SnO2 showing a 1 ⇥ 1 surface reconstruction after anneal-
ing up to 730�C in UHV (electron energy: 116 eV). (c) In-plane Fermi
surface of SnO2(110) corresponding to (a) measured at T = 16 K using
linear horizontal polarization at hn = 88 eV. (d) In-plane Fermi sur-
face of SnO2(110) corresponding to (b) measured at T = 16 K using

linear horizontal polarization at hn = 88 eV.

Surface impurities

The 2DES at the surface of SnO2 survives exposure to ambient pressure. In fact,
being an excellent material for heterogeneous catalysis, the surface of SnO2 is ex-
pected to easily adsorb and desorb gas molecules, which might help protecting the
2DES. Thus, we studied the electronic structure of the SnO2(110) surface without
prior preparation or cleaning in UHV. To this end, we used the UV beam at beam-
line 2A of KEK-PF, whose low brilliance (5 ⇥ 107 s�1 µm�2), about 100 times smaller
than other photoemission beamlines in third generation synchrotrons, has been pre-
viously shown to strongly reduce or even inhibit the photo-induced creation of oxy-
gen vacancies in other oxides [150], thus, to make sure that any observed 2DES is not
due to vacancies created by UV irradiation. As demonstrated in Fig. 3.12, the charac-
teristic parabolic dispersion and circular Fermi surface of the 2DES can be observed
even under these adverse measurement conditions. It should be noted that even the
slightest exposure to moderate vacuum would normally make the surface unsuitable
for ARPES measurements, due to the strong surface sensitivity of the technique. It
is also noteworthy that the 2DES was observed immediately after illumination with
the low-brilliance UV beam, and no evolution of its carrier density was evident even
after several hours of measurements.
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3.12: (a) Energy-momentum dispersion of the 2DES mea-
sured at the surface of an as-received crystal, i.e., never prepared or
cleaned in UHV. (b) Corresponding Fermi surface contour around the
center of the reduced 2D Brillouin zone. Data in this figure were ac-

quired at 20 K using LH photons of energy 120 eV

The Fermi momentum of such a 2DES intrinsically present at the SnO2 surface,
determined from the MDC peaks at EF, is kF = (0.077 ± 0.003) Å�1, which is com-
parable to the Fermi momentum of the UHV-prepared surface shown in Fig. 3.4.
A 2DES in SnO2 can be readily observed even under very unfavorable conditions:
absence of surface treatment and exposure to low-brilliance light. This observation
suggests that the catalytic properties of this material protect, or might even induce,
such a 2DES, thus making SnO2 a unique candidate for future technological appli-
cations.

3.1.5 Quantitative analysis

Sn 4d core levels

We further analyzed the Sn 4d core levels measured after 1 ML of Eu deposition at
SnO2(110) surface by numerical fitting with Lorentzian peaks and a Shirley back-
ground as shown in Fig. 3.13. From the fitting result, we find that for the newly
emerged double peaks, the splitting energy is 1.08 eV which matches well with the
energy splitting of the Sn 4d doublet [151], and the intensity ratio is around 11 : 13
which is in fair agreement with the theoretical value 2 : 3 for d double core levels.
It should be noted that only if the final states corresponding to the two transitions
are pure j = 3/2 and j = 5/2 sates, this ratio would be 2 : 3. Otherwise, especially
when the spin-orbit interaction is not very strong, j is not anymore a good quantum
number, the final states are not pure j states and the intensity ratio could be different.
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FIGURE 3.13: Numerical fit of the Sn 4d core levels in the binding
energy range from 23 eV to 29 eV. Red: the experimental line-shape
measured after 1 ML of Eu deposition at SnO2(110) surface. Black: the
final fitting result. Green: SnOx 4d peaks. Blue: metallic Sn 4d peaks.
Sky blue: the Shirley background. The red line in the inset above is

the fitting residual.

Parameters of the quantum well

In this subsection, I present further analysis of the 2DES dispersion after the de-
position of 1 ML of Eu in order to extract the parameters of the confining poten-
tial. Fig. 3.14(a) presents the 2D curvature [152] of the spectral intensity previ-
ously shown in Fig. 3.8(c). A parabolic fit of the energy dispersion, in the form
E = (h̄2/2m?)k2 + Eb, yields a band bottom Eb = �225 meV and an effective mass
m? = 0.29me [125, 142]. We assume that the first excited state (n = 1) of the con-
fining quantum well, not directly observed in our data, lies just above EF. This will
provide an upper bound for the width of the quantum well. Taking, for simplicity, a
wedge-shaped potential well, the values (in eV) of the discrete energy levels En are
given by [1, 20]:

En = V0 + 9 ⇥ 10�7(
me

m? )1/3(n +
3
4
)2/3F2/3,

with V0 the energy depth of the quantum well (eV), m? the effective mass of the
confined electrons, and F the strength of the electric field generating the confining
potential (V/m). With the n = 0 subband (ground state) at 225 meV below EF, and
the n = 1 subband (first excited state) at the Fermi level, the electric field strength
can be calculated to be F = 122 MV/m. This yields V0 ⇡ 500 meV, L ⇡ 18 Å (i.e. 3
unit cells) for the spatial extension (mean value of the position operator) of the wave-
function in the ground state of the 2DES the main part of which thus lies between
the 1st and 2nd unit cell below the surface, and a maximum width of the confining
potential Lz = 42 Å (6 unit cells). These parameters are similar to the characteristics
of the textbook 2DES observed at the (001) surface of SrTiO3 [1, 20, 23].
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.14: (a) 2D Curvature of the experimental intensity corre-
sponding to the energy-momentum dispersion shown in Fig. 3.8(c)
together with a parabolic fit of the form E = (h̄2/2m?)k2 + Eb, with
Eb = �225 meV and m? = 0.29me. Two kinks at 59 meV and
79 meV indicated with red arrows are the spectroscopic fingerprints
of electron-phonon interaction. (b) Sketch of a wedge-like quantum-
well potential with a potential depth V0 and a maximum confining
width Lz. The observed 2DES is confined as the n = 0 ground state,
while the n = 1 quantum-well substate is supposed to be in the vicin-

ity of the Fermi level EF.

Intensity modulations along kz in Fig. 3.5(b)

The ARPES intensity modulations as a function of out-of-plane momentum, also
observed in many other 2DESs [26, 28, 30, 82, 105], are a consequence of dipole-
transition selection rules from the confined electronic states at the surface of the ma-
terial [26, 28, 153]. The periodicity of the modulations is related to the width of the
spatial confinement of the n = 0 state (L ⇡ 18 Å). This confinement width would be
reflected in momentum space as 2p/L ⇡ 0.35 Å, in good agreement with the value
inferred from Fig. 3.5(b).

Electron-phonon interaction

The spectroscopic fingerprint of the electron-phonon interaction is a kink in the ex-
perimental dispersion that corresponds to the characteristic Debye energy (wD) of
the phonon, as described for instance in the case of the 2DES at the surface of ZnO
in the second chapter of this manuscript. After the deposition of Eu, two such kinks
are observed in the energy dispersion of the 2DES at the (110) surface of SnO2
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(Fig. 3.14(a)). The corresponding Debye energies of the phonons are 59 meV (Eg
mode) and 79 meV (A1g mode) [154–156].

In the presence of electron-phonon coupling, the predominant interactions vary
as a function of the carrier density, giving rise to two different regimes: the polaronic
regime at low carrier densities, where the long-range Fröhlich interaction prevails,
and the Fermi liquid regime at high carrier densities, where the long range interac-
tion is suppressed by strong electronic screening [63, 64].

The critical carrier density between these two regimes can be estimated by bal-
ancing the relevant phonon energy and the surface plasma frequency ws given by
the carrier density n [65]:

ws =

s
ne2

#0(#• + 1)m? ,

where #0 is the vacuum permittivity, #• is the dielectric constant in high frequency
limit, and m? is the carriers’ effective mass.

Given that #• = 5 and m? = (0.24 ± 0.02)me for SnO2, and a phonon energy
cutoff of 80 meV as observed experimentally, the critical carrier density per unit
volume would be n ⇡ 6.7 ⇥ 1018 cm�3. Using the aforementioned spatial extension
of the confining potential (Lmax = 42 Å), this yields a critical surface carrier density
ns

c = nLmax ⇡ 2.81 ⇥ 1012 cm�2.
This rather low critical carrier density is mainly due to the small dielectric con-

stant #• of SnO2, and means that the 2DESs both at the bare SnO2 surface and at the
EuO/SnO2 interface lie in the Fermi liquid regime -as their corresponding carrier
concentrations are up to one order of magnitude larger than the critical one. This is
confirmed in the experimental data by the absence of the spectroscopic fingerprint
of Fröhlich polarons: replica bands at higher binding energies [22, 63, 64]. This is in
stark contrast with the 2DESs on SrTiO3 and TiO2 surfaces where clear band satel-
lites were observed at similar carrier densities owing to the large dielectric constant
of the corresponding materials [22, 63, 64].

3.1.6 Origin and nature of the 2DES in SnO2

The origin of the 2DES on SnO2(110) We now turn to the origin of the 2DES on
SnO2. The widely-accepted mechanism of formation of 2DESs at the surface of tran-
sition metal oxides, such as SrTiO3, TiO2, KTaO3, CaTiO3 and ZnO, is the creation
of oxygen vacancies in the near-surface region, induced either by UV/X incoming
photons, or by a redox reaction between the oxide substrate and a reducing metallic
agent evaporated at its surface [20,23–28,30,31,82,105,143,144,157] Nevertheless, in
some oxides, other microscopic phenomena, such as intrinsic electron accumulation
and doping with hydrogen impurities may also have an important role for the onset
of conductivity [158]. In fact, recent numerical calculations for SnO2 have suggested
that even though the (110) surface, which is characterized by an ordered arrange-
ment of Sn3O3 clusters, contains a deficiency of oxygen atoms, it remains insulating
with a small bandgap open [108]. Our work shows that the deposition of a reducing
metal agent changes dramatically the chemical environment of Sn atoms as some
of the latter pass into a lower oxidation state [Fig. 3.8(a)]. Therefore, the structural
model based on Sn interstitials cannot account for the 2D conductivity. On the other
hand, a structural model based on the presence of surface oxygen vacancies as sug-
gested in Refs. [115] and [159] might explain the absence of bonding counterparts to
the Sn atoms and the enhancement of the 2DES.
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s electrons vs d electrons The 2DES observed at the (110) surface of SnO2 is, to
our knowledge, the first of its kind on a rutile structure. In fact, a previous compari-
son of the near-EF electronic structure of TiO2-rutile and TiO2-anatase has led to the
conclusion that surface oxygen vacancies on a rutile structure create excess electrons
that remain localized at Ti sites rather than forming a 2DES [22, 26]. The present
work shows that such a conclusion cannot be generalized to all rutile lattices, and
other factors, such as the orbital character of the confined states (d for TiO2 vs s for
SnO2), have to be taken into account to understand the emergence of a 2DES.

3.1.7 Conclusion

In conclusion, we observed a metallic 2DES at the (110) surface of SnO2 by means of
ARPES. Its carrier density can be enhanced by the deposition of elemental Eu or Al,
and reduced by a controlled temperature increase, while the 2DES remains robust
against different surface reconstructions, high temperatures and exposure to ambi-
ent pressure. The spectral fingerprints of the 2DES show an appreciable electron-
phonon interaction, with the system always lying in the Fermi liquid regime due to
the small dielectric constant of SnO2. The strong effect of a reducing metal agent
such as Eu and Al on the emergence and enhancement of the 2DES proves that sur-
face oxygen vacancies are at the origin of the 2DES in SnO2. Our results provide
new important insights on the long-withstanding debate on the origin of the n-type
conductivity of SnO2, and prove that both the crystal structure and the orbital origin
of the conduction electrons are decisive for the emergence of a 2DES in oxides.
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3.2 FeTiO3: ferromagnetic phase transition

Traditionally, ilmenite FeTiO3 is the most important ore source of titanium widely
used in the industry [160, 161]. In the past few years, ilmenite has attracted a lot
of academic interest due to its potential applications in spintronics, optoelectronics
and photo-catalysis [162–166]. There are many experiments in crystal synthesis and
characterisations of its magnetic, structural and optical properties [167–169]. Bulk
FeTiO3 is an antiferromagnetic p-type semiconductor with a wide bandgap around
2.8 eV [162,168,170,171], and has a rhombohedral structure (see Fig. 3.15) with trigo-
nal space group R3̄, in which Fe2+ (3d6) and Ti4+ (3p6) layers are arranged alternately
with an antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe interlayers below the Néel tempera-
ture around 55 K [167,172,173] (see Fig. 3.16(a)). If synthesised as a thin film, FeTiO3
is reported to be ferrimagnetic at low temperatures [174], while if synthesised as
nanoparticles, it shows weak ferromagnetism at and below room temperature and
has an indirect optical bandgap 2.8 eV determined from the Tauc plot, making it
possible to design ferromagnetic semiconductor devices operating at room temper-
ature [168].

FIGURE 3.15: Sketch of the bulk structure of ilmenite FeTiO3 with lat-
tice parameters a = b = 5.087 Å and c = 14.083 Å. Each Fe and Ti site
is surrounded by 6 oxygen atoms, and Fe2+ (3d6) and Ti4+ (3p6) lay-
ers are arranged alternately. The positive J1 = 28.5 K and the negative
J2 = �6.67 K refer respectively to the intra-layer and inter-layer mag-
netic interactions between Fe2+ ions [172, 173]. Thus, the intralayer
coupling is ferromagnetic while the interlayer coupling is antiferro-
magnetic with a Néel temperature TN ⇡ 55 K. The magnetisation
direction is mainly along c axis with a small off-set angle. Taken from

Ref. [172, 175]

Fig. 3.16(a) presents the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetisa-
tion curves of FeTiO3 nanoparticles measured with applied magnetic fields 100 Oe,
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FIGURE 3.16: (a) Temperature dependent magnetisation of nano-
ilmenite FeTiO3 in an external magnetic field with three different
strengths 100, 500, and 1000 Oe respectively. The black curve was
measured in zero field cooling (ZFC) process and the red curve
was measured with the magnetic field always present. Taken from
Ref. [168]. (b) Atom-resolved and spin-resolved (above and below
the central line) density of state of bulk FeTiO3 in the ground state
calculated by means of the Becke’s three-parameter hybrid density
functional (B3LYP). The top of the valence band is set to zero acting
as the Fermi level. The valence band (VB) can be separated into two
parts: VB1 (the top of the valence band) and VB2 (the rest of the va-
lence band). The conduction band (CB) locates Eg = 2.6 eV above VB1.

Taken from Ref. [172].

500 Oe and 1000 Oe from 2 K to 300 K. These two curves diverge at their common
peak position T ⇡ 52 K, which is assigned to be the Néel temperature [168, 176].

Fig. 3.16(b) [172] shows the atom-resolved and spin-resolved density of states
(DOS) of bulk FeTiO3 in the ground state at T = 0, calculated in the framework of
Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the Becke’s three-parameter hybrid density
functional (B3LYP) used to treat the electron exchange and correlation in the calcula-
tions [177]. These calculations suggested that FeTiO3 has a semiconducting behavior
with an indirect band-gap of 2.60 eV in accordance with the experimental results (2.5
- 2.9 eV) [162, 164, 168, 178]. The zero net spin behavior is also in line with FeTiO3’s
antiferromagnetism at low temperatures.

Theoretically, FeTiO3 has several possible terminations for its (0001) surface as
shown in Fig. 3.17(a) [173]. Experimentally, Fellows et al. indeed found different
surface terminations by LEED [179] and STM [180]. By applying the hybrid density
functional B3LYP method to the unreconstructed (1 ⇥ 1) (0001) surface of FeTiO3,
the surface energy of a certain termination can be calculated at T = 0 K as a func-
tion of the oxygen chemical potential. Fig. 3.17(b) shows the results for two selected
terminations (Fe-O3-Ti- and Ti-O3-Fe-) and their corresponding oxidised configura-
tions. Note that the oxygen chemical potential DµO(T, pO2) at 0 K can be converted
into pressure scales at fixed temperatures, through an approximation approach out-
lined by K. Reuter and M. Scheffler [181], as shown in the top of Fig. 3.17(b). These
results suggest that the Fe-O3-Ti– surface is the most stable surface at low oxygen
partial pressures, thus being most likely to form under high vacuum [173].
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FIGURE 3.17: (a) Sketch of possible terminations of the ilmenite
(FeTiO3) (0001) surface. (b) Surface energy of selected surface termi-
nations (Fe-O3-Ti- and Ti-O3-Fe-, and their oxidised versions) plotted
as a function of oxygen chemical potential. O2 is used as the chem-
ical reservoir for O, and FeTiO3 is used for Ti and Fe. In the top x
axis, the chemical potential DµO(T, pO2) has been converted into pres-
sure scales at fixed temperatures of T = 300 and 600 K. Taken from

Ref. [173].

Within the same framework of DFT, the hybrid density functional B3LYP, a 24-
layer slab was used to compute the surface relaxation and perform further DFT cal-
culations, as at this thickness the cleavage energy converged to the bulk value [173].
Fig. 3.18(a) shows the relaxed geometry of the Fe-O3-Ti- surface with the top Fe atom
moving inwards (0.72 Å) to the O3 layer [173]. Fig. 3.18(c) and (d) show the atom-
resolved DOS contributed from the surface layer and the other left layers. As pre-
viously mentioned, the intralayer magnetic interaction between Fe2+ ions is ferro-
magnetic (J1 > 0), thus the single Fe2+ layer has a net spin polarisation of 3.76|e|
in the bulk [182]. So it is not surprising to find a net spin state close to the Fermi
level in the slab calculation. Besides the small change of the net spin of the surface
Fe (3.68|e| [173]) with respect to the bulk value, the Fe state at the top of the valence
band splits into two parts, with the surface Fe contributing a state 0.5 eV lower in en-
ergy than the bulk Fe state, which is close to the Fermi level in line with the bulk cal-
culation shown in Fig. 3.16(b) indicating a p-type semiconducting behavior. Though
the results of these calculations are obtained for the ground state at 0 K, they could
still be helpful to understand the experimentally measured electronic structure in
the paramagnetic phase at temperatures higher than the Néel temperature (⇡ 55 K).

In this section, I present my ARPES results across the magnetic phase transition.
The goal was not only to monitor the electronic structure of FeTiO3 across the tran-
sition but also to study whether a 2DES could be fabricated at its surface and how
the magnetic transition would affect it.
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TABLE IV. Mulliken population analysis of net charge (α + β) and net spin (α − β) for the relaxed Ti-terminated surfaces, computed using
the B3LYP functional.

Ti–O3–Fe– O=Ti–O3– O3–Ti–Ti– O2–Ti–Ti– O1–Ti–Ti– Ti–Ti–O3–

Net charge (α + β)
O 8.57 9.00, 9.00,9.00 9.03, 9.04 9.26
Ti 19.75 19.77 19.56 20.21
Ti 19.76 19.79 19.73 19.75 19.98 20.10
O 9.32, 9.32, 9.29, 9.24, 9.38, 9.38, 9.39, 9.37, 9.48, 9.45, 9.75, 9.75,

9.32 9.28 9.38 9.37 9.49 9.75
Fe 24.29 23.94 23.92 24.27 24.30 23.50
Fe 24.27 24.23 23.91 24.28 24.30 23.47

Net spin (α − β)
O −0.978 0.02,0.02,0.02 0.01,0.01 0.01
Ti −0.002 0.01 −0.88 1.92
Ti 0.08 0.13 0.004 0.03 0.94 −1.88
O 0.13, 0.13, 0.20, 0.13, 0.38, 0.38, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.05, 0.09, 0.09,

0.13 0.22 0.38 0.09 0.14 0.09
Fe 3.67 4.16 4.18 3.74 3.71 4.67
Fe 3.74 3.80 4.23 3.73 3.68 4.68

The DOS plot (Fig. 4) shows that the surface oxygen introduces
a sharp unoccupied state into the band gap that is hybridized
with Fe, and the unfilled spin-down Fe states of the surface Fe
move down to just below the bulk conduction band.

In the cleaved Fe–Fe–O3– surface, two iron atoms sit
above the first oxygen layer [Fig. 5(a)]. Directly below one
of these iron atoms is a cavity in the first Ti bilayer, while
the other iron atom sits above a titanium. With relaxation,
it was found that the surface Fe that was directly above the
cavity moved down to fill the cavity [Fig. 5(b)]. This differs
from the geometry reported in GGA studies on the Fe–Fe–O3–
terminated hematite surface,13 where both iron atoms remain
above the first layer of oxygen atoms, similar to the cleaved
geometry. Geometries with both iron atoms above the first
oxygen layer were tested here, but proved unstable.

In the fully oxidized O3–Fe–Fe– surface [Fig. 2(c)], the
Mulliken analysis (Table III) of the relaxed surface shows the
net spin on the outer Fe atom to be 4.07|e|, greater than the net
spin of 3.76|e| typical for a Fe2+ state, and approaching the
4.26|e| calculated for a Fe3+ solution in bulk ilmenite.19 Both
the O3–Fe and Fe–Fe interlayer distances have contracted from
their bulk spacing, while the Fe–O3 distance has increased. The

FIG. 2. (Color online) Relaxed geometries for the (a) Fe–O3–Ti–
(b) O=Fe–O3–and (c) O3–Fe–Fe– surfaces.

net result of this is that the surface Fe polyhedra have slightly
smaller Fe–O bond distances than in the bulk, with the shorter
Fe–O distance lowering from 2.1 to 1.9 Å. There is a narrowing
of the band gap (Fig. 6) from the bulk value to 0.83 eV due to

FIG. 3. (Color online) Electron DOS for the Fe–O3–Ti– surface.
Total DOS decomposed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is
shown in (a), while (b) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe,
Ti, and O, with (c) showing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of
the other layers.
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TABLE IV. Mulliken population analysis of net charge (α + β) and net spin (α − β) for the relaxed Ti-terminated surfaces, computed using
the B3LYP functional.

Ti–O3–Fe– O=Ti–O3– O3–Ti–Ti– O2–Ti–Ti– O1–Ti–Ti– Ti–Ti–O3–

Net charge (α + β)
O 8.57 9.00, 9.00,9.00 9.03, 9.04 9.26
Ti 19.75 19.77 19.56 20.21
Ti 19.76 19.79 19.73 19.75 19.98 20.10
O 9.32, 9.32, 9.29, 9.24, 9.38, 9.38, 9.39, 9.37, 9.48, 9.45, 9.75, 9.75,

9.32 9.28 9.38 9.37 9.49 9.75
Fe 24.29 23.94 23.92 24.27 24.30 23.50
Fe 24.27 24.23 23.91 24.28 24.30 23.47

Net spin (α − β)
O −0.978 0.02,0.02,0.02 0.01,0.01 0.01
Ti −0.002 0.01 −0.88 1.92
Ti 0.08 0.13 0.004 0.03 0.94 −1.88
O 0.13, 0.13, 0.20, 0.13, 0.38, 0.38, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.05, 0.09, 0.09,

0.13 0.22 0.38 0.09 0.14 0.09
Fe 3.67 4.16 4.18 3.74 3.71 4.67
Fe 3.74 3.80 4.23 3.73 3.68 4.68

The DOS plot (Fig. 4) shows that the surface oxygen introduces
a sharp unoccupied state into the band gap that is hybridized
with Fe, and the unfilled spin-down Fe states of the surface Fe
move down to just below the bulk conduction band.

In the cleaved Fe–Fe–O3– surface, two iron atoms sit
above the first oxygen layer [Fig. 5(a)]. Directly below one
of these iron atoms is a cavity in the first Ti bilayer, while
the other iron atom sits above a titanium. With relaxation,
it was found that the surface Fe that was directly above the
cavity moved down to fill the cavity [Fig. 5(b)]. This differs
from the geometry reported in GGA studies on the Fe–Fe–O3–
terminated hematite surface,13 where both iron atoms remain
above the first layer of oxygen atoms, similar to the cleaved
geometry. Geometries with both iron atoms above the first
oxygen layer were tested here, but proved unstable.

In the fully oxidized O3–Fe–Fe– surface [Fig. 2(c)], the
Mulliken analysis (Table III) of the relaxed surface shows the
net spin on the outer Fe atom to be 4.07|e|, greater than the net
spin of 3.76|e| typical for a Fe2+ state, and approaching the
4.26|e| calculated for a Fe3+ solution in bulk ilmenite.19 Both
the O3–Fe and Fe–Fe interlayer distances have contracted from
their bulk spacing, while the Fe–O3 distance has increased. The

FIG. 2. (Color online) Relaxed geometries for the (a) Fe–O3–Ti–
(b) O=Fe–O3–and (c) O3–Fe–Fe– surfaces.

net result of this is that the surface Fe polyhedra have slightly
smaller Fe–O bond distances than in the bulk, with the shorter
Fe–O distance lowering from 2.1 to 1.9 Å. There is a narrowing
of the band gap (Fig. 6) from the bulk value to 0.83 eV due to

FIG. 3. (Color online) Electron DOS for the Fe–O3–Ti– surface.
Total DOS decomposed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is
shown in (a), while (b) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe,
Ti, and O, with (c) showing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of
the other layers.
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TABLE IV. Mulliken population analysis of net charge (α + β) and net spin (α − β) for the relaxed Ti-terminated surfaces, computed using
the B3LYP functional.
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O 9.32, 9.32, 9.29, 9.24, 9.38, 9.38, 9.39, 9.37, 9.48, 9.45, 9.75, 9.75,
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Fe 3.74 3.80 4.23 3.73 3.68 4.68

The DOS plot (Fig. 4) shows that the surface oxygen introduces
a sharp unoccupied state into the band gap that is hybridized
with Fe, and the unfilled spin-down Fe states of the surface Fe
move down to just below the bulk conduction band.

In the cleaved Fe–Fe–O3– surface, two iron atoms sit
above the first oxygen layer [Fig. 5(a)]. Directly below one
of these iron atoms is a cavity in the first Ti bilayer, while
the other iron atom sits above a titanium. With relaxation,
it was found that the surface Fe that was directly above the
cavity moved down to fill the cavity [Fig. 5(b)]. This differs
from the geometry reported in GGA studies on the Fe–Fe–O3–
terminated hematite surface,13 where both iron atoms remain
above the first layer of oxygen atoms, similar to the cleaved
geometry. Geometries with both iron atoms above the first
oxygen layer were tested here, but proved unstable.

In the fully oxidized O3–Fe–Fe– surface [Fig. 2(c)], the
Mulliken analysis (Table III) of the relaxed surface shows the
net spin on the outer Fe atom to be 4.07|e|, greater than the net
spin of 3.76|e| typical for a Fe2+ state, and approaching the
4.26|e| calculated for a Fe3+ solution in bulk ilmenite.19 Both
the O3–Fe and Fe–Fe interlayer distances have contracted from
their bulk spacing, while the Fe–O3 distance has increased. The

FIG. 2. (Color online) Relaxed geometries for the (a) Fe–O3–Ti–
(b) O=Fe–O3–and (c) O3–Fe–Fe– surfaces.

net result of this is that the surface Fe polyhedra have slightly
smaller Fe–O bond distances than in the bulk, with the shorter
Fe–O distance lowering from 2.1 to 1.9 Å. There is a narrowing
of the band gap (Fig. 6) from the bulk value to 0.83 eV due to

FIG. 3. (Color online) Electron DOS for the Fe–O3–Ti– surface.
Total DOS decomposed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is
shown in (a), while (b) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe,
Ti, and O, with (c) showing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of
the other layers.
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FIGURE 3.18: (a) Relaxed geometry of the Fe-O3-Ti- terminated sur-
face. (b-d) Electron DOS for the Fe-O3-Ti- surface at ground state, cal-
culated by using the hybrid density functional B3LYP. Total DOS de-
composed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (grey) is shown in panel (b),
while panel (c) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe, Ti, and
O, and panel (d) shows the decomposition of the other layers. The
top of the valence band is set to zero in energy. Taken from Ref. [173]

3.2.1 Sample preparation and characterisation

Our experiment was carried out at the beamline CASSIOPÉE of synchrotron Soleil
in France. Two FeTiO3 single crystal samples (from Surfacenet) were annealed up to
600�C and 850�C respectively, with a vacuum pressure up to P = 2.5 ⇥ 10�8 mbar.
The LEED pattern shown in the inset of Fig. 3.19 suggests that our treatment to
the FeTiO3(0001) sample did not cause any surface reconstruction. Core level spec-
troscopy (see Fig. 3.19) was employed to confirm the presence of Ti and Fe elements
by identifying their 3p peaks. Note that a small peak at binding energy around
17.5 eV could not be unequivocally identified. Its intensity became larger after a
longer time of annealing. Thus, it may be due to bulk impurities that segregate at
the surface after anealling, for example, potassium (K) whose 3p core level energy is
a good match according to the NIST database [183].

Close to the Fermi level, a small intensity shoulder can be clearly observed in
the zoom-in inset of Fig. 3.19. Our ARPES data (see later) show that this state close
to the Fermi level, although weak in intensity, has strongly dispersing behavior and
forms well-resolved constant energy contours in k-space at/close to the Fermi level
at T = 72 K. The pressure during ARPES measurements did not exceed P = 1.0 ⇥
10�10 mbar.
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valence band

FIGURE 3.19: Core level spectroscopy profile line including the Fe
and Ti 3p peaks measured with beam energy hn = 94 eV in LH po-
larisation. Potassium (K) coming from the bulk as an impurity grew
in intensity after longer time annealing. Besides all these core lev-
els, one also observes the valence band, as well as a state close to the
Fermi level shown in the in-set, which will be studied and analysed
further in the following. The temperature of measurement was 72 K,
in the paramagnetic phase. Inset: LEED pattern obtained from the
FeTiO3(0001) crystal surface at 42 eV after annealing at 730�C in vac-

uum (pressure < 5 ⇥ 10�8 Torr).

3.2.2 ARPES results

Valence bands

Fig. 3.20(a) and (c) show the valence band measured with LH and LV polarised pho-
tons at hn = 94 eV and T = 72 K in the paramagnetic phase. With the 2D curvature
treatment, a band at/close to the Fermi level (VB1) is observed, and the rest of the
valence band (VB2, a few eV below the Fermi level) is shown to be dispersing indi-
cating that the measured surface is well-ordered. Fig. 3.20(b, d) present a zoom near
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FIGURE 3.20: Energy-momentum dispersions of the valence band
measured at normal emission with (a) LH and (c) LV polarised pho-
ton at hn = 94 eV and T = 72 K, together with their 2D curvature
spectra. (b) and (d) are the zoom-in of (a) and (c) respectively close to

the Fermi level.

the Fermi level of Fig. 3.20(a, c), thus showing distinctly the presence of a dispersing
band, especially in LV polarisation (i. e. Fig. 3.20(d)).

Fig. 3.21(a) illustrates the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of FeTiO3. Its reduced 2D BZ
is projected on-top of the constant energy maps in Fig. 3.21(c-e). The photon energy
hn = 94 eV locates around the Z point at normal emission, as indicated with a red
dashed curve in Fig. 3.21(a).

Fig. 3.21(c) shows the constant energy (binding energy 1.2 eV) map at the very
top of VB2, presenting clearly a 3-fold symmetry (a hexagonal pattern). The constant
energy (binding energy 0.5 eV) map shown in Fig. 3.21(d) resembles a “rhombus”
formed out of two crossing pairs of parallel straight strips. The Fermi surface shown
in Fig. 3.21(e) manifests the hexagonal pattern again.
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FIGURE 3.21: (a) The first bulk Brillouin zone of FeTiO3 with space
group R3̄ together with the corresponding reduced 2D Brillouin zone.
Notice that the c-axis of the bulk Brillouin zone is not in the actual
scale for better visualisation. (b) Energy-momentum dispersion of
the band at/close to the Fermi level. (c-e) The constant energy maps
at binding energy (c) 1.2 eV, (d) 0.5 eV, and (e) at the Fermi level (in-
tegrated over ± 10 meV), as indicated with the three green dashed
lines in (b). All data were obtained with LV polarised photons at

hn = 94 eV and T = 72 K in the paramagnetic phase.

Magnetic phase transition

Fig. 3.22(a) tracks the integrated photoemission spectra of the dispersing band at/close
to the Fermi level (shown as a shoulder in the integrated spectra in Fig. 3.19), across
the magnetic phase transition (TN = 55 K).

Concomitantly with the magnetic phase transition, a clear charging effect is present,
due to which all the bands are rigidly shifted away from the original Fermi level by a
temperature-dependent energy value compared to their original energy at T = 72 K,
as shown in Fig. 3.22(b). This strong charging effect arises as the system becomes
more and more insulating in the magnetic phase, in line with the disappearance of
the conduction-band peak in Fig. 3.22(a). Note that though energy shifts inferred
from the Ti 3p peak and the valence band peak are close in energy and behave al-
most identical as a function of the temperature, the valence band peak position in
binding energy shows a relative change with respect to the Ti 3p peak, as shown in
Fig. 3.22(c). My understanding to this relative change between Ti 3p peak and va-
lence band peak is that the valence band is composed of several dispersing bands,
which may vary in energy when approaching the ferrimagnetic phase transition,
thus leading to a redistribution of DOS. As a consequence, the valence band peak
varies slightly in binding energy.
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FIGURE 3.22: (a) Integrated photoemission spectra of the dispers-
ing band at/close to the Fermi level measured with LV polarised
hn = 94 eV photons at various temperatures. The Fermi level at
T = 72 K is used as the global reference for the other temperatures.
It is clear that the state around the Fermi level disappears as tem-
perature drops below 50 K, as a consequence of the magnetic transi-
tion. On the other hand, the large shift in the energy of the valence
band’s leading edge is due to the progressive charging of the sample
as it becomes insulating in the magnetic state. To prove this point,
panel (b) in the right shows the energy shifts of the Ti-3p core level
and the valence-band peak compared to their values at T = 72 K
(see Fig. 3.19). The two shifts have an identical temperature depen-
dence (within our resolution), demonstrating the extrinsic (charging)
nature of the valence band shift. (c) The same integrated photoemis-
sion spectra of the whole valence band (VB) at various temperatures
after using the Ti 3p core level peak as a global reference, as shown in
the inset where the Ti 3p peaks are shifted to the same binding energy.
(d) Zoom-in to the dispersing band at/close to the Fermi level as indi-
cated with the dashed box in panel (c) using the Ti 3p core level peak
as a global reference. The photoemission spectra at 72 K (Fig. 3.19) is
specially appended in order to show change of the top of the valence

band (the shoulder signal).
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Fig. 3.22(c) shows the integrated photoemission spectra of the valence band (in-
cluding the small shoulder close to the Fermi level) at various temperatures with
an energy compensation determined from the Ti 3p core level, i. e., taking the Ti
3p core level as an intrinsic reference for all measured photoemission spectra as
shown in the inset. As one can see, the VB peak moves gradually and slowly to-
wards the Fermi level when the temperature decreases. A zoom-in to the shoulder
part (VB1) is present in Fig. 3.22(d). Behaving different from the VB peak (mainly
the VB2), this shoulder peak (VB1) moves away from the Fermi level indicating an
opening/increasing of a gap, in line with the on-going charging of the sample. Due
to the stronger broadening of VB2 and its moving towards the Fermi level, the shoul-
der’s moving away from the Fermi level is covered by the background from the tail
of VB2 when the temperature approaching 50 K. It is nevertheless noteworthy that
the vanishing of the conduction state peak can be observed.

3.2.3 Discussion and Conclusion

Supposing that FeTiO3 in the paramagnetic phase keeps a similar electronic structure
(i. e. similar distribution of DOS with small constant energy shift) as in the 0 K
ground state (see Fig. 3.18), we can take advantage of the previously introduced
results of DFT calculation to help us to understand our ARPES data. In fact, the
most salient difference between the paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases is
the ordering of the atomic spins. But the spin-spin correlation term J1(2)si · sj (i and j
are intralayer (interlayer) nearest neighbouring sites) is a correction small in energy
to the Hamiltonian.

The very first thing we can clarify is that the observed dispersing state (i. e. the
should in Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.22) at/close to the Fermi level corresponds to the top
of the valence band (VB1) as shown in Fig. 3.18(b-d), with the conduction band be-
ing roughly 2.5 eV above the Fermi level. This top of valence band has extended
spectrum weights at/crossing the Fermi level, probably due to the not so low tem-
perature 72 K, in line with its reported semiconducting behavior. The gap between
VB1 and VB2 (the rest of the valence band at higher binding energy) is around 0.6 eV
(Fig. 3.18(b)), consistent with the different topographies observed in the constant en-
ergy maps shown in Fig. 3.21(c-e).

Another analysis that can be done is about the parity of the matrix element of
photoemission. According to another DFT calculation for the Fe2Ti3/FeTiO3 inter-
face, the emerged top of the valence band has a strong dz2 orbit character [184]. As
shown in Fig. 3.23, in our measurement configuration of FeTiO3(0001), the dz2 has
even parity with respect to the mirror plane xz, which crosses the central part of
the vertical detector slit. The final state is also required to be even in order to have
detectable signals. So for LV light polarisation, which has odd parity with respect
to the xz mirror plane, the total matrix element is odd. Thus, there will be a strong
intensity suppression around kslit = 0, as observed in our experiment: notice the
missing intensity at the bottom of the dispersing band at/near EF. What happened
here is similar to the polarisation dependence shown by the two-dimensional elec-
tron system of s-orbital character at the surface of SnO2 (see Fig. 3.6 in Section 3.1.2).
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FIGURE 3.23: (a) Sketch showing the ARPES setup including sam-
ple, incidence photon & photo-electron beams, detector slit, the xz &
yz planes and the direction of linear horizontal and vertical polari-
sations. Adapted from Ref. [185]. (b) Sketch of the 3dz2 -orbital state
with the z axis along normal direction z in panel (a). The positive
and negative wave function phases are indicated as blue and white.

Adapted from Ref. [186].

A question related to section 3.1 is what is the role of oxygen vacancies in FeTiO3.
Naively thinking, surface oxygen vacancies in FeTiO3 have the same effect as in
many other oxides, such as SrTiO3, anatase TiO2, ZnO and SnO2, as previously
shown in this chapter. However, the surface energy calculated with DFT (Fig. 3.24(a))
and the DOS calculated for the oxidised surface O=Fe-O3- (Fig. 3.24(b-d)) go against
that idea. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 3.24(a), compared to the oxygen deficient surfaces
O1-Fe-Fe- and O2-Fe-Fe-, and the oxygen abundant surface O=Fe-O3-, the Fe-O3-Ti-
surface still remains as the energetically most favored surface in vacuum. There-
fore, it should be rather difficult to create oxygen vacancies at the surface of FeTiO3.
Second, the DOS calculation shown in Fig. 3.24(b-d) suggests that surface oxidation
narrows the bandgap, similar to the Fe2O3/FeTiO3 interface, which showed p-type
ferrimagnetic semiconductor behavior and half-metallic behavior [163,167,184,187],
or to FeTiO3+d eptaxial thin films (Fig. 3.24(e)) [188]. It seems that in the case of
FeTiO3, oxygen abundance instead of the oxygen vacancies helps to increase the
conductivity. So even if oxygen vacancies are created, it is unlikely that they can
induce mobile carriers. Based on these considerations, our observation of a conduct-
ing state at the Fermi level, which is the top of the valence band (VB1), may suggest
a surface hole doping (i. e. p-type doping) to the FeTiO3 sample mimicking the
Fe2O3/FeTiO3 interface.

As a brief conclusion of this section, I successfully measured for the first time, to
my knowledge, a conducting state at the (0001) unreconstructed surface of FeTiO3
in the paramagnetic phase at T = 72 K, and characterised its Fermi surface manifest-
ing the 3-fold symmetry (R3̄) of the lattice with a hexagonal pattern. This state can
be assigned to the top of the valence band of FeTiO3, suggesting a hole doping of
this surface resembling the Fe2O3/FeTiO3 interface. Furthermore, the opening of a
gap at the Fermi level across the magnetic transition has been recorded with ARPES,
suggesting a Néel temperature TN ⇡ 52 K in agreement with previous research
works. These ARPES data obtained at the FeTiO3(0001) surface in the paramagnetic
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Surface energies of selected surface
terminations plotted as a function of oxygen chemical potential, using
Fe2O3 as the chemical reservoir for Fe, FeTiO3 for Ti, and O2 for
oxygen

of O2 at 1073 K. Wide scale STM images of the surface showed
large terraced areas, labeled X, and smaller terraced areas that
they labeled Y . Given that the Fe–O3–Ti– surface has the
lowest cleavage energy, and is the most stable at low oxygen
partial pressures (less than 1 × 10−6 at 300 K), it is likely
that this surface is the dominant X terraces in the image. To
determine the likely candidate for the Y surface, Table V gives
the step height and surface energy of the other surfaces relative
to the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, along with the surface atom-atom
distance.

High-resolution imaging of the Y terraces showed a
hexagonal array of features, with a 4.8 ± 0.2 Å spacing.
From this feature spacing, we can rule out some of the
surfaces considered here. The relaxed O3–Fe–Fe–, O3–Ti–

TABLE V. Step height, surface feature spacing, and surface
energies for the relaxed surfaces relative to the relaxed Fe–O3–Ti–
surface, surface energies relative to the Fe–O3–Ti– surface at µO =
−1.

Energy at µ

Surface X-Y step (Å) Surface (Å) O = −1 (eV/ Å)

O3–Ti–Ti– 2.8 2.7 −0.002
O=Fe–O3– 2.65 4.8 0.024
O1–Ti–Ti– 2.4 4.8 0.295
Ti–O3–Fe– 2.3 4.8 0.052
Fe–Fe–O3– 0.86 4.8 0.332
O3–Fe–Fe– 0.4 2.6 0.076
O2–Fe–Fe– 0.26 0.059
O1–Fe–Fe– 0.19 4.8 0.094
O=Ti–O3– 0.08 4.8 0.039

Ti–, O2–Fe–Fe–, and O2–Ti–Ti– surfaces all have feature
spacing of less than 4.8 Å, leaving the O=Fe–O3–, O=Ti–
O3–, O–Fe–Fe–, O–Ti–Ti–, Fe–Fe–O3–, Ti–Ti–O3–, and Ti–
O3–Fe– as possible surfaces for the Y terrace.

Fellows et al.6 also measured the height difference between
two X terraces to be 4.4 ± 0.5 Å and the step from X to Y
or Y to X was 2.2 ± 0.3 Å, and noted that the Y terraces
grew larger with longer annealing times. From the relaxed
geometries calculated within the B3LYP, Table V gives three
possible surfaces for the Y terrace that have step heights
from the Fe–O3–Ti– surface that are close to experiment: the
O=Fe–O3– surface with a step of 2.65 Å, the Ti–O3–Fe–
surface at 2.3 Å, and the O1–Ti–Ti– surface at 2.4 Å. From
the calculated relative stability of these three surfaces, the
O=Fe–O3– surfaces seems the most likely candidate for the
Y terrace, although its step height at 2.65 Å is slightly larger
than the STM determined step height of 2.2 ± 0.3 Å. This
surface also seems reasonable in light of the experimental
results showing that the Y terrace “grows” from the X, as the
O=Fe–O3– surface is simply the oxidation of the proposed X
terrace surface, Fe–O3–Ti–.

The formation of the O=Fe–O3– surface instead of the
more stable O3–Ti–Ti– surface can be explained in terms of
kinetics, with the O=Fe–O3– surface requiring only oxidation
of the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, whereas formation of the O3–Ti–Ti–
surface would require a larger atomic rearrangement. The plot
of surface stability in Fig. 9 shows that at the experimental
conditions, the O=Fe–O3– surface will still be less stable than
the Fe–O3–Ti– surface; however, this does not rule out the
formation of the O=Fe–O3– surface, but lowers the probability
that it will form. In addition, the O=Fe–O3– surface has been
found experimentally to form on hematite surfaces.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A number of possible terminations for the ilmenite (0001)
surface have been examined using the B3LYP functional.
In addition to the 12 different terminations considered,
metastable geometries were found for the Ti–O3–Fe–, Ti–Ti–
O3–, and Fe–Fe–O3– surfaces, illustrating the complex nature
of the (0001) surface. The Fe–O3–Ti– surface was found to
have the lowest cleavage energy, and also to be the most
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Electron DOS for the O=Fe–O3– surface.
Total DOS decomposed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is
shown in (a), while (b) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe,
Ti, and O, with (c) showing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of
the other layers.

the introduction of unfilled Fe surface states from the outer Fe
bilayer, consistent with the picture of the surface Fe having a
higher valance.

Removal of an oxygen atom from the O3–Fe–Fe– surface
forms the O2–Fe–Fe– surface. Under relaxation there is an
inward movement of the outer O atoms and a contraction of
the Fe–Fe bilayer, but to a lesser extent than that found for
the O3–Fe–Fe– surface. Relaxation of the O1–Fe–Fe– surface
computes a small inward movement of the surface oxygen and

)b()a(

FIG. 5. (Color online) The Fe–Fe–O3– surface, with (a) showing
the cleaved geometry, (b) the relaxed geometry. Fe in yellow, Ti in
blue, and oxygen in gray.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Electron DOS for the O3–Fe–Fe– surface.
Total DOS decomposed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is
shown in (a), while (b) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe,
Ti, and O, with (c) showing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of
the other layers.

a small expansion of the Fe bilayer. The single surface oxygen
is shared between the two surface Fe atoms, with a bond length
of 1.83 Å to the higher Fe atom in the higher position bilayer,
and 1.84 Å to the Fe in the lower position in the bilayer.

B. Ti surfaces

Initial relaxations of the Ti–O3–Fe– surface saw the
movement of the surface Ti to a metastable position 0.26 Å
above the O3 layer, over the cavity in the lower Fe bilayer
and coordinated with three oxygen atoms. This geometry is
analogous to that found for the Fe–O3–Ti– surface [Fig. 2(a)].
A lower energy solution was found by displacing the surface
Ti to below the topmost O3 layer into the cavity within the
lower Fe bilayer, although this proved to be another metastable
solution, as a lower energy solution was found by moving
the high position iron from the bilayer to a position above
the surface O3 layer [Fig. 7(a)]. This final geometry has a
Fe just above the topmost O3 layer, coordinated with three
oxygen atoms and above a cavity in the next bilayer. It is
−1.98 eV lower in energy than the original metastable relaxed
geometry with the Ti atom above the first oxygen layer. The
final geometry resembles that of the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, but
with a mixed Fe-Ti bilayer below the O3 layer. This mixed
bilayer has a similar cation arrangement to that found in
the LiNbO3 high-pressure structure of ilmenite.20 The lowest
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Surface energies of selected surface
terminations plotted as a function of oxygen chemical potential. O2

used as the chemical reservoir for O, and FeTiO3 used for Ti and Fe.
In the top x axis, the chemical potential !µO(T ,p) has been converted
into pressure scales at fixed temperatures of T = 300 and 600 K.

be seen that choosing TiO2 as the chemical reservoir has a
stabilizing effect on the O3–Fe–Fe–, O2–Fe–Fe–, O1–Fe–Fe–,
and Fe–Fe–O3– surfaces and a destabilizing effect on the O3–
Ti–Ti–, O2–Ti–Ti–, O1–Ti–Ti–, and Ti–Ti–O3– surfaces, and
using Fe2O3 as the chemical reservoir has the opposite effect.

IV. DISCUSSION

The stability of the various ilmenite surfaces bears some
resemblance to that found in hematite.12,13 Under greatly
reducing conditions the Fe–O3–Ti– surface in ilmenite and the
Fe–O3–Fe– surface in hematite are the most stable. As con-
ditions become more oxidizing, the O=Fe–O3– termination
becomes more stable in both ilmenite and hematite, with the
hematite O=Fe–O3– surface becoming stable at lower oxygen
partial pressures than for the ilmenite surface. At high oxygen
partial pressures (0.2 bar at 500 K), the hematite O3–Fe–Fe–
surface becomes the most stable, while for ilmenite the
O=Fe–O3– surface remains slightly more stable. These results
are consistent with the cation in hematite being more positive
than the iron in ilmenite. For the titanium surfaces in ilmenite,
at very reducing conditions, the Ti–O3–Fe– surface is the most
stable, and then as the oxygen partial pressures increase, the
O3–Ti–Ti– surface becomes the most stable of all the ilmenite
surfaces.

The ilmenite surface with the lowest cleavage energy
calculated within the B3LYP approximation is the Fe–O3–Ti–
surface, with a calculated cleavage energy of 1.92 J/m2.
This is a lower energy than the 2.3 J/m2 of Fe–O3–Fe–

FIG. 10. (Color online) Surface energies of selected surface
terminations plotted as a function of oxygen chemical potential, using
TiO2 as the chemical reservoir for Ti, FeTiO3 for Fe, and O2 for
oxygen

terminated (0001) surface of Fe2O3 (Ref. 12) calculated within
the GGA, which seems reasonable as the iron in ilmenite has
a lower valence (Fe2+) than that of hematite (Fe3+). With
the titanium in ilmenite having a valence of Ti4+, it would
be expected that the Ti–O3–Fe– surface would have a higher
cleavage energy than the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, which it does at
3.73 J/m2. As well as having the lowest cleavage energy, the
Fe–O3–Ti– surface is found to be the most stable of the surface
terminations under reducing conditions, with the O3–Ti–Ti–
surface becoming the most stable termination at higher oxygen
partial pressures.

From the results of the B3LYP calculations, some interpre-
tations as to the nature of the surfaces seen in the Fellows et al.6
STM study can be made. In their study, the FeTiO3 (0001)
surface was cleaved under high vacuum and then annealed at
10−10 mbar at 1073 K, followed by annealing in 5 × 10−7 mbar
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Electron DOS for the O=Fe–O3– surface.
Total DOS decomposed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is
shown in (a), while (b) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe,
Ti, and O, with (c) showing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of
the other layers.

the introduction of unfilled Fe surface states from the outer Fe
bilayer, consistent with the picture of the surface Fe having a
higher valance.

Removal of an oxygen atom from the O3–Fe–Fe– surface
forms the O2–Fe–Fe– surface. Under relaxation there is an
inward movement of the outer O atoms and a contraction of
the Fe–Fe bilayer, but to a lesser extent than that found for
the O3–Fe–Fe– surface. Relaxation of the O1–Fe–Fe– surface
computes a small inward movement of the surface oxygen and

)b()a(

FIG. 5. (Color online) The Fe–Fe–O3– surface, with (a) showing
the cleaved geometry, (b) the relaxed geometry. Fe in yellow, Ti in
blue, and oxygen in gray.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Electron DOS for the O3–Fe–Fe– surface.
Total DOS decomposed to Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is
shown in (a), while (b) shows a decomposition of just the surface Fe,
Ti, and O, with (c) showing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of
the other layers.

a small expansion of the Fe bilayer. The single surface oxygen
is shared between the two surface Fe atoms, with a bond length
of 1.83 Å to the higher Fe atom in the higher position bilayer,
and 1.84 Å to the Fe in the lower position in the bilayer.

B. Ti surfaces

Initial relaxations of the Ti–O3–Fe– surface saw the
movement of the surface Ti to a metastable position 0.26 Å
above the O3 layer, over the cavity in the lower Fe bilayer
and coordinated with three oxygen atoms. This geometry is
analogous to that found for the Fe–O3–Ti– surface [Fig. 2(a)].
A lower energy solution was found by displacing the surface
Ti to below the topmost O3 layer into the cavity within the
lower Fe bilayer, although this proved to be another metastable
solution, as a lower energy solution was found by moving
the high position iron from the bilayer to a position above
the surface O3 layer [Fig. 7(a)]. This final geometry has a
Fe just above the topmost O3 layer, coordinated with three
oxygen atoms and above a cavity in the next bilayer. It is
−1.98 eV lower in energy than the original metastable relaxed
geometry with the Ti atom above the first oxygen layer. The
final geometry resembles that of the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, but
with a mixed Fe-Ti bilayer below the O3 layer. This mixed
bilayer has a similar cation arrangement to that found in
the LiNbO3 high-pressure structure of ilmenite.20 The lowest
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a small expansion of the Fe bilayer. The single surface oxygen
is shared between the two surface Fe atoms, with a bond length
of 1.83 Å to the higher Fe atom in the higher position bilayer,
and 1.84 Å to the Fe in the lower position in the bilayer.

B. Ti surfaces

Initial relaxations of the Ti–O3–Fe– surface saw the
movement of the surface Ti to a metastable position 0.26 Å
above the O3 layer, over the cavity in the lower Fe bilayer
and coordinated with three oxygen atoms. This geometry is
analogous to that found for the Fe–O3–Ti– surface [Fig. 2(a)].
A lower energy solution was found by displacing the surface
Ti to below the topmost O3 layer into the cavity within the
lower Fe bilayer, although this proved to be another metastable
solution, as a lower energy solution was found by moving
the high position iron from the bilayer to a position above
the surface O3 layer [Fig. 7(a)]. This final geometry has a
Fe just above the topmost O3 layer, coordinated with three
oxygen atoms and above a cavity in the next bilayer. It is
−1.98 eV lower in energy than the original metastable relaxed
geometry with the Ti atom above the first oxygen layer. The
final geometry resembles that of the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, but
with a mixed Fe-Ti bilayer below the O3 layer. This mixed
bilayer has a similar cation arrangement to that found in
the LiNbO3 high-pressure structure of ilmenite.20 The lowest
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Surface energies of selected surface
terminations plotted as a function of oxygen chemical potential, using
Fe2O3 as the chemical reservoir for Fe, FeTiO3 for Ti, and O2 for
oxygen

of O2 at 1073 K. Wide scale STM images of the surface showed
large terraced areas, labeled X, and smaller terraced areas that
they labeled Y . Given that the Fe–O3–Ti– surface has the
lowest cleavage energy, and is the most stable at low oxygen
partial pressures (less than 1 × 10−6 at 300 K), it is likely
that this surface is the dominant X terraces in the image. To
determine the likely candidate for the Y surface, Table V gives
the step height and surface energy of the other surfaces relative
to the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, along with the surface atom-atom
distance.

High-resolution imaging of the Y terraces showed a
hexagonal array of features, with a 4.8 ± 0.2 Å spacing.
From this feature spacing, we can rule out some of the
surfaces considered here. The relaxed O3–Fe–Fe–, O3–Ti–

TABLE V. Step height, surface feature spacing, and surface
energies for the relaxed surfaces relative to the relaxed Fe–O3–Ti–
surface, surface energies relative to the Fe–O3–Ti– surface at µO =
−1.

Energy at µ

Surface X-Y step (Å) Surface (Å) O = −1 (eV/ Å)

O3–Ti–Ti– 2.8 2.7 −0.002
O=Fe–O3– 2.65 4.8 0.024
O1–Ti–Ti– 2.4 4.8 0.295
Ti–O3–Fe– 2.3 4.8 0.052
Fe–Fe–O3– 0.86 4.8 0.332
O3–Fe–Fe– 0.4 2.6 0.076
O2–Fe–Fe– 0.26 0.059
O1–Fe–Fe– 0.19 4.8 0.094
O=Ti–O3– 0.08 4.8 0.039

Ti–, O2–Fe–Fe–, and O2–Ti–Ti– surfaces all have feature
spacing of less than 4.8 Å, leaving the O=Fe–O3–, O=Ti–
O3–, O–Fe–Fe–, O–Ti–Ti–, Fe–Fe–O3–, Ti–Ti–O3–, and Ti–
O3–Fe– as possible surfaces for the Y terrace.

Fellows et al.6 also measured the height difference between
two X terraces to be 4.4 ± 0.5 Å and the step from X to Y
or Y to X was 2.2 ± 0.3 Å, and noted that the Y terraces
grew larger with longer annealing times. From the relaxed
geometries calculated within the B3LYP, Table V gives three
possible surfaces for the Y terrace that have step heights
from the Fe–O3–Ti– surface that are close to experiment: the
O=Fe–O3– surface with a step of 2.65 Å, the Ti–O3–Fe–
surface at 2.3 Å, and the O1–Ti–Ti– surface at 2.4 Å. From
the calculated relative stability of these three surfaces, the
O=Fe–O3– surfaces seems the most likely candidate for the
Y terrace, although its step height at 2.65 Å is slightly larger
than the STM determined step height of 2.2 ± 0.3 Å. This
surface also seems reasonable in light of the experimental
results showing that the Y terrace “grows” from the X, as the
O=Fe–O3– surface is simply the oxidation of the proposed X
terrace surface, Fe–O3–Ti–.

The formation of the O=Fe–O3– surface instead of the
more stable O3–Ti–Ti– surface can be explained in terms of
kinetics, with the O=Fe–O3– surface requiring only oxidation
of the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, whereas formation of the O3–Ti–Ti–
surface would require a larger atomic rearrangement. The plot
of surface stability in Fig. 9 shows that at the experimental
conditions, the O=Fe–O3– surface will still be less stable than
the Fe–O3–Ti– surface; however, this does not rule out the
formation of the O=Fe–O3– surface, but lowers the probability
that it will form. In addition, the O=Fe–O3– surface has been
found experimentally to form on hematite surfaces.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A number of possible terminations for the ilmenite (0001)
surface have been examined using the B3LYP functional.
In addition to the 12 different terminations considered,
metastable geometries were found for the Ti–O3–Fe–, Ti–Ti–
O3–, and Fe–Fe–O3– surfaces, illustrating the complex nature
of the (0001) surface. The Fe–O3–Ti– surface was found to
have the lowest cleavage energy, and also to be the most
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the calculated relative stability of these three surfaces, the
O=Fe–O3– surfaces seems the most likely candidate for the
Y terrace, although its step height at 2.65 Å is slightly larger
than the STM determined step height of 2.2 ± 0.3 Å. This
surface also seems reasonable in light of the experimental
results showing that the Y terrace “grows” from the X, as the
O=Fe–O3– surface is simply the oxidation of the proposed X
terrace surface, Fe–O3–Ti–.

The formation of the O=Fe–O3– surface instead of the
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of the Fe–O3–Ti– surface, whereas formation of the O3–Ti–Ti–
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conditions, the O=Fe–O3– surface will still be less stable than
the Fe–O3–Ti– surface; however, this does not rule out the
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that it will form. In addition, the O=Fe–O3– surface has been
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FeTiO3+δ film

FIGURE 3.24: (a) Surface energy of selected surface terminations plot-
ted as a function of oxygen chemical potential, using Fe2O3 as the
chemical reservoir for Fe, FeTiO3 for Ti, and O2 for oxygen. (b-d)
Electron DOS for the O=Fe-O3- surface. Total DOS decomposed to
Fe (yellow), Ti (blue), and O (gray) is shown in (b), while (c) shows
a decomposition of just the surface Fe, Ti, and O, with (d) show-
ing the decomposition into Fe, Ti, and O of the other layers. Taken
from Ref. [173]. (e) Room temperature electrical conductivity of il-
menite FeTiO3±d films as a function of oxygen pressure. Taken from

Ref. [188].

phase provide new and useful insights for understanding the properties of FeTiO3,
and will serve as guidance for the future DFT theoretical calculations in the param-
agnetic phase.

Future experiments, using spin-resolved PES, could try to determine if a net spin
polarisation of the valence band appears across the magnetic transition. One diffi-
culty is that at temperatures well below the transition the sample becomes highly
insulating.
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Chapter 4

3D topological-metals:
(Ti, Zr, Hf)2Te2(P, As)

This chapter presents my ARPES and SARPES results on the new family of topo-
logical metals of the tetradymite family M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P
or As). High quality samples were grown and kindly provided by the team of Dr.
Ryan Baumbach (MagLab Tallahassee, Florida State University), who furthermore
characterised them by transport and quantum oscillation measurements, and cal-
culated the DFT band structure for comparison with our ARPES data. Part of this
data, specifically a comparison between transport, quantum oscillations, DFT and
ARPES, has already been published (Ref. [189]). The subsequent results on the spin
texture of topological states in these compounds are the subject of a second paper to
be submitted soon.

The chapter is divided as follows: the first section will present my ARPES data,
which confirms the existence of massless Dirac surface states in a new family of 3D
topological metals M2Te2X. The ARPES data shows an excellent agreement with slab
DFT calculations. Furthermore, in the second section, the data reveals the existence
of a Dirac-node arc centred at the M̄ points of the surface-projected Brillouin zone
and extending along the Ḡ � M̄ direction. Lastly in the third section, taking advan-
tage of SARPES, the helicity, i.e. the spin texture of the Dirac surface states at M̄
points in Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P is experimentally confirmed and determined to be
reminiscent of the well-known 3D topological insulator example Bi2Se3. Further-
more, the Dirac node arc in Ti2Te2P is shown to be also “helical", i.e. every Dirac
point forming part of such an arc corresponds to a helical surface state.

4.1 Massless Dirac surface states in (Ti, Zr, Hf)2Te2(P, As)

A family of exfoliative tetradymite compounds with the formula T2Ch2Pn as shown
in Fig. 4.1(a), fabricated as a modification to the well-known topological insulator
binaries Bi2Ch3 (with Ch = Se, Te) by replacing one chalcogen (Ch) with a pnicto-
gen (Pn) and Bi with the tetravalent transition metals T = Ti, Zr, or Hf [189], were
cleaved in situ and measured with ARPES at two end-stations, PF in KEK, Japan and
CASSIOPEE in SOLEIL, France.

Zr2Te2P was the first reported compound of this family by R. J. Cava’s group in
2015 [190]. So as a starting point, we repeated part of their experiment for compar-
ison and implemented an energy-dependent ARPES measurement. The next two
compounds we measured are Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P synthesised by replacing Zr with
Hf and Ti, which have different atomic radii but the same number of valence elec-
trons, with the hope of tuning the strength of SOC, which plays a crucial role in
the formation of topological surface states. Let us recall that the SOC originates
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(a)

Zr, Hf, Ti
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Te 
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FIGURE 4.1: (a) The crystal structure of M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or
Hf, and X = P or As). Adapted from Ref. [190]. (b) The rhombohedral
Brillouin zone projects onto a hexagonal surface Brillouin zone. All

the time-reversal invariant momenta (TRIMs) are labeled.

from an effective magnetic field due to the relativistic motion of the electron in an
electric field (section 1.5) [71], which is generated by the periodically arranged pos-
itively charged atomic nuclei and surrounding inner shell orbital electrons. Thus,
usually the larger the atomic number, i.e. the heavier the atom, the stronger the SOC.
Such a SOC strength tuning could be also realised by replacing P with a heavier iso-
electronic element As, leading to the fourth compound Zr2Te2As we characterised
with ARPES.

4.1.1 Fermi surfaces

We first measured the in-plane and out-of-plane Fermi surfaces of the different ma-
terials, in order to characterise their similarities and differences, and validate the
identification of the surface states -which should not disperse in the out-of-plane
direction.

Zr2Te2P The obtained in-plane Fermi surface of Zr2Te2P, shown in Fig. 4.2(a), is
comparable with the reported results [190] indicating these samples’ synthesis is
successful, and basically demonstrates the 3-fold symmetry of the Brillouin zone
shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Fig. 4.2(b) shows that the Fermi surface of states forming the
small circle around Ḡ has a cylindrical shape, indicating these states are quasi-2D in
agreement with the quantum oscillation experiment results [189].
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FIGURE 4.2: (a) In-plane Fermi surface of Zr2Te2P measured with
hn = 50 eV photons. (b) Out-of-plane Fermi surface of Zr2Te2P mea-
sured at normal emission by varying the photon energy from 40 eV
to 90 eV with a step of 1 eV. All these data were obtained with linear
horizontal polarised (LH) photons at a low temperature T = 20 K. A
V0 = 12 eV inner potential is used in panel (b). In both panels, dashed

blue lines represent the Brillouin zone boundaries.

Hf2Te2P As a direct comparison, the in-plane Fermi surface of Hf2Te2P shown in
Fig. 4.3 was measured using the same experimental setups (synchrotron KEK, pho-
ton energy, polarisation, resolutions, temperature). The only minor difference is the
presence of several surface domains. In fact, we found that Hf2Te2P always forms
domains after cleaving in situ, and gives a signal of poorer quality compared to the
other three compounds. As will be discussed later, this could be related to its “weak"
topological character. As aforementioned in section 1.5, for 3D weak topological ma-
terials, the interlayer interaction is weak such that they are equivalent to a stack of
2D quantum spin Hall systems connected adiabatically [32–34]. This character can
lead to a poor 3D crystallisation during the synthesis process, with alternating 2D
layers having some misfit. Even if these 3D weak topological materials are well crys-
tallised, they will tend to form interlayer mismatch due to external forces, such as
cleaving force.
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FIGURE 4.3: In-plane Fermi surface of Hf2Te2P measured with LH
polarised hn = 50 eV photons at T = 20 K. The dashed blue lines

represent the Brillouin zone boundaries.

Ti2Te2P In Ti2Te2P, the strength of SOC is smaller than in Hf2Te2P or Zr2Te2P.
Fig. 4.4(a) shows the in-plane Fermi surface measured with the same conditions for
Zr2Te2P and Hf2Te2P except that Ti2Te2P was measured at CASSIOPEE in SOLEIL,
France. At Ḡ, we did not observe the small circle pockets like in Zr2Te2P and Hf2Te2P
but a small point indicating an energy lowering of the corresponding band after the
element substitution from Zr, to Hf, and to Ti.

Fig. 4.4(b) is the out-of-plane Fermi surface of Ti2Te2P measured along kM̄ḠM̄ such
that not only the states around Ḡ are included, but also the states at the vertex closer
to Ḡ of the ellipse centred at M̄. This result again demonstrates the quasi-2D charac-
ter of these bands.

Zr2Te2As The SOC is stronger in Zr2Te2As with respect to Ti2Te2P. Not surpris-
ingly, the in-plane Fermi surface shown in Fig. 4.5(a) is similar to the one measured
in Zr2Te2P and a better signal-to-noise ratio than Zr2Te2P. In order to check the pho-
ton polarisation dependence, the same in-plane Fermi surface was measured with
LV polarised photons. By checking the intensities of the 6 ellipses centred at the con-
secutive points M̄ and M̄0, the 3 ellipses centred at M̄ are more intense than those at
M̄0 with LH polarisation and vice-versa with LV polarisation.
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FIGURE 4.4: (a) In-plane Fermi surface of Ti2Te2P measured with LH
polarised hn = 50 eV photons. (b) Out-of-plane Fermi surface of
Ti2Te2P measured at normal emission with linear vertical polarised
photons by varying the photon energy from 40 eV to 84.5 eV with a
step of 0.5 eV. All these data were obtained at T = 6 K. A V0 = 12 eV
inner potential is used in panel (b). In both panels, dashed blue lines

represent the Brillouin zone boundaries.
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FIGURE 4.5: (a-b) In-plane Fermi surfaces of Zr2Te2As measured with
(a) LH, and (b) LV polarised hn = 50 eV photons. All these data were
obtained at T = 6 K. In both panels, dashed blue lines represent the

Brillouin zone boundaries.
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4.1.2 E � k dispersions

According to the DFT slab calculations, there should be Dirac-like surface states
at Ḡ above the Fermi level (EF), in Zr2Te2P, Hf2Te2P and Zr2Te2As, due to a d � p
band inversion [189–191]. Notably, Hf2Te2P is supposed to have two of such Dirac
states [189, 191]. Even though ARPES cannot measure states at energies well above
roughly E � EF ⇡ kBT, we measured the occupied bands around Ḡ to compare with
the DFT predictions. On the other hand, all these four compounds are expected to
have one topological surface state below EF at the M̄ points, due to the Te p-bands
inversion [189–191]. We also measured these states, and will discuss their physics
below.

All ARPES data shown in this subsection were acquired with LH polarisation.
Zr2Te2P and Hf2Te2P were measured at KEK, PF, in Japan with a sample temperature
T = 20 K, while Ti2Te2P and Zr2Te2As were measured at CASSIOPEE, Synchrotron
SOLEIL, in France with a sample temperature T = 6 K.

Zr2Te2P Fig. 4.6(a) shows the ARPES measured states giving the small closed circle
around Ḡ in Fig. 4.2(a). The agreement with the DFT calculated bands projected to
this momentum direction shown in Fig. 4.6(b) is good, except that there is an overall
constant energy shift of around 200 meV. We attribute the origin of such energy
shift to surface band bending effects, which are typical in tetradymite topological
insulators [192, 193]. The MDC of the two pairs of bands crossing EF around Ḡ can
be fitted well with four Lorentzian peaks, as shown in Fig. 4.6(e), and the fitted
Fermi momenta of these hole-like states are kinner

h = (0.070 ± 0.005) Å�1 and kouter
h =

(0.111 ± 0.005) Å�1.
In agreement with the previously reported data [190] and the DFT calculations,

we observe at the M̄ point, a Dirac-like massless surface state in the bulk bandgap, as
shown in Fig. 4.6(c), with a similar Fermi level shift compared to the DFT calculated
bands in Fig. 4.6(d).

The MDC and its fit in Fig. 4.6(f) suggest that even though the surface state is
just next to the bulk bands, they do not merge into each other. Later we will show
that with better data quality or/and a larger SOC strength, this feature will be more
obvious. The fitted Fermi momenta of these electron-like states at M̄ are kinner

e =
(0.291 ± 0.005) Å�1 for bulk bands, and kouter

e = (0.348 ± 0.005) Å�1 for surface
states.

Fig. 4.6(g) shows the EDC at M̄ including the band bottom of the conduction
band, the Dirac point, and the band top of the valence band, whose binding en-
ergy positions can be extracted from Lorentzian peak fits such that we get the bulk
bandgap at M̄ Egap = (0.45 ± 0.01) eV, and the Dirac point binding energy ED =
(1.01 ± 0.01) eV.
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FIGURE 4.6: (a-d) Comparison between ARPES measurements and
band structure calculations for Zr2Te2P for dispersions along the
K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ direction at Ḡ (upper panels) and along the K̄ � M̄ � K̄ di-
rection at M̄ (lower panels) [189]. (a) and (c) are ARPES determined
band dispersions, while (b) and (d) are DFT calculated bands. Fermi
level EF is indicated by the horizontal black line. Blue solid lines are
bands obtained from a 5-layer slab calculation and therefore repre-
sent surface states. The grey ribbons represent the surface-projected
bulk bands. (e) Momentum distribution curve (MDC) at EF (inte-
grated over ±10 meV) of states around Ḡ in panel (a). (f) Momentum
distribution curve (MDC) at EF (integrated over ±10 meV) of states
around M̄ in panel (c). (g) Energy distribution curve (EDC) at M̄ (in-
tegrated over ±0.005 Å�1). These MDCs and EDCs (blue curves) are
fitted with Lorentzian peaks (red peaks) and a quadratic (MDC) or
Shirley (EDC) background (the green curve). The overall fits are the
black curves, while the red line in each top inset is the fitting resid-
ual. These ARPES data were measured in PF, KEK, Japan with LH

polarised photons at hn = 120 eV and T = 20 K.

Hf2Te2P Similarly to Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7(a-d) shows the comparison between ARPES
measurements and band structure calculations for Hf2Te2P. The agreement is good
and a similar energy shift is observed. The Lorentzian peak fit of the MDC at EF
around Ḡ in Fig. 4.7(e) gives: kinner

h = (0.056 ± 0.005) Å�1 and kouter
h = (0.106 ±

0.005) Å�1. In Fig. 4.7(f), the bulk bands (inner) and the surface state (outer) are
well separated at M̄ and Lorentzian peak fit gives: kinner

e = (0.272 ± 0.005) Å�1

and kouter
e = (0.325 ± 0.005) Å�1. The EDC in Fig. 4.7(g) shows that the bandgap

is Egap = (0.48 ± 0.01) eV, and the Dirac point is at ED = (1.14 ± 0.01) eV binding
energy.
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FIGURE 4.7: (a-d) Comparison between ARPES measurements and
band structure calculations for Hf2Te2P for dispersions along the
K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ direction at Ḡ (upper panels) and along the K̄ � M̄ � K̄ di-
rection at M̄ (lower panels) [189]. (a) and (c) are ARPES determined
band dispersions, while (b) and (d) are DFT calculated bands. Fermi
level EF is indicated by the horizontal black line. Blue solid lines are
bands obtained from a 5-layer slab calculation and therefore repre-
sent surface states. The grey ribbons represent the surface-projected
bulk bands. (e) Momentum distribution curve (MDC) at EF (inte-
grated over ±10 meV) of states around Ḡ in panel (a). (f) Momentum
distribution curve (MDC) at EF (integrated over ±10 meV) of states
around M̄ in panel (c). (g) Energy distribution curve (EDC) at M̄ (in-
tegrated over ±0.005 Å�1). These MDCs and EDCs (blue curves) are
fitted with Lorentzian peaks (red peaks) and a quadratic (MDC) or
Shirley (EDC) background (the green curve). The overall fits are the
black curves, while the red line in each top inset is the fitting resid-
ual. These ARPES data were measured in KEK, PF, Japan with LH

polarised photons at hn = 120 eV and T = 20 K.

Ti2Te2P As seen in Fig. 4.8(a), in Ti2Te2P the top of the parabolic state at Ḡ is now
close to EF, meaning that this state has lowered its energy with respect to Zr2Te2P.
As already noted, this gives rise to a much smaller circular Fermi contour (point-
like instead of ring-like) around Ḡ in Ti2Te2P compared to Zr2Te2P. Additionally, the
band bottoms of states above the gap leave some fingerprints, for instance the weak
hexagonal contour around Ḡ in Fig. 4.4(a). Fig. 4.8(e) is the corresponding MDC
showing 5 peaks: two from the band bottoms of states above the gap at momentum
±0.3 Å�1, two from the bulk states below the gap at momentum ±0.11 Å�1, and one
from the top of the cone-like surface state at Ḡ. Fig. 4.8(c) shows the Dirac surface
state around the M̄ point in Ti2Te2P with the Dirac point at ED = (0.85 ± 0.01) eV
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FIGURE 4.8: (a-d) Comparison between ARPES measurements and
band structure calculations for Ti2Te2P for dispersions along the
K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ direction at Ḡ (upper panels) and along the K̄ � M̄ � K̄ di-
rection at M̄ (lower panels) [189]. (a) and (c) are ARPES determined
band dispersions, while (b) and (d) are DFT calculated bands. Fermi
level EF is indicated by the horizontal black line. Blue solid lines are
bands obtained from a 5-layer slab calculation and therefore repre-
sent surface states. The grey ribbons represent the surface-projected
bulk bands. (e) Momentum distribution curve (MDC) at EF (inte-
grated over ±10 meV) of states around Ḡ in panel (a). (f) Momentum
distribution curve (MDC) at EF (integrated over ±10 meV) of states
around M̄ in panel (c). (g) Energy distribution curve (EDC) at M̄ (in-
tegrated over ±0.005 Å�1). These MDCs and EDCs (blue curves) are
fitted with Lorentzian peaks (red peaks) and a quadratic (MDC) or
Shirley (EDC) background (the green curve). The overall fits are the
black curves, while the red line in each top inset is the fitting residual.
These ARPES data were measured in CASSIOPEE in SOLEIL, France

with LH polarised photons at hn = 50 eV and T = 6 K.

binding energy. Compared to the DFT calculation, a roughly 150 meV energy shift is
observed, indicating that the size of the constant energy shift is material dependent.
The corresponding MDC in Fig. 4.8(f) also indicates a separation of the bulk bands
(inner) and the surface state (outer) at M̄: kinner

e = (0.269 ± 0.005) Å�1 and kouter
e =

(0.305 ± 0.005) Å�1. The bandgap extracted from the EDC in Fig. 4.8(f) is Egap =
(0.31 ± 0.01) eV.
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FIGURE 4.9: (a-b) ARPES measurements of Zr2Te2As’s band dis-
persions (a) along the K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ direction at Ḡ and (b) along the
K̄ � M̄ � K̄ direction at M̄ [189]. (c) Momentum distribution curve
(MDC) at EF (integrated over ±10 meV) of states around Ḡ in panel
(a). (d) Momentum distribution curve (MDC) at EF (integrated over
±10 meV) of states around M̄ in panel (b). (e) Energy distribution
curve (EDC) at M̄ (integrated over ±0.005 Å�1). These MDCs and
EDCs (blue curves) are fitted with Lorentzian peaks (red peaks) and a
quadratic (MDC) or Shirley (EDC) background (the green curve). The
overall fits are the black curves, while the red line in each top inset is
the fitting residual. These ARPES data were measured in CASSIOPEE
in SOLEIL, France with LH polarised photons at hn = 50 eV and T =

6 K.

Zr2Te2As Fig. 4.9(a-b) presents our ARPES data of the states at Ḡ along the K̄ �
Ḡ � K̄ direction, and the ones at M̄ along the K̄ � M̄ � K̄ direction in Zr2Te2As. The
hole type states around Ḡ are similar to those in Ti2Te2P, except that the top of the
parabolic state is well above the Fermi level. The parabolic state has a very large
ARPES intensity dominating the MDC in Fig. 4.9(c) such that the Lorentzian peak fit
cannot resolve the other bulk branches and gives kh = (0.045 ± 0.005) Å�1.

Compared to Zr2Te2P, Zr2Te2As has a stronger SOC strength and better ARPES
data quality, such that the peak fit of the MDC at EF at the M̄ point in Fig. 4.9(d)
clearly resolves the bulk bands and the Dirac surface state, and gives kinner

e = (0.258 ±
0.005) Å�1 and kouter

e = (0.300 ± 0.005) Å�1. The EDC in Fig. 4.9(e) shows the bulk
bandgap is Egap = (0.43 ± 0.01) eV, and the Dirac point lies at ED = 1.14 ± 0, 01 eV
binding energy.
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4.1.3 Tuning the Dirac points by potassium deposition on the surface

For real applications, it would be desirable to have the Dirac point at EF such that
the backscattering in the solid will be strongly suppressed leading to dissipationless
transport. Note that, according to the DFT calculations, Hf2Te2P has an additional
Dirac surface state around 200 meV above the Fermi level at Ḡ [189,191] which could
even be around 100 meV lower in energy given the observed energy shift between
the ARPES data and the calculations. These considerations motivated us to try to
tune the Fermi level by potassium (K) deposition at the sample’s surface, thus hop-
ing to bring the Dirac point of Hf2Te2P within the energy range of the occupied
bands.

Hf2Te2P
(a) (b)

(c) (d)

2 Å K 2 Å K
SS

SS

Hf2Te2P
Γ Μ ΚΚΚ

FIGURE 4.10: (a, b) ARPES energy-momentum intensity maps at the
surface of Hf2Te2P capped with 2 Å of potassium, measured respec-
tively at Ḡ along K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ and at M̄ along K̄ � M̄ � K̄. (c, d) Analo-
gous measurements at the bare (i.e., non capped) surface of Hf2Te2P.
All the data were acquired with LH polarised photons at an energy
hn = 50 eV at T = 20 K. The surface state (SS) is indicated by the

black arrows in panel (b).

Fig. 4.10(a) shows the electronic states at Ḡ along K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ measured at the
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surface of Hf2Te2P capped with 2 Å of potassium. Compared to the bare surface
of Hf2Te2P in Fig. 4.10(c) (i.e. Fig. 4.7(a)), a new hole-like surface state with its top
energy right below the Fermi level, indicated with an arrow, appears around Ḡ. On
the other hand, there are no observable energy shifts of the bulk bands except that
the signal-to-noise ratio is much lower due to K capping.

Fig. 4.10(b) shows the electronic states including the Dirac surface state at M̄
along K̄ � M̄ � K̄ measured after the K capping at Hf2Te2P surface. Compared to
Fig. 4.10(d) (i.e. Fig. 4.7(b)), the Dirac crossing point of the surface state (SS) is shifted
down by around 200 meV to a binding energy 1.35 eV, while the bulk bands (above
and below the gap) remain unchanged. This is an important observation that proves
such surface electron doping (K deposition) affects mainly the surface states instead
of the bulk states. So we have a reason to believe that the newly appeared state at Ḡ
shown in Fig. 4.10(a) is a surface state shifted down by around 200 meV. According
to the DFT band and parity calculations shown below, this surface state should be
the weak topological surface state at Ḡ [189, 191].

The K deposition experiment demonstrates that the Dirac crossing points are
tunable and can be tuned to the Fermi level by surface electron doping in Hf2Te2P.

Notably, similar results have been reported recently [194], in a combined ARPES-
STM work to study both surface states at Ḡ above EF.

4.1.4 Parity analysis

For a better understanding of the measured band structures, especially the Dirac
surface states at M̄ along K̄ � M̄ � K̄ direction, the parity analysis at TRIM points
together with the calculated band dispersions, which were done by our collaborators
in Florida University, will be reproduced here [189].

With a given time-reversal (TR) invariant Hamiltonian HTR, a Bloch Hamiltonian
can be defined as [33, 34]

H(~k) = e�i~k·~r HTRe+i~k·~r (4.1)

with eigenstates being the Bloch wavefunctions |un,~k >.
For spin 1/2 particles, we have

H(�~k) = QH(~k)Q�1 (4.2)

with Q the TR operator.
So at the TRIM points Gi where �~Gi = ~Gi + ~G with ~G the reciprocal lattice vector,

H(~Gi) = QH(~Gi)Q�1, i.e. [H(~Gi), Q] = 0. So the eigenstates |un,~Gi
> have a Kramers

degeneracy. Then the product of parities of all the Kramers degenerate bands below
the band of interest at Gi can be calculated based on the calculated Bloch wavefunc-
tions, and labeled as di. In 3-dimensional space, there are 23 = 8 such TRIM points
in k space. By multiplying all of these di at the corresponding Gi, the main Z2 topo-
logical index n0 is defined as

(�1)n0 =
8

’
i=1

di (4.3)

In our case, M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P or As) has a rhombohedral
Brillouin zone as shown in Fig. 4.1, where the TRIM points are labeled: G, F, L, Z.
The other 2 pairs of F and L points, obtained after a 60� rotation, are not indicated.
Typical band structures of these family of materials are demonstrated in Fig. 4.11.
The bandgap between band 1 and 2 is referred as gap 1, while the gap between band
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FIGURE 4.11: The Band structures of Zr2Te2P in the rhombohedral
unit cell along the TRIM points (a) without the inclusion of the spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) and (b) with the inclusion of SOC [189]. The
colours used indicate the orbital character of the bands: red, blue, and
green colours correspond to Zr d, Te p, and P p orbitals, respectively.

2 and 3 is referred as gap2. The parity analysis for these compounds is summarised
in Tab. 4.1.

Gap 1 The parity of all the bands below gap 1 was calculated and multiplied to-
gether for the 8 TRIM points to determine the corresponding parity products, which
are (+), (+), (+) and (-) for Zr2Te2P and Hf2Te2P, and are all positive for Ti2Te2P at
the G, F, L, Z TRIM points respectively. This gives a Z2 topological index n0 = 1 for
Zr2Te2P and Hf2Te2P, whereas n0 = 0 for Ti2Te2P. This implies that there is an odd
number of topological surface states in gap 1 for Zr2Te2P and Hf2Te2P, whereas there
is an even (or zero) number of topological surface states for Ti2Te2P.

Gap 2 Similar analysis was performed to gap 2. From this analysis, we find n0 = 1
for Zr2Te2P and Ti2Te2P, whereas n0 = 0 for Hf2Te2P. For Zr2Te2P and Ti2Te2P, the
parity product is negative only at L which projects onto M̄ point of the hexagonal
reduced 2D BZ, whereas for Hf2Te2P the parity product is negative at the Z and
L. This makes the overall product positive and results in a Z2 index of 0. Thus we
expect that for Zr2Te2P and Ti2Te2P, there is an odd number of Dirac-like states (three
at the L points), and for Hf2Te2P, there is an even number of Dirac-like states (one at
the Ḡ point and three at M̄ points). Therefore, for Hf2Te2P, the parity analysis shows
that the surface Dirac band at the M̄ point does not have strong topological character
because the parity inversion happens at both the Z and L point as stated above.

(n0, GFLZ) Zr2Te2P Hf2Te2P Ti2Te2P
gap 1 (1, +++-) (1, +++-) (0, ++++)
gap 2 (1, +-++) (0, +-+-) (1, +-++)

TABLE 4.1: Parity calculation for M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and
X = P or As): n0 the main Z2 index, GFLZ TRIM points, + even parity,

- odd parity.
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FIGURE 4.12: The superposition of bulk bands (shown as grey rib-
bons) with bands obtained from a slab of 5 quintuple layers (shown
as blue lines) depicting the presence of a Dirac-like surface state at the
Ḡ is shown for (a) Ti2Te2P, (b) Zr2Te2P, and (c) Hf2Te2P. Taken from

Ref. [189]

However, gap 1 at G is above the Fermi level in all these 4 compounds, thus the
surface states inside this gap are above the Fermi level, such that the topological
character of gap 1 will not affect the physical properties of these compounds. So the
strong or weak topological character will be determined by the topological character
of gap 2, which is well below the Fermi level at M̄.

To summarise, at M̄ all of them have one topological surface state, while at Ḡ
Ti2Te2P has no Dirac states, Zr2Te2P has one, and Hf2Te2P has two, as shown in the
slab calculations Fig. 4.12 [189]. In recent works of Hf2Te2P, the existence of such
multiple Dirac states has been reported and discussed. Notably, a surface derived
Dirac-node arc (see Fig. 4.13) around M̄ protected by in-plane time-reversal invari-
ance has been observed, and claimed to be a signature of weak topological Z2 invari-
ants [191]. This work in Hf2Te2P by M. M. Hosen et.al. in 2018 [191] motivated us to
explore similar phenomena in other compounds of this family.
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4.2 Dirac-node arcs

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

FIGURE 4.13: (a, b) Sketch of electronic surface state dispersion of
the n-type topological insulator and p-type topological insulator, re-
spectively. (c) Dispersion of bulk states in a nodal-line semimetal of
ZrSiS-type. (d) Sketch of electronic dispersions of Hf2Te2P. This ma-
terial consists of both n- and p-type topological surface states as well
as a surface Dirac-node arc phase. (e) View of the calculated surface
electronic structure of this material that confirms its weak topological
nature, also showing the Dirac-node arc starting at M. The Dirac-node
arc is purely surface-derived, in contrast to the nodal-line semimetal

phase shown in c, which is bulk-derived. Taken from Ref. [191]

Further detailed analysis of the ARPES data shows that the Dirac surface states at
M̄ do not behave like a standard single Dirac cone. As an example, this behavior
in Ti2Te2P is explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 4.14. The constant-energy maps show a
strong anisotropy (see Fig. 4.14(a)), forming highly elongated, elliptical (instead of
circular) sheets centred at M̄ that gradually shrink to a quasi-1D line as the binding
energy approaches the Dirac point (at around 850 meV binding energy). In other
words, the Dirac point forms a quasi-flat state, instead of a linearly dispersing state,
along the Ḡ � M̄ direction (see Fig. 4.15(g). By cutting perpendicular to this 1D “line"
in k space, we found that it is formed out of the Dirac points of a series of parallel
Dirac edge states (see Fig. 4.14(b)). After crossing the Dirac point towards lower
binding energies, this 1D Dirac-node “line" does not expand back to a closed el-
lipse but transforms into two almost parallel sheets, like in ZrSiS-type nodal-line
semimetals [195].

Similar behavior can also be found in the other 3 compounds, as shown in Fig. 4.15.
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FIGURE 4.14: Experimental observation of the Dirac-node arc in
Ti2Te2P by normal ARPES. (a) Constant energy mappings at vari-
ous binding energies. (b) Dispersion maps along the K-M-K direction
along the cut directions indicated in the 850 meV constant energy con-
tour panel where the nodal arc is presented. All data were collected
at the CASSIOPEE high-resolution ARPES endstation at synchrotron
Soleil with LH polarised hn = 50 eV photons at a temperature of

T = 5 K.

4.3 SARPES study on Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P

In the preceding sections we demonstrated how, with the help of DFT calculations,
the band structures and topological properties of these 4 compounds are well un-
derstood and supported by our ARPES data. However, the standard ARPES alone is
not enough to differentiate the topological surface states from the linearly dispersing
states in 2D Dirac materials, due to the lack of knowledge about the spin textures of
these bands, especially at M̄ points in the Brillouin zone (BZ).

Here we used spin-resolved ARPES to study two compounds Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P,
and thus reveal the spin information of their electronic bands at M̄ points in the 2D
hexagonal BZ. Our results prove that the linear Dirac bands found in Ti2Te2P and
Hf2Te2P [189, 191] are indeed spin polarised. Further, all states forming the Dirac-
node arc are shown to be also spin polarised.
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FIGURE 4.15: (a-d) Constant energy maps around the Dirac point of
Hf2Te2P, Zr2Te2P, Ti2Te2P and Zr2Te2As (hence at binding energies
1.14 eV, 1.00 eV, 0.85 eV and 1.15 eV, respectively), together with the
reduced 2D first Brillouin zones (blue dashed lines). (e-h) The elec-
tronic dispersions from Ḡ to M̄. The red arrows indicate the quasi-
flat states leading to the corresponding Dirac-node arcs. All the data
were acquired with LH polarised photons at temperatures T = 20 K

(a, b, e, f) and T = 6 K (c, d, g, h).

4.3.1 Helical Dirac surface states at M̄

Fig. 4.16(a) shows again the in-plane FS map of Ti2Te2P together with the corre-
sponding surface-projected Brillouin zone and the TRIM points. At M̄ point along
K̄ � M̄ � K̄, there is a linearly dispersing surface state in the bulk bandgap as shown
in Fig. 4.16(b), in which a clear crossing point is observed at an energy of 0.85 eV
below the Fermi level. By measuring the in-plane spin component along Ḡ � M̄
with spin-resolved ARPES, we obtained the spin-resolved electronic dispersion of
this surface state as presented in Fig. 4.16(b), right panel, which clearly shows two
spin-polarised (red: pointing towards readers; blue: pointing away from readers)
branches proving this surface state is indeed a non-trivial topological Dirac state.
Compared to the well-known topological insulators Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 [44], the he-
licity of the spin texture remains the same in Ti2Te2P: left-handed for upper Dirac
cone and right-handed for lower Dirac cone when looking from above the surface.

Similar measurements were also carried out on Hf2Te2P and results are demon-
strated in Fig. 4.16(c-e). Fig. 4.16(c) shows the linearly dispersing surface state with
a Dirac point at around 1.1 eV below the Fermi level. Instead of measuring the
full spin-resolved electronic dispersion, which is very time consuming, one spin-
resolved MDC Fig. 4.16(d) at the binding energy indicated by the green dashed line
in Fig. 4.16(c) and two spin-resolved EDCs Fig. 4.16(e) indicated by blue and red
dashed lines at the left and right side of the Dirac crossing point in Fig. 4.16(c) were
taken.

In Fig. 4.16(d), the two spin components reverse their relative magnitude when
passing M̄ point along K̄ � M̄ � K̄ direction, such that the spin polarisation is neg-
ative for the left branch and positive for the right branch at this binding energy
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FIGURE 4.16: (a) In-plane Fermi surface map of Ti2Te2P showing
a 3-fold symmetry. (b) Energy-momentum dispersion of Ti2Te2P
at M̄ point along K̄ � M̄ � K̄ direction showing a Dirac crossing
point around 0.85 eV below EF, and the corresponding spin-resolved
energy-momentum dispersion showing a clear spin polarisation of
the non-trivial Dirac surface state (red: pointing towards readers;
blue: pointing away from readers). (c) The energy-momentum dis-
persion of states of Hf2Te2P at M̄ point along K̄ � M̄ � K̄ direction
showing a Dirac crossing point around 1.1 eV below EF. (d) The
spin-resolved MDC taken at binding energy indicated by the green
dashed line in (c). (e) The spin-resolved EDCs indicated in (c) with
the blue and the red dashed lines. All data were collected at the
ESPRESSO spin-ARPES endstation in synchrotron HiSOR with LH
polarised hn = 55 eV photons at a temperature of T = 20 K. The ef-
fective Sherman function used to obtain the spin polarisation is 0.18,
as calibrated for hn = 55 eV with Bi(111) during the beam time in

HiSOR in 2017.

E � EF = �1.55 eV. In Fig. 4.16(e), the spin polarisation of each individual EDC re-
verses above and below the Dirac crossing point, and the two EDCs have opposite
polarisations at a given binding energy, while they cross and show a vanishing spin
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polarisation exactly at the energy of the Dirac point. At E � EF = �1.55 eV, the
blue curve representing the left branch is negative while the red curve representing
the right branch is positive. This is exactly what the spin-resolved MDC Fig. 4.16(d)
shows. Based on these spin-resolved results, we conclude that this surface state in
Hf2Te2P is also a spin-polarised Dirac state with a Dirac crossing point 1.1 eV below
the Fermi level and the same helicity as Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3.

4.3.2 Helical Dirac node arcs

As demonstrated and discussed in the previous sections, Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P have
Dirac-node arcs formed by the Dirac crossing point at M̄ extending along Ḡ � M̄ � Ḡ
direction. This is shown again in Fig. 4.17(a-c) for the case of Ti2Te2P. However, in
order to prove that this nodal line is a non-trivial topological Dirac node arc, we
need to verify that at all points along this arc the surface states are spin-polarised.
So we carried out three spin-resolved EDCs, at three different positions along the
nodal line as indicated by (1)-(3) green dashed lines in Fig. 4.17(c). Fig. 4.17(d)-(f)
are the corresponding results and reveal that all the surface states, whose crossing
points are on the node arc, are spin polarised and share a common ED.

4.4 Discussion and concluding remarks

A new family of topological metals M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P or As)
has been systematically characterised employing both standard and spin-resolved
ARPES. With the help of DFT calculations (band calculations and parity analysis)
and based on our obtained ARPES data, the electronic structures together with the
topological properties of these compounds have been comprehensively understood.
Several features make this family of materials stand out from other topological ma-
terials:

1. They are intrinsic metals (Strictly speaking, Ti2Te2P is classified as a semimetal [196]).
The experimental realisation of topological superconductivity has been strongly
pursued for both fundamental interests like Majorana fermions and non-Abelian
statistics [32, 197], and potential important applications like quantum compu-
tation. If M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P or As) can be tuned to the
superconductivity regime by lowering temperature and/or applying external
pressure, and the surface states protected by the strong topological character
are still present, then the superconducting states and topological states natu-
rally coexist in a single crystal. Notably, the conducting bands in these topo-
logical metals are mainly p- and d- bands such that unconventional supercon-
ductivity is possible to realise, such as odd-parity superconductors which are
topological superconductors if the Fermi surface encloses an odd number of
time-reversal-invariant momenta in the Brillouin zone [198–200].

Experimentally, many groups have studied the proximity-induced supercon-
ductivity on the surface of 3D topological insulators and showed that the su-
perconductivity can indeed be induced in the topological surface states [201–
207]. M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P or As) can serve as a basis
for the realisation of superconducting states and also 3D topological surface
states. Thus, a large choice for possible interface combinations is available to
test, for example, unconventional superconductors or other typical 3D topo-
logical materials, hoping to realise the dreamed topological superconductivity.
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FIGURE 4.17: (a) In-plane Fermi surface map of Ti2Te2P showing a
complete contour around M̄. (b) The constant energy mapping at
E � EF = 0.85 eV crossing the Dirac point showing the Dirac node
arc. (a-b) are normal ARPES data obtained at the CASSIOPEE end-
station at synchrotron Soleil with LH polarised hn = 50 eV photons
at a temperature of T = 5 K. (c) The same constant energy map of
Ti2Te2P but measured with LH photons at hn = 55 eV at the spin-
ARPES endstation at synchrotron HiSOR at T = 20 K. (d)-(f) The
spin-resolved EDCs measured at (1)-(3) cutting positions respectively
along the Dirac node arc shown in Fig. 4.17(c) in the same way as
Fig. 4.16(e). The effective Sherman function used to obtain the spin
polarisation is 0.25, as calibrated for hn = 55 eV with Bi(111) during
the beam time in HiSOR in 2018. (g-i) The energy-momentum dis-
persion references of Fig. 4.17(d-f) on top of which the green dashed

lines indicate where the spin-resolved EDCs were taken.

2. Multiple types of topological surface states coexist. As aforementioned in
the parity analysis, at Ḡ all compounds have a surface state with the strong
topological character in the bulk bandgap well above the Fermi level, except
Ti2Te2P due to a weak SOC strength from Ti to drive the d � p band parity in-
version at Ḡ. Additionally, Hf2Te2P has one more surface state but with weak
topological character in a bulk bandgap below the previous gap but still above
the Fermi level at Ḡ. On the other hand, at M̄ all the four compounds have an-
other surface state, with a weak topological character in Hf2Te2P and a strong
topological character in the other three. These multiple topological surface
states features have been reported in previous works. especially Hf2Te2P, and
open the possibility of topological surface state engineering. Further experi-
ments are needed to explore possible related exotic transport properties.
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3. The Dirac cone centred at M̄ is highly anisotropic resulting in the formation of
a Dirac-node arc along Ḡ � M̄ direction in the Brillouin zone. This feature was
first reported in Hf2Te2P [191], and has been demonstrated here in all the other
compounds, proving that the Dirac-node arc is not necessarily a signature of
the weak topological Z2 invariants, as the other three in fact have a strong
topological character associated to the corresponding topological surface state
at M̄. The potassium capping experiments in Hf2Te2P in this thesis suggests it
is easy to dope the topological surface state at M̄. In Ti2Te2P, the Dirac point
is the closest to the Fermi level (around 0.85 eV) compared to the other three
compounds, such that Ti2Te2P is the most promising compound to tune the
Dirac point to the Fermi level ( for example hole doping) and to create a highly
anisotropic 2D electron system with spin polarised carriers being very massive
in one direction while being massless in the perpendicular direction.

Element dependence For the convenience of discussion, the quantities extracted
from MDCs and EDCs of the four studied compounds are summarised in the Tab. 4.2.

Ti2Te2P Zr2Te2P Hf2Te2P Zr2Te2As
kh ± 0.005 (Å�1) 0, 0.111 0.070, 0.111 0.056, 0.106 0.045
ke ± 0.005 (Å�1) 0.269, 0.305 0.291, 0.348 0.272, 0.325 0.258, 0.300
ED ± 0.01 (eV) 0.85 1.01 1.14 1.14

Egap ± 0.01 (eV) 0.31 0.45 0.48 0.43

TABLE 4.2: Typical quantities characterising the electronic structures
of M2Te2X (with M = Ti, Zr or Hf, and X = P or As), extracted from
the MDCs and EDCs quantitative analysis. khs are the typical mo-
menta of the (inner, outer) hole-like states at the Fermi level around
Ḡ. In Zr2Te2As, the MDC can not resolve the inner and outer bands,
such that only one value is shown. kes are the typical momenta of the
(surface, bulk) electron-like states at the Fermi level around M̄. EDs
are the binding energy of the Dirac points at M̄. Egaps are the bulk

bandgaps at M̄.

The strength of the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is systematically varied by ele-
ment replacing Ti ! Zr ! Hf (increasing the strength), and P ! As (increasing the
strength). Thus, the study of this family of topological metal serves as an example
of studying how the strength of SOC affects the electronic properties including the
topology of materials. According to the DFT calculation without and with the in-
clusion of SOC (see Fig. 4.11), the SOC mainly modifies the band structure at Ḡ and
M̄.

At Ḡ, the SOC splits the bands close to the Fermi level, which are mainly com-
posed of d-bands from Ti, Zr, or Hf, and p-bands from Te. Topologically, this SOC
from Ti, Zr, and Hf, induces 0, 1, and 2 topological surface states at Ḡ. Thus, SOC
with a larger strength drives more band inversion and formation of surface states. It
would be interesting to study the transition from 0 to 1 by partially replacing Ti with
Zr.

The strength of SOC also affects the band splitting energy. As a result of larger
strength of SOC from Ti2Te2P to Zr2Te2P, the hole-like parabolic quasi-2D state is
pushed up above the Fermi level forming a small circle in the in-plane Fermi surface
with a momentum radius kinner

h = 0.07 Å�1. By increasing the coupling strength
further from Zr2Te2P to Hf2Te2P, this energy split should be larger and push the
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quasi-2D state farther above the Fermi level leading to a larger kinner
h . In fact, kinner

h
becomes smaller in Tab. 4.2 from Zr2Te2P to Hf2Te2P. The reason is that in Hf2Te2P,
a new topological surface state forms slightly above the Fermi level and contributes
to the ARPES photoemission intensity. So the unexpected reduction of kinner

h is a
signature of the topological surface state with weak topological character above the
Fermi level at Ḡ.

At M̄, the SOC opens a gap from the original crossing bands mainly composed
of Te p-bands, and drives a band inversion producing a topological surface state in
the opened gap. These Te p-bands at M̄ extend to and connect with those p- and
d-bands at Ḡ. So the gap width Egap and the energy position of the Dirac point of the
topological surface states ED are still varied by replacing Ti ! Zr ! Hf, as shown in
Tab. 4.2.

As Te is not replaced, the topological surface state at M̄ exists in all the four
compounds. However, the topological character of this surface state can still be
affected by the strength of SOC through the modification of the band structure at
Ḡ. The Z2 invariant is a global property determined by the overall band structure
below a certain bulk bandgap. For instance here, when the coupling strength is
tuned to be strong enough from Zr2Te2P to Hf2Te2P, a new topological surface state
forms at Ḡ in the aforementioned bandgap, such that there is an even number of
topological surface states included in the Brillouin zone, instead of an odd number
like in Ti2Te2P and Zr2Te2P. Then the Z2 invariant n0 is determined to be 0 instead of
1, leading to a weak topological character in Hf2Te2P. It would be interesting to study
the transition from a strong to a weak topological character by partially replacing Zr
with Hf.

Since P p-bands contribute few to the band structure around the Fermi level in
Zr2Te2P, the element replacement from P to As did not lead to a transition in the
topological character or big difference in the electronic structure in Zr2Te2As, as
shown in the Fermi surface maps and Tab. 4.2.

Z2 invariants Experimentally, we found Hf2Te2P tends to form multiple domains
after cleavage in situ while Ti2Te2P does not. By comparing the standard ARPES
results in Fig. 4.16(b) and (d), we can see that Hf2Te2P gives a weaker signal (lower
signal-to-noise ratio) than Ti2Te2P under the same measurement conditions. These
observations suggest that Ti2Te2P has stronger interlayer interactions thus being
more robust to external cleaving forces, and is better crystallised in bulk than Hf2Te2P.
As mentioned before, the surface states at M̄ in Hf2Te2P and Ti2Te2P have different
Z2 invariant indexes n0, namely 0 for Hf2Te2P and 1 for Ti2Te2P, even though both
are spin-polarised and form similar topologically non-trivial Dirac node arcs. So
here we could establish a link between theory and experiment:
n0 = 0(1) $ weak (strong) interlayer interactions $ being sensitive (robust) to ex-
ternal interventions, like cleaving forces $ low (high) ARPES signal-to-noise ratio
and a high (low) possibility of observing multiple domains

Spin texture The in-plane spin texture of the topological surface states around
M̄ in Ti2Te2P and Hf2Te2P has been fully characterised by means of spin-resolved
ARPES. The clear spin polarisation of the surface states undoubtedly indicates non-
trivial massless Dirac fermions. Notably, the measured spin polarisation always
shows a positive tail and does not converge to 0 in the large binding energy range
beyond 1.7 eV. As this observation was reproducible in different experiments and
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both compounds, we believe these unexpected signals are valid and indicate pos-
sible topological surface states buried inside of the valence bands. Further experi-
ments are needed to understand and explain this observation.

The Dirac-node arc has been shown experimentally to be helical with all the com-
posing surface states spin polarised and thus being non-trivial topological surface
states. On the Dirac-node arc but not at M̄, the time-reversal invariance is not guar-
anteed anymore as these momenta points are not TRIM points. A natural following
question will be how is the spin texture influenced by the presence of such a Dirac-
node arc. Compared to the simple Dirac cone type topological surface states, for
example, the ones in Bi2Te3, the in-plane spin polarisation results did not show a
noticeable difference. Then how about the out-of-plane component of the spin po-
larisation? A non-zero out-of-plane spin polarisation could be expected in the topo-
logical surface states at momentum positions away from TRIM points. This is left as
an open question for future experimental explorations.
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Chapter 5

One-dimensional heavy fermion
material: YbNi4P2

This chapter will present an ARPES study on the quasi-one-dimensional heavy fermion
material YbNi4P2 (see Fig. 5.1), which is a Kondo lattice system with a Kondo tem-
perature TK = 8 K and orders ferromagnetically (FM) at TC ⇡ 0.15 K with a small
magnetic moment of 0.05 µB aligned within the (a, b) plane [51, 52]. Our samples
were synthesised by the team of Prof. Cornelius Krellner at Frankfurt University,
our collaborators for this study.

FIGURE 5.1: Tetragonal crystal structure (space group P42/mnm (no.
136)) of YbNi4P2 with lattice parameters: a = b = 7.0565(2) Å, c =
3.5877(1) Å. (a) Stereoscopic view along c with the Yb chains located
in the channels between chains of edge-connected Ni tetrahedra. (b)
Rotated view, with the c direction along the vertical axis, the Yb
chains are well separated from each other in the ab plane. The primi-
tive cell is indicated with black rigid bonds in (a) and (b). Taken from

Ref. [208]

The first section will briefly introduce what we already know about YbNi4P2
from transport measurements and DFT calculations. The second section will present
my ARPES measurements on YbNi4P2. Specifically, the Fermi surface topography
demonstrates the existence of quasi-1D electronic states, which according to existing
theories are a necessary condition for the occurrence of a ferromagnetic quantum-
critical point. Following this, high resolution energy-momentum maps concerning
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the states close to the Fermi level ( f electrons and conduction bands) will be shown
and discussed.

5.1 YbNi4P2: a heavy fermion system with a ferromagnetic
quantum critical point

In this section, I am going to review several features observed in YbNi4P2 through
transport measurements based on Ref. [51,52,208], and theoretically calculated band
structure based on Ref. [51, 209].

FIGURE 5.2: (a) The temperature dependence of the resistivity with a
pronounced drop below 30 K, indicating the onset of coherent Kondo
scattering. (b) The temperature dependence of the Seebeck coeffi-
cient shows a distinct minimum at 35 K, characteristic of Yb-based
Kondo lattices. The large absolute values near this minimum are com-
monly ascribed to a strongly energy-dependent quasi-particle density

of states at the Fermi level. Taken from Ref. [51]

A metallic Kondo lattice Fig. 5.2 presents the temperature dependence of the re-
sistivity, r(T), and the Seebeck coefficient, S(T), between T = 2 and 300 K, showing
that YbNi4P2 is a Kondo lattice with strong interactions between Yb 4 f and conduc-
tion electrons. r(T) decreases linearly down to 50 K before dropping rapidly below
30 K. As introduced in Chapter 1, a single site (magnetic impurity) Kondo scattering
increases the resistivity at low temperatures, while the coherence Kondo scattering
developed on an “Anderson lattice" leads to a sudden drop of resistivity at low tem-
peratures. Thus, the rapid drop of r(T) in Fig. 5.2(a) suggests an onset of coherent
Kondo scattering on the Yb-4 f electron lattice (Ni is not magnetic in this system as
will be discussed later). The presence of strong hybridization between the 4f and
the conduction electrons in YbNi4P2 is further supported by thermopower measure-
ments, as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). S(T) is negative within the whole temperature range
investigated, a fact that is well established in Yb-based Kondo lattices [210]. More-
over, S(T) presents a pronounced minimum at 35 K with absolute values as high as
40 µV K�1. Extrema in r(T) and S(T) originate from Kondo scattering on the ground
and the excited crystal electric field (CEF) levels [51, 211]. A reliable estimate of the
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Kondo energy scale, TK (for the lowest-lying CEF Kramers doublet), can be obtained
by means of the magnetic entropy calculated from the specific heat data, discussed
below. At 4 K, the entropy increases to 0.5R ln2 (R is the ideal gas constant), estab-
lishing a doublet ground state with TK ⇠= 8 K.

FIGURE 5.3: (a) Real part of the magnetic susceptibility c0 plot-
ted as a function of temperature, measured perpendicular (c0

?) and
parallel (c0

k) to the c axis in a YbNi4P2 single crystal. The orange
dashed line emphasises the T�0.66 behavior of c0

k versus T below 10 K.
Taken from Ref. [52]. Inset: the field dependence of the magnetisa-
tion M(B) below (black line) and above (red line) TC measured in a
YbNi4P2 polycrystal. The arrow on the left-hand side indicates the
step-like increase due to the small ordered ferromagnetic moment,
Mord ⇠= 0.05 µB, obtained by extrapolating the linear curve between
0.1 and 0.2 T to zero field. In determining the ordered moment, we
assume that in the polycrystal the fully aligned moment dominates
the magnetisation at these low fields. The right-hand arrow marks
an anomaly at a higher field representing either the rotation of the
ferromagnetic moments along the magnetic hard direction or com-
plete suppression of the Kondo screening. (b) The temperature de-
pendence of the zero-field specific heat divided by temperature (C/T)
in a double logarithmic representation clearly reveals a power law di-
vergence, C/T = T�0.42, indicated by the red dashed line, measured
in a YbNi4P2 polycrystal. At the transition temperature Tc = 0.17 K,
this specific heat curve shows a sudden jump resulting in a l shape

indicating a 2nd order phase transition. Taken from Ref. [51].

2nd order ferromagnetic transition The real-part of the ac-susceptibility c0(T) as
shown in Fig. 5.3(a), measured both with magnetic field H k c (c0

k) and H ? c
(c0

?), provides strong evidence of the ferromagnetic order at low temperatures. As
T is lowered towards TC = (0.150 ± 0.005) K, c0

? increases sharply up to a value
of ⇡ 200 ⇥ 10�6 m3/mol, which is ⇡ 3.7 after transformed to the dimensionless
volume susceptibility by dividing the molar volume Vmol = 53.8 ⇥ 10�6 m3 mol�1.
This value is much larger than the typical values of c for the antiferromagnetism (0 -
0.1), but consistent with the typical values of c for the ferromagnetism (0.1 - 5 ⇥ 103).
Both the sharply increasing behavior and the relatively large value of c suggest a
ferromagnetic phase below TC. On the other hand, c0

k increases with decreasing T,
following a T�0.66 power law below 10 K down to TC, where it saturates at a value
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of ⇡ 17 ⇥ 10�6 m3/mol (i.e. ⇡ 0.3 for the dimensionless volume susceptibility). This
anisotropy of the susceptibility suggests that the spins align perpendicularly to the
c direction, and c0

k measures the transversal fluctuations.
Ferromagnetic order can also be inferred by the field dependence of the mag-

netisation M(B) shown in the inset of Fig. 5.3(a). At T = 0.06 K below TC, a small
magnetisation residual Mord ⇠= 0.05 µB is obtained by extrapolating the linear curve
between 0.1 T and 0.2 T to zero field, while at T = 2 K above TC, M(B) goes to zero
when B ! 0.

Fig. 5.3(b) shows the temperature dependence of the specific heat divided by
temperature (C/T) in a double logarithmic representation giving a slightly larger
transition temperature Tc = 0.17 K measured in a YbNi4P2 polycrystal than in a
single crystal. The typical l shape of C/T v.s. T curve indicates that the phase
transition is 2nd order [51]. However, intensive theoretical and experimental in-
vestigations on itinerant systems (like d-electron systems) have shown that metallic
ferromagnets tend to develop via either a first-order phase transition [57–61, 212],
or through the formation of intermediate superconducting [213, 214] or inhomoge-
neous magnetic phases [215, 216]. Thus, the localised nature of the Yb-4 f states to-
gether with the Kondo coupling of the 4 f -electrons to the conduction electrons must
be considered in order to understand this 2nd order ferromagnetic phase transition
at low temperatures. This idea is further supported by the volume thermal expan-
sion b(T) measurement results and the divergency behavior of the Grüneisen ratio
G(T) = b(T)/C(T) [217]. Notably, the power law divergence C/T = T�0.42 suggests
a non-Fermi liquid behavior, as will be discussed later.

Anisotropy As previously mentioned, YbNi4P2 single crystal shows an anisotropy
in c0(T) between c axis and (a, b) plane. Fig. 5.4 shows again this anisotropy in the
electrical resistivity r and of the C/T.

The electrical resistivity r(T) shown in Fig. 5.4(a-c) presents clearly the anisotropy
expected from the crystal structure. Above 100 K, the resistivity along c (the Yb chain
direction), is a factor of 2 smaller than perpendicular to the chains (j k a). In this
temperature range, the electrical transport is dominated by phonons, reflected in a
linear-in-T dependence for both directions [219]. At 1.8 K (the lowest temperature
in Fig. 5.4(a)), the anisotropy ra/rc amounts already to a factor of 5. Furthermore,
the temperature dependence below 50 K is strongly dependent on the direction of
the current flow. For the easy transport direction (j kc), a pronounced drop is ob-
served below T = 30 K, characteristic of coherent Kondo scattering. For j ?a, r(T)
increases below 50 K, presents a well defined maximum at T = 20 K and then also
strongly decreases towards lower temperatures. Below 0.5 K (Fig. 5.4(b, c)), besides
the anisotropy, the electrical resistivity shows interesting non-Fermi liquid (NFL) be-
havior. Below TC, r(T) follows a Tn power law, with n? = 2.9 and nk = 2.5, very
likely because of charge-carrier scattering from ferromagnetic magnons [52]. The
resistivity is quasi-T-linear just above TC.

Fig. 5.4(d, e) show the T and B dependences of C/T. At B = 0, a sharp l-type
phase transition in C/T versus T is observed. A magnetic field applied parallel to
the c axis shifts the transition temperature to lower T (see Fig. 5.4(d)), whereas for
B ? c, the crossover to the polarised state is shifted to higher temperatures (see
Fig. 5.4(e)). This magnetic anisotropy indicates an in-plane (perpendicular to c axis)
ferromagnetic order in the YbNi4P2 single crystal.
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(a) (b) (c)

(e)(d)

FIGURE 5.4: (a) Temperature dependence (above 1.8 K) of the elec-
trical resistivity r with the current along the a (black) and the c (red)
direction. The resistivity along c (j kc) is distinctively smaller than
along a in the whole investigated temperature range. Both directions
display a pronounced drop towards lower temperatures due to the
onset of coherent Kondo scattering. A pronounced Kondo maximum
at T = 20 K is visible only for j ka. Taken from Ref. [208]. (b, c)
Temperature dependence (below 0.5 K) of the electrical resistivity r
measured with current j (b) perpendicular and (c) parallel to the crys-
tallographic c axis. The kinks at TC disappear at fields µ0H > 0.05 T
in both field directions. At a field of 0.1 T, both resistivities follow a
temperature dependence close to T2 below TFL (arrows). (d,e) C/T
versus T of YbNi4P2 measured at magnetic fields (d) H k c and (e)
H ? c. The dashed orange line emphasizes the T�0.43 power law be-
havior observed above 0.2 K up to about 6 K. The dotted black line is
the specific-heat contribution calculated within the single ion S = 1/2
Kondo model in Ref. [218], with TK = 8 K and C/T scaled by a factor
of 0.5 for better visibility. In (d) and (e), the nuclear Schottky con-
tribution has been subtracted from the raw specific-heat data. Taken

from Ref. [52].

Non-Fermi liquid behavior The non-Fermi liquid (NFL) character is suggested by
the stronger-than-logarithmically diverging Sommerfeld coefficient g(T) = C(T)/T =
T�0.42 (see Fig. 5.3(b)) and the linear T-dependence of the electrical resistivity r(T)
(see Fig. 5.4(b, c) and Fig. 5.5) above TC. Note that in the Fermi liquid regime, g(T)
and r(T) have the following behavior [220]:

(
g(T) = g(0) � g3T2lnT
r(T) = r0 + AT2 (5.1)
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FIGURE 5.5: Linear-in-T resistivity in zero field of a YbNi4P2 poly-
crystal. A pronounced drop at TC precedes a T2 law within the or-
dered phase. The temperature dependence of the resistivity expo-
nent, defined as the derivative of ln[Dr(T)] = ln[r(T) � r0] with re-

spect to ln T, is presented in the inset. Taken from Ref. [51].

with g(0), g3, r0 and A being constants.
Such an NFL behaviour, when observed over a sufficiently extended temper-

ature range, is commonly considered as a hallmark of quantum criticality [221–
224]. In other words, YbNi4P2 is located in the close vicinity of a quantum criti-
cal point, where TC ! 0 smoothly. Experimentally, the isoelectronic substitution
of As for P expands the crystal lattice and causes an increase of TK and a reduction
of TC in Yb systems [225]. Indeed, it has been found that TC can be tuned to 0 in
YbNi4(P0.9As0.1)2 i. e. at around 10% of such substitution [52].

Electronic band structure calculated by DFT Fig. 5.6 shows the electronic band
structure near the Fermi level calculated by DFT with the GGA approximation and
assuming frozen Yb 4 f -core electrons. Notably, 4 f heavy bands close to the Fermi
level, related correlations with conduction bands, relativistic effects, and related
spin-orbit coupling in Ni and P are not included in the DFT calculation. Even so,
a lot of useful informations can be obtained.

First of all, Ni tends to form a non-magnetic ground state, thus it is not likely to
be at the origin of the magnetism in YbNi4P2. Instead, the magnetism in YbNi4P2 has
to be a result of correlated behaviour beyond the scope of the 4f-core calculations in
line with the strong signatures of hybridisation of Yb 4 f moments with conduction
electrons suggested by the transport measurements discussed above.

Secondly, at the Fermi level, the 5 intersecting bands as indicated in different
colours in Fig. 5.6(a), come essentially from Ni 3d states and form 5 individual Fermi
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FIGURE 5.6: (a) Bands intersecting the Fermi level highlighted in
colour calculated in YbNi4P2 along selected symmetry lines in the
first Brillouin zone. (b) Sketch of the first Brillouin zone of YbNi4P2
with high symmetry points and lines marked, together with an inset
of the lattice coordinates. (c-g) Fermi surfaces (FSs) corresponding to
the 5 bands crossing the Fermi level. FS 2 and 3 contain almost flat
and parallel FS sheets suggesting the quasi-1D character of the sys-
tem. The red circle plotted in each FS indicates the FS pocket size
potentially detectable by quantum oscillation measurement with the

magnetic field parallel to the c axis. Taken from Ref. [209].

surface (FS) contours as demonstrated in Fig. 5.6(c-g) respectively. In particular,
FS 2 and 3 contain parallel almost-flat “sheets" indicating a strong quasi-1D elec-
tronic structure. In principle, all these sheets contain parts with closed contours that
are detectable with quantum oscillation experiments as indicated with red circles in
Fig. 5.6(c-g). Assuming the external magnetic field is parallel to the c axis, the corre-
sponding quantum oscillation frequencies and effective masses can be calculated, as
listed in Tab. 5.1.

Fig. 5.7 shows the results of Shubnikov-de Haas measurements of a YbNi4P2 sin-
gle crystal with the magnetic field parallel to c axis. Panel (a) shows representative
traces of the oscillatory part of the resistivity for fields between 20 T and 31 T. Long
period oscillations are observed below 1.5 K. The frequency of these oscillations is
identified to be F = 0.21 kT from the Fourier transformed power spectrum in panel
(b). The oscillation amplitudes are damped at increasing temperatures, as shown
in the inset panel (c). By fitting the amplitude damping curve with the Lifshitz-
Kosevish formula, the effective mass is determined to be m⇤/me = 3.5. However,
the measured frequency and effective mass do not match any of the calculated states
and FSs. It might be a new state or one of the 5 states but strongly modified by the
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FIGURE 5.7: Shubnikov-de Haas measurements of a YbNi4P2 sin-
gle crystal with the magnetic field parallel to the Yb chain direction
(c axis). Background subtracted magnetoresistance (a) and Fourier
transformed power spectrum (b) at selected temperatures (black:
1.6 K, red: 1 K, blue: 0.3 K). The inset (c) shows the temperature de-
pendence of the oscillation amplitude with the solid line representing
a fit of the Lifshitz Kosevich formula to the data with m⇤/me = 3.5.

Taken from Ref. [209].

FS F (kT) m⇤/me kF (Å�1)
1 6.1 1.1 0.43
2 0.6 0.7 0.135
3 0.1 0.3 0.055
4 0.5 0.9 0.123
5 0.2 0.1 0.078

Exp. 0.21 3.5 0.080

TABLE 5.1: DFT Calculated (row 1 to 5) and measured (the last row)
quantum oscillation frequencies and effective masses. The last col-
umn are the Fermi momenta assuming the cross-sectional area per-
pendicular to the external magnetic field is circular. Taken from

Ref. [209].

correlation with 4 f heavy bands.
Thus, in order to understand the electronic structure of YbNi4P2 experimentally,

besides additional and more refined quantum oscillation measurements, other ex-
perimental techniques, such as ARPES, are needed.

5.2 ARPES studies on YbNi4P2

YbNi4P2 shows a second-order quantum critical transition from a ferromagnetic to a
paramagnetic phase upon partial substitution of P by approximately 10% As [52]. In
two- or three-dimensional metallic systems, theoretical considerations exclude a fer-
romagnetic quantum critical point (QCP) in clean materials, but point to a first-order
ferromagnetic phase transition. Experiments also suggest that the ferromagnetic
QCP is preempted either by the formation of superconducting phases [213, 214] or
inhomogeneous magnetic phases [215, 216], or by a first-order ferromagnetic phase
transition [212]. Thus, probing the dimensionality of the electronic structure of
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YbNi4P2 is essential to understand, from an experimental standpoint, the funda-
mental microscopic aspects of ferromagnetic quantum criticality.

In order to understand the unexpected power-law exponents in thermodynamic
quantities indicating the presence of strong ferromagnetic quantum critical fluctua-
tions, the localized nature of the Yb-4 f states, in the presence of very strong spin-
orbit coupling and the Kondo coupling of the 4f states to the conduction electrons
(i.e. d � f hybridisation) must be considered. Though it is difficult to include these
effects in theoretical calculations, the information about them can in principle be
extracted from the experimentally measured electronic structures.

ARPES meets these needs for the study of YbNi4P2, since it can directly measure
the FS, whose topography can serve as direct evidence of the dimensionality of the
studied system, and band dispersions (including the heavy f -states), which reflect
directly band modifications due to spin-orbit coupling or d � f hybridisation.

However, several difficulties need to be surmounted in order to be able to study
YbNi4P2 using ARPES:

• Single crystalline samples of large sizes, of the order of 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 1 mm3, are
needed, not only to be able to observe the band dispersions (in principle this
is doable, even if challenging, on sub-mm-sized samples if they cleave well),
but especially to be able to properly prepare the surface for measurements (see
next). The team of Cornelius Krellner at Frankfurt University, our collaborators
in this project, recently succeeded in fabricating high-quality single-crystalline
samples of YbNi4P2 meeting those requirements.

• A reproducible way to obtain a clean crystalline surface. As introduced in
Chapter 1, ARPES is very surface sensitive. However, the crystal structure
of YbNi4P2 is very rigid and extremely difficult to cleave or fracture in UHV.
Thus, one needs to prepare the surface directly in-situ by alternate cycles of Ar-
gon bombardment and high-temperature annealing. During my Ph.D., I was
able to work out a protocol to prepare reliably a clean and crystalline surface
of the material. Details will be given later, in the “surface preparation" subsec-
tion.

• Resolution. As shown later, the emission from the Ni-3d valence band is
strong and locates 1-2 eV below the Fermi level, thus its tail gives a strong back-
ground extending up to the Fermi level, overlapping with the Yb2+ f bands
and the conduction electron bands close to the Fermi level. Besides this un-
wanted background, the gap opened due to the Kondo resonance is typically
small (of the order of or smaller than10 meV). Thus, in order to resolve the
d � f hybridisation gap, extremely high energy resolution is needed. During
the research presented in this thesis, we managed to detect the Yb2+ f bands
and the conduction electron bands from the Ni 3d valence band background,
but were not able to resolve the d � f hybridisation.

Note that all the ARPES measurements presented in this chapter were performed
on single crystalline YbNi4P2(110) oriented samples at T = 16 K, well above TC =
0.15 K, hence in the paramagnetic state.

5.2.1 Surface preparation

Prior to ARPES measurements, clean and crystalline (110)-oriented surfaces of YbNi4P2
were obtained by the following protocol:
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• Atomic-scale polishing. The as-grown (110)-oriented crystals were mechan-
ically polished down to a roughness between 0.5� and 1� in the accuracy of
surface orientation. The polishing was performed by MaTecK GmbH.

• The first annealing at 500�C-600�C in UHV to clean the surface from unwanted
impurities left at the surface by the polishing process.

• Subsequent alternative cycles of bombardment with Ar+ ions accelerated to
800 eV from an angle of 30� with respect to the sample surface for 20-25 min-
utes, and annealing in UHV at 500�C-600�C to thoroughly clean and re-crystallise
the surface. The recorded pressure during the Argon bombardment was 7.4 ⇥
10�6 mbar.

After these steps, LEED was used to check the quality of the sample surface. If no
diffraction points were observed in LEED, we repeated the last step until a good
LEED diffraction pattern was observed. Fig. 5.8(a) shows the LEED pattern we ob-
tained for YbNi4P2 indicating a clean and well crystallised surface. Then the sample
can be transferred to the ARPES chamber for further measurements.

FIGURE 5.8: (a) LEED pattern of YbNi4P2 after proper surface treat-
ments. The LEED electron energy is 152 eV. (b) Photoemission spec-
trum of YbNi4P2 taken at T = 16 K with hn = 110 eV and linear
horizontal polarised photons, together with a zoom-in from -1.5 to

1.0 eV indicated by the blue dashed lines.

Fig. 5.8(b) is the angle-integrated photoemission spectrum measured at T =
16 K with hn = 110 eV and linear horizontal polarised photons. Notice that the
core electrons ordered in energy from inner to outer are “· · · , 5p6, 6s2, 4 f 14", and in
YbNi4P2, Yb stays in the trivalent ground state with a core electron configuration of
“· · · , 5p6, 4 f 13". Several features of the photoemission spectrum related to Yb 4f and
Ni 3d in the spectrum can be observed:

1. the well-known broad 4 f 12 (i.e. Yb4+) final state multiplet lying at binding
energy between 5 and 12 eV as expected from photoionisation of a trivalent Yb
4 f 13 (i.e. Yb3+) ground state configuration;

2. strong emissions from the Ni 3d valence bands between 0.3 and 3 eV binding
energy;

3. a small built up shoulder close to the Fermi level, which is assigned to the 4 f 13

final states arising from a 4 f 14 admixture to the trivalent bulk ground state.
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4. another weak shoulder between 0.5 and 1.0 binding energy, which is the diva-
lent Yb2+ signal due to the surface valence instability [226–228].

FIGURE 5.9: Dispersing valence and conduction bands and f -levels
in YbNi4P2 measured with (a) linear horizontal and (b) linear vertical
polarised photons at hn = 90 eV corresponding the G point in bulk
Brillouin zone. Inset: the first Brillouin zone. The red dashed line

indicates the measurement direction Z - G - Z.

As shown in Fig. 5.9, the angle-resolved spectra shows rapidly dispersing va-
lence and conduction bands, that we assign to Ni-3d states, demonstrating that a
clean and crystalline surface was obtained after following the protocol described
before. Thus, we can now use ARPES to characterise the Fermi surface and the low-
energy electronic structure of YbNi4P2.

5.2.2 Quasi-1D Fermi surfaces of YbNi4P2

Fig. 5.10(a) shows again the crystal structure of YbNi4P2, with the 1D chains of Yb
atoms along the c axis. The corresponding Brillouin zone and high-symmetry points
are presented in Fig. 5.10(b), together with the quasi-1D Fermi sheets expected from
DFT calculations [51]. Note that, in order to observe the quasi-1D Fermi sheets
by ARPES, the <001> direction must be included in the Fermi surface mapping.
Thus, by using (110)-oriented crystals, the quasi-1D Fermi sheets can be detected
either through in-plane mappings at constant photon energy (measurements in the
<001>⇥<11̄0> plane), or through out-of-plane mappings by varying the photon en-
ergy (measurements in the <001>⇥<110> plane).
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FIGURE 5.10: (a) Stereoscopic view of YbNi4P2’s tetragonal lattice
along c axis with the Yb chains located in the channels between chains
of edge-connected Ni tetrahedra. (b) Calculated topography of one of
the uncorrelated Fermi surfaces with the most pronounced 1D char-
acter manifested in two nearly flat sheets, well separated along kz.
The quantity of the Fermi velocity, vF, of mainly the Ni 3d conduct-
ing states dominating the density of states at the Fermi level is colour-

scaled as the in-set color bar. Taken from Ref. [51]

In-plane constant energy maps

Detector slit // <11̄0> The measurements presented in Fig.5.11(a-d) correspond to
in-plane constant energy (EF and EF - 80 meV) maps with the <11̄0> direction along
the detector slits, as shown in the schematic first Brillouin zone Fig. 5.11(f). In this
configuration, the quasi-1D Fermi sheets are parallel to the slits, and hence are mea-
sured at exact specific angles of the sample manipulator, symmetrically positioned
with respect to the sample’s normal. Probably due to the presence of the 4 f heavy
bands close to the Fermi level and the possible d � f hybridisation, the quasi-1D
feature is not very clear in the Fermi surface maps shown in Fig. 5.11(a, c), but mani-
fests itself in the 80 meV binding energy constant energy maps shown in Fig. 5.11(b,
d). Moreover, as will be discussed later, the small elliptical pocket centred at G and
elongated in the G � Z direction shown in Fig. 5.11(d) is suggested to be responsible
for signals detected in the Shubnikov-de Haas measurements.

Notably, the constant energy maps measured with LH polarisation show a strong
left-right asymmetry with respect to the normal emission angle (i.e. between posi-
tive and negative k<001> regimes) due to geometrical factors (orientation of the light
electric field with respect to the surface) in the photoemission matrix elements, usu-
ally indicating a very marked orbital character (here in YbNi4P2, 3d orbits) of the
electronic structure.

The negative and the positive k<001> regimes of the constant energy (EF - 80 meV)
map shown in Fig.5.11(b) can be symmetrised through a mirror operation, as shown
in Fig. 5.12(a) and (b) respectively. Compared with the 5 individual calculated Fermi
surfaces (FSs) as shown in Fig. 5.12(c), we conclude that (the assignment of the FS
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FIGURE 5.11: (a-d) In-plane constant energy (0 and 80 meV binding
energy) maps of YbNi4P2 measured with (a-b) linear horizontal (LH)
and (c-d) linear vertical (LV) polarised photons at hn = 90 eV corre-
sponding to a G point in bulk Brillouin zone. The measurement tem-
perature was T = 16 K. The ARPES detector slit was aligned along
<11̄0> direction. (f) Sketch of the first Brillouin zone (BZ). The sky-
blue plane indicates where the in-plane constant energy maps were
taken in the BZ. The blue double arrow line is parallel to the detector

slit.

contours is summarised in Fig. 5.13):

1. FS 1 is observed in Fig. 5.12(a). The measured momentum radius of the FS
1 pocket along G � M direction is ⇡ 0.45 Å�1, which matches well the DFT
calculated value of 0.43 Å�1.

2. FS 2 is observed in Fig. 5.12(a) and presented as a pair of flat and parallel
“stripes" parallel to k<11̄0> at momenta k<001> ⇡ ±0.45 Å�1 together with
small circular pockets at the center of these stripes, proving the quasi-1D char-
acter of the electronic structure. The measured momentum radius of these
small pockets at the center of the stripes is ⇡ 0.15 Å�1, close to the DFT cal-
culated value of 0.135 Å�1. Additionally, this radius can also be determined,
from the constant energy map shown in Fig. 5.11(d), to be ⇡ 0.14 Å�1.

3. The almost cylindrical part of FS 3 crossing the A � Z � R plane is observed
at k<11̄0> ⇡ ±0.3 Å�1 in Fig. 5.12(b), while its quasi-1D part is difficult to
identify due to its vicinity to the also quasi-1D FS 2. The fine structure of the
almost cylindrical part was not well resolved, and the measured momentum
radius of the cross section at the A � Z � R plane is roughly estimated to be
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FIGURE 5.12: (a, b) Symmetrised constant energy (EF - 80 meV) maps
of (a) the negative k<001> regime and (b) the positive k<001> regime
of Fig.5.11(b) through the mirror operation. (c) Sketches of the first
Brillouin zone and the 5 calculated Fermi surfaces [209]. The sky-blue

plane indicates where the constant energy maps were taken.

FIGURE 5.13: Reproduction of Fig. 5.12(a, b) but tagged with the cor-
responding FS names.

0.05 Å�1, close to the DFT calculated value of 0.055 Å�1. Notably, a similar al-
most cylindrical part was also presented in Fig. 5.12(a) but at smaller momenta
k<11̄0> ⇡ ±0.2 Å�1, possibly due to the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling
as will be discussed later.
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4. Small pockets (though some are not completely closed) are observed at the
A � M edges in both Fig. 5.12(a) and (b). In panel (a), the estimated momentum
radius is ⇡ 0.09 Å�1 close to the DFT calculated value 0.078 Å�1 for FS 5, while
in panel (b), the estimated momentum radius is ⇡ 0.15 Å�1 close to the DFT
calculated value of 0.123 Å�1 for FS 4.

FIGURE 5.14: (a-d) In-plane constant energy (0 and 80 meV binding
energy) maps of YbNi4P2 measured with (a-b) linear horizontal (LH)
and (c-d) linear vertical (LV) polarised photons at hn = 90 eV corre-
sponding to a G point in bulk Brillouin zone. The measurement tem-
perature was T = 16 K. The ARPES detector slit was aligned along
<001> direction. (f) Sketch of the first Brillouin zone (BZ). The sky-
blue plane indicates the measurement plane. The blue double arrow

line indicates orientation of the detector slit.

Detector slit // <001> Fig. 5.14(a-d) show in-plane constant energy (EF and EF
- 80 meV) maps obtained with the sample rotated in-plane by 90�, i.e., with the
<001> direction along the ARPES detector slit. In this configuration, the quasi-
1D Fermi sheets are perpendicular to the detector slits, and their Fermi momenta
will be measured for virtually all angles of the manipulator. Similar to the detector
slit // <11̄0>, the quasi-1D feature best manifests itself below the Fermi level, as
shown in Fig. 5.14(b, d). Again, a strong left-right asymmetry between the positive
and negative momentum regimes of k<11̄0> is observed in the LH polarisation case
as shown in Fig. 5.14(a, b). Similar mirror symmetrisation was applied to the positive
k<11̄0> regime and the negative k<11̄0> regime of Fig. 5.14(b), as shown in Fig. 5.15(a-
b). On the other hand, the constant energy maps measured with LV polarisation
shown in Fig. 5.14(c-d) are completely symmetric in terms of intensity and shape as
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the LV polarised electric field is parallel, hence fully projected, on the sample sur-
face, so that its contribution to the photoemission matrix elements is independent
of the measurement angle. Even though the quasi-1D Fermi sheets are very hard
to observe in this geometry, the small cylindrical pockets (parts of FS 3) crossing
A � Z � A and the round pockets (FS 4 and 5) at the A � M Brillouin zone edges can
be clearly identified.

FIGURE 5.15: (a, b) Symmetrised constant energy (EF - 80 meV) maps
of (a) the positive k<11̄0> regime and (b) the negative k<11̄0> regime
of Fig. 5.14(b) through the mirror operation. (c) Sketches of the first
Brillouin zone and the 5 calculated Fermi surfaces [209]. The sky-blue

plane indicates where the constant energy maps were taken.

FIGURE 5.16: Reproduction of Fig. 5.15(a, b) but tagged with the cor-
responding FS names.
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Comparing Fig. 5.15(a) and (b), one major difference is notable: The quasi-1D
sheets at momenta k<001> ⇡ ±0.45 Å�1 are clearly presented in Fig. 5.15(a), while
they leave no trace in Fig. 5.15(b). The small pockets centred at the quasi-1D strips
(FS 2) have a momentum radius ⇡ 0.16 Å�1 in Fig. 5.15(a), and a momentum radius
⇡ 0.10 Å�1 in Fig. 5.15(b).

Note also that different electronic states can be visualised in the constant energy
maps depending on the orientation of the detector slits. A clear example are the
features around G enclosed between the quasi-1D sheets: when the slits are parallel
to the <11̄0> direction, one observes an ellipse centred at G along the <11̄0> direction
with a long axis of ±0.45 Å�1 (see Fig. 5.12(a)), but when the slits are along the
< 001 > direction, one observes a smaller ellipse along the <11̄0> direction with
a long axis ±0.3 Å�1 (see Fig. 5.15(b)) plus a larger incomplete ellipse along the
<11̄0> direction crossing the Brillouin zone boundary at the M points, as shown in
Fig. 5.15(a).

Other Fermi surfaces (FS 4 and 5) can also be found at the A � M edges of the
Brillouin zone, and have similar pocket sizes as those determined in Fig. 5.12. All
these identifications of FS contours are summarised in Fig. 5.16.

Notably, the small cylindrical pockets (parts of FS 3) crossing A � Z � A shown
in Fig. 5.15(a) show an excellent agreement with the DFT calculation, while those
shown in Fig. 5.15(b) tend to be smaller along k<11̄0> towards to the G point, and
merge with a pocket centred at (k<001> ⇡ 0.6 Å�1, k<11̄0> = 0), which is probably a
part of FS 2.

In order to confirm that the stripes observed so far in the <11̄0> ⇥ <001> plane
(see Fig. 5.17(a)) correspond indeed to quasi-1D Fermi sheets in 3D reciprocal space,
and not to particular cuts of quasi-2D sheets parallel to their cylindrical axis (see
Fig. 5.17(c)), one needs to measure the Fermi surface in two other orthogonal planes
(see Fig. 5.17(b)): a cut along the <110> ⇥ <001> plane (perpendicular to the crystal
surface) should show again the quasi-1D stripes, while a cut along the <110>⇥<11̄0>
plane across G should not show any signature of these Fermi sheets.
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FIGURE 5.17: (a) Sketch of two stripes observed in the <11̄0>⇥<001>
Fermi surface map. (b, c) Respective sketches of the 1D and 2D Fermi
surfaces compatible with (a), together with the other two possible
cuts, <001>⇥<110> and <110>⇥<11̄0> of the whole 1D and 2D Fermi

surfaces.
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Out-of-plane constant energy maps

In the 3D reciprocal space of YbNi4P2, the out-of-plane direction <110> is equivalent
to the in-plane direction <11̄0>. Thus, the constant energy maps in the <001>⇥<110>
plane should also show the pairs of quasi-1D Fermi sheets, together with other fea-
tures similar to the ones observed in the maps along the <001>⇥<11̄0> plane.

FIGURE 5.18: (a, c) Out-of-plane Fermi surfaces measured with (a)
linear horizontal and (c) linear vertical polarised photons by varying
the photon energy from 30 to 100 eV with an energy step of 1 eV. (b)
and (d) are the respective constant energy maps at binding energy
120 meV. The blue dashed curves indicates where the in-plane Fermi
surface maps were taken (hn = 90 eV). The data was measured at
T = 16 K. An inner potential V0 = 11 eV was used for the reconstruc-
tion of the out-of-plane electron momentum. (e, f) Sketches of the
first Brillouin zone together with the two pairs of calculated quasi-1D
Fermi surface sheets. The dashed green rectangles indicate where the

out-of-plane Fermi surfaces in panels (a) and (c) were taken.

Fig. 5.18(a) shows the out-of-plane Fermi surface cut measured with linear hor-
izontal polarisation. As expected, one clearly observes a pair of quasi-1D stripes,
whose signal becomes even sharper at a binding energy of 120 meV, as seen in
the constant energy map of Fig. 5.18(b). The use of linear vertical polarisation,
Figs. 5.18(c-d), puts in evidence the other pair of zig-zagging sheets that we iden-
tify to FS 3 of the DFT calculations.

On the other hand, the constant energy maps in the <110> ⇥ <11̄0> plane, pre-
sented in Fig. 5.19, show no sign of quasi-1D features, neither at EF nor at larger
binding energy.
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FIGURE 5.19: (a, c) Out-of-plane Fermi surfaces measured with (a)
linear horizontal and (c) linear vertical polarised photons by varying
the photon energy from 30 to (a) 100 eV and (c) 110 eV with an en-
ergy step 0.5 eV. (b) and (d) are constant energy maps of (a) and (c)
respectively at binding energy 120 meV. The measurement tempera-
ture was T = 16 K, and an inner potential V0 = 11 V is assumed. (e)
Sketch of the first Brillouin zone together with the calculated Fermi
surface sheets showing the most pronounced 1D character. The sky
blue plane indicates where the out-of-plane Fermi surfaces in panels

(a) and (c) were measured.

Thus, the in-plane and out-of-plane constant energy maps taken together shown
in Fig. 5.11, 5.14, 5.18, 5.19 demonstrate the presence of two pairs of quasi-1D Fermi
sheets in the 3D electronic structure of YbNi4P2.
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5.2.3 E � k dispersions along high symmetry directions

FIGURE 5.20: (a, b) Energy - momentum dispersions along Z � G � Z
measured at hn = 90 eV and T = 16 K with (a) linear horizontal and
(b) linear vertical polarised photons. The red dashed line in panel
(a) indicates where the MDC shown in panel (d) was taken. (c) DFT
calculated bands along Z � G � Z. The red band corresponds to FS
1, the 3D ellipsoid centred at G. The blue band corresponds to FS
2, the most typical quasi-1D Fermi sheets with small closed pockets
slightly above and in the middle of the sheets. So from G to Z, there
are 3 branches of blue band crossing the Fermi level: first the quasi-
1D sheet, then the two boundaries of small closed pockets. The green
band corresponds to FS 3, the other quasi-1D Fermi sheet together
with small cylindrical Fermi surfaces crossing the A � Z � R planes.
(d) An MDC taken at binding energy 80 meV within an integration
range ±2 meV. The blue arrows indicate the momentum positions (⇡
±0.4 Å�1) of the quasi-1D sheets shown in panel (e). (e) Symmetrised
in-plane constant energy map at binding energy 80 meV, identical to
Fig. 5.14(a), measured with the detector slit aligned along <001>
direction, as indicated with the blue dashed line. (f) Sketch of the first

Brillouin zone. The blue dashed line indicates the detector slit.

Z-G-Z Fig. 5.20(a-b) show the ARPES energy-momentum maps of the conduction
band in YbNi4P2 measured along the Z � G � Z line, as indicated with blue dashed
lines in Fig. 5.20(e-f). According to the DFT calculated bands shown in Fig. 5.20(c),
there are 3 types of bands relevant within this energy range, the red, blue, and
green bands corresponding to FS 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Experimentally, an ad-
ditional band crossing the Fermi level around G can be observed in Fig. 5.20(a-b),
which forms a closed pocket-like Fermi surface contour centred at G as shown in
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Fig. 5.20(e). It could be a new band not considered in the calculation, or the strongly
renormalised red band due to possible SOC and d � f hybridisation.

As mentioned before and presented again in Fig. 5.20(e), FS 2, corresponding
to the blue band and manifesting a strongest quasi-1D character, was observed ex-
perimentally. The Fermi momenta of the quasi-1D sheets can be inferred from the
MDC shown Fig. 5.20(d), and indicated by the blue arrows at k<11̄0> = �0.41 Å�1

and 0.36 Å�1, matching with the momenta inferred from the constant energy maps
in the previous section. Note that this MDC is not taken at the Fermi level but at
binding energy 80 meV, where the quasi-1D Fermi sheets manifests. In this way, the
MDC peaks can directly correspond to the the Fermi sheets shown in Fig. 5.20(e). As
these states disperse with a very high velocity towards the Fermi level, the momenta
inferred from their peak positions can be used to estimate the corresponding Fermi
momenta. The unequal values of the extracted Fermi momenta are due to the fact
that the measurements of Fig. 5.20(a, b) were not exactly aligned along Z � G � Z
but slightly away from G together with an off-set angle around 5� with respect to the
blue dashed line Z � G � Z.

The other two outer peaks in Fig. 5.20(d) correspond to the outer boundaries
of the small closed pockets in the middle of the quasi-1D sheets (FS 2). In fact, such
outer boundaries are very close to the other pair of quasi-1D sheets in FS 3, as shown
in the calculated bands (the outer green and blue branches) Fig. 5.20(c).

The non-dispersive feature right below EF corresponds to the f -states. The reso-
lution of the present experiments, and the minimum temperature reachable at CAS-
SIOPEE (about 15 K), larger than the Kondo temperature TK ⇡ 8 K of this material,
do not allow us at present to resolve the possible d � f hybridisation gap.
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FIGURE 5.21: (a,c) Energy - momentum dispersions along M � G � M
direction measured at hn = 90 eV and T = 16 K with (a) linear horizon-
tal and (c) linear vertical polarised photons. (b) and (d) are zoom-ins
of (a) and (c) respectively over a smaller binding energy range close to
EF. (e) Sketch of the first Brillouin zone. The green dashed line indi-
cates where the Energy - momentum dispersions in panel (a, c) were
taken. (f) The DFT calculated bands along M � G � M [209]. The red

band corresponds to FS 1.
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M-G-M Fig. 5.21(a-d) show the measured ARPES energy-momentum maps along
the M � G � M direction, using linear horizontal and vertical polarisations. Com-
pared to the DFT calculated bands in Fig. 5.21(f), there is an unexpected state around
G at the Fermi level. Detailed quantitative analysis shown in Fig. 5.22 suggests
that this experimentally observed state corresponds to the state detected by the
Shubnikov-de Haas quantum oscillation measurements.
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FIGURE 5.22: (a) Energy-momentum dispersion along M � G � M
measured at hn = 90 eV and T = 16 K with linear vertical polarised
photons. The red dashed line indicates the MDC in panel (d) taken
at the Fermi level with an interval ±0.002 eV. (b) The in-plane Fermi
surface measured with the same experimental condition as panel (a).
The green dashed line indicates where panel (a) was taken. (c) 2D
curvature of the state around G close to the Fermi level in panel (a).
The red curve is a parabolic band with an effective mass m⇤ = 3.5me
and the band bottom at binding energy 10 meV. (d) Four Lorentzian
peaks (red) and a constant background (green) were used to fit the

MDC (blue).

Fig. 5.22 summarises the quantitative analysis of the ARPES state measured around
G close to the Fermi level as shown in Fig. 5.22(a). First of all, from the in-plane Fermi
surface (see Fig. 5.22(b)), we know that the state around G forms a small elliptical
pocket, such that it is detectable by means of quantum oscillation. Second, the 2D
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curvature of this state (see Fig. 5.22(c)) shows a slight dispersion, which can be well
approximated with a parabolic function E = h̄2k2

2m⇤ � Eb by setting the band bottom
binding energy Eb = 10 meV and the effective mass m⇤ = 3.5me as determined in the
Shubnikov-de Haas quantum oscillation measurements. Third, the four-Lorentzian-
peaks fit of the MDC curve (see Fig. 5.22(d)) indicates that the momentum radius
along G � M of the small elliptical pocket is around 0.06 Å�1, which is smaller than,
but comparable to, the value (0.08 Å�1) determined by Shubnikov-de Haas quan-
tum oscillation measurements. Note that close to the Fermi level, the fitted momenta
from MDCs tend to be smaller than the real values due to the presence of the Fermi-
Dirac distribution and the Gaussian broadening of the measured spectrum. Thus,
the overall quantitative analysis suggests that this ARPES measured state around G
is responsible for the signals measured in the aforementioned Shubnikov-de Haas
quantum oscillation measurements.
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FIGURE 5.23: (a,c) Energy - momentum dispersions along A � Z � A
direction measured at hn = 90 eV and T = 16 K with (a) linear horizon-
tal and (c) linear vertical polarised photons. (b) and (d) are zoom-ins
of (a) and (c) respectively over a smaller binding energy range close to
EF. (e) Sketch of the first Brillouin zone together with the 3rd Fermi
surface (FS 3) [209]. The green dashed line indicates where the en-
ergy - momentum dispersions were taken. (f) The DFT calculated
bands along A � Z � A [209]. The green band corresponds to FS 3 in
panel (e) forming small and almost-cylindrical Fermi sheets crossing

the A � Z � R top surface of the Brillouin zone perpendicularly.

A - Z - A Fig. 5.23(a-d) show the ARPES energy-momentum map along the A � Z �
A line (see Fig. 5.23(e)) for both linear horizontal and vertical polarisations. Com-
pared with the DFT calculated bands in Fig. 5.23(f), the overall qualitative match is
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good, except the following differences:

• A localised heavy band right below EF was observed, presenting increased
intensity at the momenta where it crosses the rapidly dispersing bands ap-
proaching EF. This might be an indication of d � f hybridization. Future
experiments with higher resolution at lower temperatures should help visu-
alizing the expected Kondo hybridization gap.

• The blue band corresponding to FS 2 in the DFT calculations (see Fig. 5.6(d), or
Fig. 5.12(c), or Fig. 5.15(c)), which has a quasi-1D character, was not observed
in both LH and LV results.

• The top of the red band corresponding to FS 1 ((see Fig. 5.6(c), or Fig. 5.12(c),
or Fig. 5.15(c)) was observed to be at binding energy around 0.35 eV, while it is
below 0.4 eV binding energy in the calculated result.

• at the Z points between k = ±0.3 Å�1, double bands were observed with
ARPES, instead of a single band as suggested by the DFT calculation. The
unexpected inner bands are most probably due to spin-orbit coupling of Ni 3d-
electrons, which was not included in the DFT calculation. Note that the band
top of the green states form cylindrical shape Fermi surfaces perpendicular to
the A � Z � R plane (see Fig. 5.12(a), Fig. 5.15(a) and Fig. 5.23(e)) suggesting a
possible 2D character.

Further quantitative analysis of Fig. 5.23(b), shown in Fig. 5.24(a), was applied
by fitting the peaks of a series of EDCs and MDCs as shown in Fig. 5.24(c) and (d).
EDCs were taken from -0.17 Å�1 to 0.17 Å�1 with a step of 0.01 Å�1, and fitted with
three Lorentzian peaks plus a Shirley background and a Fermi-Dirac distribution
at 16 K. MDCs were taken from binding energy 0.02 eV to 0.22 eV with a step of
0.004 eV, and fitted with four Lorentzian peaks plus a constant background. All
the fitted peak positions were plotted in Fig. 5.24(a) as green markers. Note that
there is an overlapping interval between EDCs and MDCs, where consistent results
were obtained for the two outer branches. These quantitative peak fits capture well
the measured band dispersions, and show the double bottom feature, which may
suggest the presence of a Rashba spin-orbit coupling of these quasi-2D states.

Assuming that the Rashba spin-orbit coupling comes to play as illustrated in
Fig. 5.24(b), the Rashba parameter a can be determined. At a certain momentum k0,
the splitting energy is 2ak0, which can be determined from the fit results of the EDC
at k0. For example in Fig. 5.24(c), k0 = 0.065 Å�1 and 2ak0 = 0.109 eV (the energy
difference of the left two peaks), such that a ⇡ 0.84 eV·Å. Similar calculations can
be done for other momenta, and the obtained values of a vary between 0.8 and 0.9.
Another way to determine a is to divide the energy difference between the band
bottoms and the crossing point a2m⇤

2h̄2 , and the momentum difference between the
two band bottoms 2am⇤

h̄2 . Based on the overall fit results shown in Fig. 5.24(a), we

have a2m⇤

2h̄2 ⇡ 0.028 eV and 2am⇤

h̄2 ⇡ 0.13 Å�1. Thus, a ⇡ 0.86 eV·Å, being consistent
with the results obtained from EDCs.

The Rashba parameter determined in YbNi4P2 is much larger than the typical
values of most semiconductors, and is around one sixth of the values in giant Rashba
effect bulk crystals such as BiTeI [229] or ferroelectric GeTe [230] (about 5 eV·Å�1),
suggesting the spin-orbit coupling is sizeable in YbNi4P2, thus needs to be included
in the DFT calculation in order to characterise the electronic structure and under-
stand its unique transport properties.
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FIGURE 5.24: (a) Energy - momentum dispersions along A � Z � A
direction measured at hn = 90 eV and T = 16 K with the linear horizon-
tal polarised photons. Green markers indicate peak positions fitted in
EDCs and MDCs, as demonstrated in panel (c) and (d). The red and
blue curves follow cosine functions E = �0.25cos[7.5(k ± 0.064)], rep-
resenting a pair of bands split due to Rashba spin-orbit coupling, as
illustrated in panel (b). The dashed lines show where the typical EDC
and MDC shown in panel (c) and (d) were taken. (b) An illustration
of the band splitting due to a Rashba type spin-orbit coupling with a
Rashba parameter a. A parabolic band was used because the bottom
of a cosine band can be approximated as a parabolic band. (c) A typ-
ical EDC (the integration interval is ±0.005 Å�1) of panel (a) with a
three-Lorentzian-peaks fit in order to extract the band dispersion in-
formation quantitatively. Fitted peak positions are plotted in panel (a)
as green markers. A Shirley background (the green curve) was used
in the fit. (d) A typical MDC (the integration interval is ±0.002 eV) of
panel (a) with a four-Lorentzian-peaks fit in order to extract the band
dispersion information quantitatively. Fitted peak positions are plot-
ted in panel (a) as green markers. A constant background (the green

curve) was used in the fit.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Fermi surface nesting

The Fermi surface nesting is always present in a 1D system leading to a gap open-
ing at the Fermi level [231,232], which could explain why the quasi-1D Fermi sheets
were best observed tens of meV below, instead of exactly at, the Fermi level. How-
ever, the d � f hybridisation has a similar effect, opening a gap and pushing down
the conducting bands. With the present energy resolution and the data acquired at a
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constant temperature, we cannot separate these effects or tell which one is dominant.

5.3.2 Orbital parity analysis

The in-plane constant energy maps measured with LH polarisation (see Fig. 5.11
and Fig. 5.14) showed strong left-right asymmetry respect to the normal emission
angle, while the ones measured with LV polarisation were completely symmetric.
As aforementioned, this kind of strong geometrical factors (orientation of the light
electric field with respect to the surface) in the photoemission matrix elements, usu-
ally indicate a very marked orbital character (here in YbNi4P2, 3d orbitals) of the
electronic structure. A simple orbital parity analysis without considering the spin
degeneracy is given below. However, in most of the cases, these conducting states
are not purely of eg and t2g character. Further information of the orbital characters
of the 5 individual Fermi surfaces are needed from the theoretical calculation.
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FIGURE 5.25: (a) Sketch showing the ARPES setup including sam-
ple, incidence photon & photo-electron beams, detector slit, the xz &
yz planes and the direction of linear horizontal and vertical polarisa-
tions. Adapted from Ref. [185]. Specifically in our case for YbNi4P2,
the surface direction is (110), and the quasi-1D chain (c axis) can be
aligned along y or x, as illustrated by the two red systems of coor-
dinates. (b) Sketch of the 5 d-orbital states. Note that the x � y � z
coordinates in panel (b) are identical to the a � b � c lattice coordi-
nates, instead of the x � y � z coordinates shown in panel (a). The
positive and negative wave function phases are indicated as blue and
white. Adapted from Ref. [186]. (c) Parity of the initial state Fi (dxy)
with the quasi-1D chain (c axis) parallel to the detector slit (y axis).
(d) Parity of the light polarisation ~e (LV). (e) Parity of the final state

with respect to the detection plane. Adapted from Ref. [2].
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As introduced in Chapter 2, the photocurrent I depends on the so-called matrix
element |Mf i|2:

I µ |Mf i|2. (5.2)

The matrix element |Mf i|2 describes the optical transition of the photoelectron using
one electron wave functions and is proportional to

|Mf i|2 µ
Z

dr3F f (~r)~e~rFi(~r), (5.3)

where F f (~r) is the final-state wave function of the photo-electrons, ~e is the light
polarisation vector, and Fi(~r) is the initial-state wave function of electrons. For a
non-zero matrix element, the product F f (~r) ~e Fi(~r) needs to be an even function
with respect to mirror planes defined by the crystal lattice of the sample and the
geometry of the measurement.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.25(a), two mirror planes xz and yz can be defined. The
parity of F f (~r), ~e (LH or LV) and Fi(~r) (here the five 3d-orbital states as shown
in Fig. 5.25(b)) can also be determined, as exampled in Fig. 5.25(c-e). If detecting
electrons emitted in (or close to) the planes defined by the mirror plane, the final
state needs to be even with respect to that mirror plane (otherwise its wave-function
would vanish in all points along that plane, and the state cannot be detected). Thus,
the initial state is required to have the same parity as the polarisation with respect
to the same mirror plane, in order to be detected. Note that at the normal emission
position, detectable initial states should have the same parity as the polarisation with
respect to both xz and yz mirror planes.

The parity analysis and detectable 3d orbital states with each polarisation are
listed in Tab. 5.2 with the quasi-1D chain (c axis) aligned along the detector slit di-
rection (y axis), and in Tab. 5.3 with the c axis aligned along the x axis.

xz yz
LHx (xz: even; yz: odd) dz2 , dx2�y2 , dxy (even) dx2�y2 (odd)
LHz (xz: even; yz: even) dz2 , dx2�y2 , dxy (even) dz2 , dxy (even)
LV (xz: odd; yz: even) dxz, dyz (odd) dz2 , dxy (even)

TABLE 5.2: The quasi-1D chain (c axis) is aligned parallel to the detec-
tor slit direction (y axis). The parity of light polarisations (LHx, LHz
and LV) with respect to xz and yz mirror planes is given in the first
column. Detectable orbital states having the same parity as the polar-
isation with respect to xz (yz) mirror planes are given in the second
(third) column. Note that the subscripts of the 3d orbitals x, y and z
refer to the crystal coordinate a � b � c, instead of the x � y � z co-
ordinate shown in Fig. 5.25(a), which is used for the naming of the

mirror planes xz and yz, and LH components LHx and LHz.

Relating this parity analysis with the measured Fermi surfaces with different po-
larisations and orientations of the sample, the possibilities of the orbital character
of each Fermi sheet can be limited. For example, the quasi-1D sheets were mainly
observed with LH polarisation and were not observable with LV polarisation, sug-
gesting that these quasi-1D sheets are mainly composed of dz2 and/or dxy orbital
states. Thus, along the quasi-1D chain, only s and/or d binding interactions are
possible.
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xz yz
LHx (xz: even; yz: odd) dz2 , dxy (even) dxz, dyz (odd)
LHz (xz: even; yz: even) dz2 , dxy (even) dz2 , dx2�y2 , dxy (even)
LV (xz: odd; yz: even) dx2�y2 (odd) dz2 , dx2�y2 , dxy (even)

TABLE 5.3: The quasi-1D chain (c axis) is aligned parallel to x axis.
The parity of light polarisations (LHx, LHz and LV) with respect to xz
and yz mirror planes is given in the first column. Detectable orbital
states having the same parity as the polarisation with respect to xz
(yz) mirror planes are given in the second (third) column. Note that
the subscripts of the 3d orbitals x, y and z refer to the crystal coordi-
nate a � b � c, instead of the x � y � z coordinate shown in Fig. 5.25(a),
which is used for the naming of the mirror planes xz and yz, and LH

components LHx and LHz.

5.4 Conclusion and Perspective

In this chapter, after recalling the transport experimental studies and theoretical cal-
culations on YbNi4P2, a thorough characterisation of YbNi4P2’s electronic structure
in the paramagnetic phase by means of ARPES, has been presented.

From the ARPES determined topography of the Fermi surfaces (both in-plane
and out-of-plane), the quasi-1D character of the electronic structure has been con-
firmed for the first time in a ferromagnetic quantum-critical material, as expected
from its quasi-1D lattice structure. This quasi-1D character is not only important to
understand the anisotropic behaviours in transport properties, such as the resistance
and the magnetic susceptibility, but also important in the formation of the ferromag-
netic quantum criticality, which is not allowed in 2D or 3D systems.

Besides the confirmation of the quasi-1D Fermi sheets (FS 2 and FS 3), quasi-2D
(parts of FS 3) or 3D (FS 1, FS 4 and FS 5) Fermi sheets were also clearly observed
and characterised. The ARPES determined pocket sizes of these closed contours
match quantitatively with the calculated results. Further quantum oscillation ex-
periments are needed to compare with. Additionally, an unexpected (from the DFT
calculation) closed small Fermi surface pocket centred at G was observed. The fur-
ther quantitative analysis suggests that it is responsible for the oscillation signals in
the Shubnikov-de Haas measurements shown in Ref. [209].

The ARPES measured high-resolution band dispersions along high symmetric
directions (A � Z � A, M � G � M and Z � G � Z), confirm the existence of the
heavy 4 f bands close to the Fermi level. On the other hand and more importantly,
the quantitative analysis of the deviation from the calculated band dispersions sug-
gests that strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and d � f hybridisation are present in
YbNi4P2, and are thus important to understand the properties of YbNi4P2 as sug-
gested by the previous transport measurements.

Future ARPES experiments should focus on the Kondo hybridisation gap, to re-
veal if the quasi-1D Fermi sheets have strong f character. Spin-resolved ARPES
experiments will also help to clarify the existence of the strong SOC, especially in
the dispersion along A � Z � A where the Rashba type SOC seems to be observed.

The protocol used in the study of YbNi4P2 can be applied to the As doped com-
pounds in order to probe and characterise the evolution of the electronic structure
at finite temperature above the ferromagnetic quantum phase transition as the next
step in studying by ARPES this heavy Fermion system.
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The surface preparation method can also be generalised to many other types
of samples that are hard or impossible to cleave, thus opening a new window of
opportunities for ARPES measurements in complex materials.
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Appendix A

Résumé en français

Dans le cadre de cette thèse, j’ai travaillé dans l’équipe «Systèmes fortement corrélés
et nouveaux états électroniques de la matière» au CSNSM à Orsay. Au cours de la
préparation de ma thèse, j’ai étudié plusieurs systèmes électroniques de faible di-
mension, qui composent le corps principal de cette thèse: le systèmes électronique à
deux dimensions (2DES) à la surface (110) de SnO2, les états de surface topologiques
dans une famille de Métaux topologiques 3D M2Te2X (avec M = Ti, Zr ou Hf et X
= P ou As), et le système de Fermions lourds quasi-1D YbNi4P2 montrant la critic-
ité quantique ferromagnétique. Le principal outil expérimental que j’ai utilisé est
la spectroscopie par photoémission résolue en angle (ARPES). La plupart des don-
nées présentées dans cette thèse ont été obtenues dans des synchrotrons modernes
(station ARPES haute résolution CASSIOPÉE au le synchrotron SOLEIL; ligne de lu-
mière ARPES BL-2A de la Photon Factory dans le Synchrotron KEK à Tsukuba Japon;
station ARPES résolue en spin ESPRESSO au Synchrotron HiSOR à Hiroshima).

1. Concepts d’introduction

Dans le premier chapitre, je présente les concepts de base nécessaires à la com-
préhension du travail expérimental qui en découle.

La section 1.1 passe brièvement en revue l’évolution de l’étude des systèmes élec-
troniques à deux dimensions à la surface/interface des oxydes depuis la découverte
du 2DES à l’interface LaAlO3/SrTiO3. Lors de l’exploration de tels 2DES à la surface
d’oxydes de métaux de transition, en particulier de SrTiO3, de nouvelles méthodes
de compréhension ont été développées pour la création et le contrôle de 2DES à la
surface et / ou à l’interface d’oxydes.

La section 1.2 présente une introduction pédagogique au développement de con-
cepts de topologie en physique de la matière condensée, qui ont finalement conduit
au développement et à la découverte de matériaux topologiques en 3D. Les concepts
de base, tels que les invariants Z2 (n0; n1, n2, n3), le moment invariant par inversion
du temps (TRIM) et le verrouillage du moment de rotation, sont couverts.

La section 1.3 présente les systèmes de Fermion lourds et les transitions de phase
quantiques possibles. Le diagramme de phase des matériaux de Fermion lourds, la
résonance Kondo à basse température et la criticité quantique associée à un paramètre
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externe à 0 K sont brièvement décrits. De plus, étant donné que le matériau à
fermions lourds étudié dans cette thèse, YbNi4P2, est un système quasi-1D, la rela-
tion entre la topographie de la surface de Fermi et la dimensionnalité d’un système
électronique donné est présentée à la fin de cette section.

La section 1.4 introduit la théorie de l’interaction électron-phonon, qui est une
source d’information importante pour l’analyse de données pertinente. La fonction
d’Eiliashberg et le modèle de phonon de Debye sont les outils théoriques que j’ai
utilisés pour l’analyse de l’interaction électron-phonon dans les 2DES.

La section 1.5 présente une introduction pédagogique au couplage spin-orbite
dans les solides. Deux types typiques de couplage spin-orbite, Dresselhaus et Rashba,
sont discutés.

2. Techniques expérimentales

ARPES est le principal outil expérimental que j’ai utilisé tout au long de mon travail
de doctorat. Après une brève introduction à l’ARPES basée sur le modèle en 3 étapes
(sous-section 2.1.1), je présente deux travaux originaux, l’étude de l’interaction électron-
phonon dans le 2DES à la surface du ZnO (sous-section 2.1.2) et l’étude du couplage
spin-orbite dans la bande de valence de ZnTe (sous-section 2.1.3), afin de démontrer
le pouvoir de l’ARPES pour la résolution des interactions au sein de systèmes élec-
troniques, outre sa capacité à sonder directement les dispersions de bandes. Dans
le cas du ZnO, la self-énergie proche du niveau de Fermi est extraite de manière
cohérente et comparée à celle d’un modèle de Debye pour l’interaction électron-
phonon. Dans le cas ZnTe, le dédoublement de la bande de valence due au couplage
spin-orbite est observée avec ARPES et en parfait accord avec les résultats du calcul
DFT.

L’ARPES résolu en spin (SARPES) constitue une technique complémentaire im-
portante dans l’étude des textures de spin des états de surface topologiques dans
les métaux topologiques 3D Ti2Te2P et Hf2Te2P. Une brève introduction au SARPES
basée sur la machine ESPRESSO du synchrotron HiSOR au Japon, qui utilise le dé-
tecteur de diffraction électronique à très basse énergie (VLEED) (une plaque de Fe à
surface oxydée), est donnée dans la section 2.2.

La section 2.3 présente d’autres techniques expérimentales supplémentaires, l’épitaxie
par jet moléculaires (MBE) et la diffraction électronique à basse énergie (LEED). La
MBE sert à déposer des métaux réducteurs, tels que Al et Eu, sur les surfaces des
échantillons, tandis que le LEED est utilisé pour contrôler la propreté et la qualité
cristalline de la surface préparée.

3. Oxides: SnO2 et FeTiO3

Dans le troisième chapitre, j’ai étudié deux oxydes à l’aide d’ARPES principalement:
SnO2 (section 3.1) et FeTiO3 (section 3.2).
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Pour SnO2, nous avons découvert un système électronique à deux dimensions
(2DES) à sa surface nue (110) et caractérisons ses structures électroniques à T = 16 K
en utilisant ARPES (sous-section 3.1.2). Il s’agit du premier 2DES réalisé dans un
oxyde à structure rutile.

Il a été démontré que la densité de porteurs de ce 2DES pouvait être ajustée
via une variation de température réversible jusqu’à la température ambiante ou un
dopage en surface avec des lacunes en oxygène créées par une réaction rédox avec
des métaux réducteurs évaporés à sa surface, tels que Al ou Eu (sous-section 3.1.3).
Les expériences avec le recouvrement métallique conduisant à une réaction rédox
révèlent également que les lacunes en oxygène à la surface peuvent doper le mini-
mum de la bande de conduction, nous aidant ainsi à comprendre l’origine du 2DES
observé et le développement de la conductivité de type n dans SnO2 (sous-section 3.1.6),
qui fait l’objet d’une longue discussion dans les recherches sur SnO2.

De plus, nous trouvons que ce 2DES est robuste contre la reconstruction de sur-
face 4⇥1 ou les impuretés de surface (sous-section 3.1.4), car un 2DES similaire peut
être observé sur une surface "sale" sans aucun traitement de nettoyage de surface
préalable.

Une analyse quantitative, telle que l’ajustement du niveau fondamental, la mod-
élisation de puits quantiques et la modulation d’intensité des surfaces de Fermi hors
du plan, est présentée à la sous-section 3.1.5. L’ajustement du niveau fondamental
confirme la formation de Sn métallique. La modélisation par puits quantiques sug-
gère que le 2DES se trouve à 2-3 cellules unitaires (environ 18 Å) sous la surface. La
modulation d’intensité des surfaces de Fermi hors du plan est liée au confinement
potentiel du puits quantique, en parfait accord avec le résultat obtenu à partir de la
modélisation du puits quantique.

Pour FeTiO3, nous avons réussi à mesurer pour la première fois la structure élec-
tronique (principalement les bandes de valence) dans sa phase paramagnétique à
une température T = 72 K (sous-section 3.2.2). Plus précisément, le sommet
de la bande de valence au niveau/proche du niveau de Fermi a été sondé et util-
isé pour caractériser la transition de phase magnétique de la phase paramagné-
tique à haute température à la phase antiferromagnétique à basse température (sous-
section 3.2.2). La température de Néel déterminée par spectroscopie par photo-
émission est d’environ 52 K, ce qui est en bon accord avec les études de transport
précédentes.

4. Métaux topologiques 3D: (Ti, Zr, Hf)2Te2(P, As)

Ces dernières années, le concept d’isolant topologique 3D a été généralisé, des isolants
aux semi-métaux, voire aux métaux. M2Te2X (avec M = Ti, Zr ou Hf et X = P ou As)
est une nouvelle famille de métaux topologiques de la famille des tétradymites avec
le couplage spin-orbite systématiquement accordé par un élément remplaçant Ti !
Zr ! Hf) et P ! As (augmentation de la force du couplage spin-orbite).
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Après clivage des échantillons, nous avons mesuré les surfaces de Fermi (à la
fois dans le plan et hors du plan) et les dispersions de bandes le long de la direction
K̄ � Ḡ � K̄ à Ḡ et le long de K̄ � M̄ � K̄ à M̄, qui confirment l’existence d’états de
surface de Dirac sans masse en M̄ dans la zone de Brillouin projetée sur la surface, et
montrent un excellent accord avec les calculs de la théorie de la densité fonctionnelle
(DFT) et l’analyse de parité basée sur les calculs DFT (section 4.1).

Une analyse plus poussée des données de surface de Fermi révèle que les arcs
de nœuds de Dirac centrés sur les points M̄ de la zone de Brillouin projetée sur la
surface et s’étendant dans la direction Ḡ � M̄ (section 4.2) existent généralement dans
les 4 composés (Ti, Zr, Hf)2Te2P et Zr2Te2As, quelle que soit la force du couplage
spin-orbite ou les caractères topologiques forts/faibles. D’autre part, la force du
couplage spin-orbite modifie la taille des poches de Fermi aux points Ḡ de la zone de
Brillouin réduite, l’énergie de liaison des points de croisement de Dirac aux points
M̄ et les largeurs des espaces hébergeant la surface topologique des états aux points
M̄.

En se concentrant sur l’arc de nœud de Dirac, dans la section 4.3, nous avons
utilisé l’ARPES résolue en spin (SARPES), spécifiquement un instrument appelée
ESPRESSO basée au centre de rayonnement synchrotron de Hiroshima au Japon,
afin de sonder la texture de spin des états de surface topologiques de type Dirac
à points M̄ dans Ti2Te2P et Hf2Te2P. Nos résultats expérimentaux résolus en spin
de ces états de surface topologiques démontrent le verrouillage entre le spin et le
vecteur d’onde, rappelant ainsi le fameux 3D exemple d’isolant topologique Bi2Se3.

De plus, nous avons échantillonné les points le long de l’arc de nœud de Dirac
dans Ti2Te2P et appliqué les mesures ARPES résolues en spin. Il apparaît alors que
l’arc de nœud de Dirac est également «hélicoïdal», c’est-à-dire que chaque point de
Dirac faisant partie d’un tel arc correspond à un état de surface topologique hélicoï-
dal.

La section 4.4 traite de plusieurs aspects liés à cette famille de métaux topologiques
3D. La réalisation possible de la supraconductivité topologique induite par la pos-
sible supraconductivité non conventionnelle due à l’inversion de bande de type d-p
ou p-p dans ces métaux topologiques fait de ces matériaux une plateforme pour le
futur calcul quantique. La propriété de transport particulière possible de l’arc de
nœuds de Dirac en raison de son anisotropie particulière, c’est-à-dire en raison de sa
dispersion sans masse le long de K̄ � M̄ mais avec masse le long de Ḡ � M̄ conduit
à un canal conducteur topologique naturel quasi-1D, d’où émergent les fermions de
Majorana. Les caractères topologiques faibles et forts accordés par la force du cou-
plage spin-orbite pourraient être liés à la qualité de la cristallisation et à la qualité
de la surface après clivage, par le biais d’interactions entre couches faibles et fortes
correspondantes. Les états de surface polarisés en spin aux points de moment non
symétriques peuvent conduire à des textures de spin complexes, par exemple des
polarisations de spin hors du plan.
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5. Matériau unidimensionnel à fermions lourds: YbNi4P2

YbNi4P2 est un matériau à fermion lourd quasi-unidimensionnel, qui présente une
transition criticité quantique ferromagnétique à 0 K par dopage As. Après un bref
examen de plusieurs propriétés de transport typiques de YbNi4P2 (résonance Kondo,
transition ferromagnétique du second ordre, anisotropie de la résistance électrique
et de la susceptibilité magnétique et du comportement de sa résistance aux basses
températures dans un liquide non de Fermi), et des calculs DFT calculs de sa struc-
ture électronique sans prendre en compte le couplage spin-orbite et la présence de la
bande lourde Yb 5 f proche du niveau de Fermi (section 5.1), je présente une carac-
térisation systématique de sa structure électronique au moyen d’ARPES (section 5.2),
qui peut être séparé en deux parties.

La première partie de la caractérisation de la structure électronique (sous-section 5.2.2),
axée sur les topographies des surfaces de Fermi, démontre explicitement le caractère
quasi unidimensionnel de la structure électronique de YbNi4P2, qui est non seule-
ment importante pour comprendre son fort comportement de transport anisotrope,
mais également cruciale pour l’apparition de la transition critique quantique ferro-
magnétique du deuxième ordre, car dans les systèmes métalliques propres à deux
ou trois dimensions, la criticité quantique ferromagnétique sera remplacée par une
transition ferromagnétique du premier ordre ou par la formation de phases supra-
conductrices phases magnétiques non homogènes.

Outre la confirmation d’une paire de feuilles de Fermi plates et parallèles présen-
tant le caractère quasi unidimensionnel, les autres surfaces de Fermi (en bloc ou
quasi-deux dimensions) peuvent également être identifiées en comparant les sur-
faces de Fermi mesurées par ARPES et les surfaces de Fermi calculées par DFT. Les
tailles des poches fermées de Fermi extraites des résultats de mesure ARPES sont
comparables aux résultats de calcul DFT. Des mesures d’oscillation quantique fu-
tures peuvent être appliquées pour sonder ces poches fermées à la surface de Fermi
et pour comparer avec les résultats de mesure ARPES.

La deuxième partie de la caractérisation de la structure électronique (sous-section 5.2.3)
présente les dispersions énergie-impulsion mesurées le long de directions de symétrie
élevées (Z � G � Z, M � G � M and A � Z � A) dans la première zone de Brillouin
et leur comparaison avec les bandes correspondantes calculées par DFT. L’analyse
quantitative de ces dispersions nous aide à comprendre certaines feuilles de Fermi
inattendues à partir de calculs DFT, et suggère surtout les empreintes de l’hybridation
d � f et la présence d’un fort couplage spin-orbite, qui sont importants pour com-
prendre les exposants de loi de puissance inattendus dans quantités thermodynamiques
indiquant la présence de fortes fluctuations critiques quantiques ferromagnétiques.
L’hybridation d � f , malheureusement, ne peut pas être directement sondée avec les
expériences ARPES que nous avons utilisés en raison du fait que le gap provoqué
par l’hybridation d � f est inférieur à 1 mV bien plus petit que la résolution de nos
expériences ARPES. Par contre, le couplage spin-orbite montre une forte influence
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sur la dispersion des bandes dans la direction A � Z � A, qui contient deux ban-
des paraboliques observées au lieu d’une seule selon le calcul de la DFT. Un mod-
èle de couplage spin-orbite de type Rashba est ensuite utilisé pour estimer la force
du couplage spin-orbite. La valeur déterminée de la force de couplage spin-orbite
est d’environ 0.85 eV·Å, ce qui est relativement grand par rapport à la plupart des
matériaux existants.
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Titre : Systèmes électroniques de basse dimensionnalité étudiés par spectroscopie de photoémission résolue
en angle et en spin

Mots clés : systèmes électroniques bidimensionnels; électrons corrélés; oxydes fonctionnels; métaux topo-
logiques; matériaux à fermions lourds; spectroscopie de photoémission résolue en angle.

Résumé : Les matériaux dans lesquels des in-
teractions à plusieurs particules, un confinement
de faible dimension et/ou un fort couplage spin-
orbite sont présents témoignent d’une grande variété
de phénomènes, mais sont encore mal compris.
Des informations essentielles sur l’origine de tels
phénomènes peuvent être obtenues en mesurant
leur structure électronique. Cette thèse présente
une étude expérimentale de la structure électronique
de matériaux de faible dimension et/ou fortement
corrélés présentant un intérêt fondamental actuel, en
utilisant la spectroscopie par photoémission résolue
en angle et en spin (ARPES et SARPES).
Dans la partie introductive, je présente mon travail
sur deux exemples de type “livre de texte”, mais in-
novants, montrant comment les interactions affectent
la structure de bande d’un matériau : le couplage des
électrons avec des phonons dans une distribution de
Debye dans un système électronique à deux dimen-
sions (2DES) dans ZnO, semi-conducteur à oxyde
à bande interdite large utilisé dans les applications
photovoltaı̈ques, et le dédoublement induit par un fort
couplage spin-orbite (SOC) dans la bande de valence
du ZnTe, un autre semi-conducteur important utilisé
dans les dispositifs optoélectroniques. Ensuite, dans
la suite de cette thèse, je discute de mes résultats
originaux dans trois systèmes différents de basse di-
mensionnalité et d’intérêt actuel en recherche :

1. La réalisation d’un 2DES à la surface (110) de
SnO2, le premier du genre dans une structure
rutile. L’ajustabilité de la densité de ses por-
teurs au moyen de la température ou du dépôt
d’Eu, et la robustesse vis-à-vis les recons-
tructions de surface et l’exposition aux condi-
tions ambiantes rendent ce 2DES prometteur
pour les applications. Au moyen d’un simple
réaction redox à la surface, ces travaux ont
prouvé que les lacunes en oxygène pouvaient

doper la bande de conduction à la surface de
SnO2, résolvant ainsi un problème longtemps
débattu concernant le rôle desdites lacunes
dans le dopage de type n dans SnO2.

2. L’étude des états de surface topologiques dans
M2Te2X (avec M = Hf, Zr ou Ti ; et X = P ou
As), une nouvelle famille de métaux topolo-
giques en trois dimensions, provenant du SOC
et étant protégés par la symétrie du renver-
sement du temps. Leur structure électronique
et leur texture de spin, étudiées par ARPES
et SARPES, révèlent la présence de fermions
de Dirac sans masse donnant naissance à des
arcs de noeuds de Dirac.

3. L’étude du matériau YbNi4P2 à fermions lourds
quasi unidimensionnel, qui présente une tran-
sition de phase quantique de second ordre
d’une phase ferromagnétique à une phase
paramagnétique de liquide de Fermi lors de
la substitution partielle du phosphore par
l’arséniure. Une telle transition ne devrait se
produire que dans les systèmes zéro ou uni-
dimensionnels, mais la mesure directe de la
structure électronique des matériaux ferro-
magnétiques quantiques critiques faisait jus-
qu’à présent défaut. Grâce à une préparation
et nettoyage méticuleux in situ de la sur-
face des monocristaux YbNi4P2, qui sont im-
possibles à cliver, leur structure électronique
a été mesurée avec succès au moyen de
l’ARPES, dévoilant ainsi le caractère quasi-
1D, nécessaire à la compréhension de la criti-
cité quantique ferromagnétique, dans YbNi4P2.
Le protocole utilisé pour rendre ce matériau
accessible à l’ARPES peut être facilement
généralisé à d’autres matériaux exotiques
dépourvus de plan de clivage.
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Title : Low-dimensional electron systems studied by angle- and spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

Keywords : two-dimensional electron systems; correlated-electrons; functional oxides; topological metals;
heavy-fermion materials; angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy.

Abstract : Materials in which many-body interactions,
low-dimensional confinement, and/or strong spin-orbit
coupling are present show a rich variety of pheno-
mena, but are still poorly understood. Essential infor-
mation about the origin of such phenomena can be
obtained by measuring their electronic structure. This
thesis presents an experimental study of the electro-
nic structure of some low-dimensional and/or strongly
correlated materials of current fundamental interest,
using angle- and spin-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES and SARPES).
In the introductory part, I present my work on two in-
novative textbook examples showing how interactions
affect the band structure of a material : the coupling
of electrons with phonons in a Debye distribution in
a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) in ZnO, a
wide-band-gap oxide semiconductor used in photovol-
taic applications, and the splitting induced by strong
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the bulk valence band of
ZnTe, another important semiconductor used in op-
toelectronic devices. Then, in the rest of this thesis,
I discuss my original results in three different low-
dimensional systems of current interest :

1. The realisation of a 2DES at the (110) surface
of SnO2, the first of its kind in a rutile structure.
Tunability of its carrier density by means of
temperature or Eu deposition and robustness
against surface reconstructions and exposure
to ambient conditions make this 2DES promi-
sing for applications. By means of a simple
redox reaction on the surface, this work has
proven that oxygen vacancies can dope the

conduction band minimum at the surface of
SnO2, solving a long-debated issue about their
role in n-type doping in SnO2.

2. The study of topological surface states in
M2Te2X (with M = Hf, Zr, or Ti ; and X = P
or As), a new family of three-dimensional to-
pological metals, originating from SOC and
being protected by time-reversal symmetry.
Their electronic structure and spin texture, stu-
died by ARPES and SARPES, reveal the pre-
sence of massless Dirac fermions giving rise to
Dirac-node arcs.

3. The investigation of the quasi-one-dimensional
heavy-fermion material YbNi4P2, which pre-
sents a second-order quantum phase transi-
tion from a ferromagnetic to a paramagnetic
phase upon partial substitution of phosphorous
by arsenide. Such a transition is expected to
occur only in zero- or one-dimensional sys-
tems, but a direct measurement of the electro-
nic structure of ferromagnetic quantum-critical
materials was missing so far. By careful in-
situ preparation and cleaning of the surface of
YbNi4P2 single crystals, which are impossible
to cleave, their electronic structure has been
successfully measured by ARPES, thus effec-
tively unveiling the quasi-one-dimensionality of
YbNi4P2. Moreover, the protocol used to make
this material accessible to ARPES can be rea-
dily generalised to other exotic materials la-
cking a cleavage plane.
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